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Abstract

A 60 GHz first-order dual-polarized probe for spherical near-field antenna measurements
based on a switch has been developed and antenna diagnostics for a Standard Gain Horn
(SGH) were investigated at 60 GHz.

In millimeter-wave near-field antenna measurements, first-order dual-polarized probes pos-
sess several advantages over other types of probes. In particular, they ensure an accurate
and efficient near-field to far-field transformation scheme using only one full-sphere scan
of the antenna under test (AUT). A dual-polarized probe based on a 27 dB gain conical
horn, an Orthomode Transducer (OMT) operating in the 50-75 GHz frequency range and
a SPDT (Single Pole Double Throw) switch working in the 600 MHz-67 GHz frequency
range has been developed. The probe components were individually tested. The OMT and
switch show measured values better than 40 dB for the isolation. The probe was designed
to have a high gain, in order to compensate for the high path loss at 60 GHz, which is 83
dB for a 6 m distance. The probe was calibrated at DTU Planar Near-Field (PNF) Facility
and DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility including pattern, polarization
and channel balance calibration. In general, the dual-polarized probe shows a high perfor-
mance at 60 GHz. The calibration process is challenged by the sources of uncertainties,
which at 60 GHz become more significant. The dual-polarized probe was tested as a probe
for the measurement of a SGH and of a 60 GHz offset dual-reflector antenna. It was found
that the co-polar component of the tested antennas show results in good agreement with
reference measurements. It was noted, that the switch contributes to the dynamic range
reduction and affects the low radiation patterns levels of the tested antennas. Overall, it
was shown that accurate dual-polarized probe measurements can be conducted, but they
are challenged by the switch technology at 60 GHz.

An investigation on antenna diagnostics at 60 GHz was conducted for a 25 dB SGH.
This includes the magnitude and phase of three rectangular components of the electric
and magnetic fields, as well as Poynting’s vector components obtained from the DTU
PNF setup without external frequency conversion. The aperture fields and power flow are
computed by Inverse Fourier Transforming (IFT) the Plane Wave Spectrum (PWS), which
is obtained from the complex measurement of the radiated near-field. It was found that the
diagnostics results are affected by physical effects. The results showed, that the magnitude
and phase and also the Poynting’s vector components contain additional information of
the aperture field.

The research addressed the challenges to conduct 60 GHz accurate dual-polarized probe
spherical near-field measurements as not so much experience exists on this topic. The
work also concerned, the investigation of antennas diagnostics at 60 GHz for quantities not
exploited previously.
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Resume

Der er udviklet en 60 GHz første-ordens dobbelt-polariseret probe, til sfærisk nær-felt
antenne m̊alinger, baseret p̊a en switch. Ydermere, er antenne diagnostik for et Standard
Gain Horn (SGH) blevet undersøgt ved 60 GHz. Ved millimeter-bølge nær-felts antenne
målinger, har første-ordens dobbelt-polariserede prober flere fordele i forhold til andre
typer prober. I særdeleshed, muliggør de en nøjagtige og effektiv nær-felts til fjern-felts
transformation, med en enkelt fuld-sfære scanning af antennen under test.

En dobbelt-polariseret probe baseret p̊a en 27 dB gain konisk horn, er blevet udviklet
sammen med en Orthomode Transducer (OMT) fungerende i 50-75 GHz frekvensomr̊adet
og en Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) switch fungerende i 600 MHz-67 GHz frekven-
somr̊adet. Disse probe komponenter er testet individuelt. OMT’en og switch’en viser begge
målte værdier for isolation bedre end 40 dB. Proben er designet med et høj gain for at
kompensere for det høje udbredelsestab, som ved 60 GHz er 83 dB p̊a en afstand af 6 m.
Proben er kalibreret i DTU’s Planar Near-Field (PNF) Facility og DTU-ESA Spherical
Near-Field Antenna Test Facility og inkluderer udstr̊alingsdiagram, polarisering og kanal-
balance kalibrering. Generelt levere den dobbelt-polariserede probe en høj ydeevne ved
60 GHz. Kalibreringen udfordres af kilder af usikkerheder, som ved 60 GHz bliver mere
betydningsfulde.

Den dobbelt-polariserede probe blev testet som en probe til måling af en SGH og en 60
GHz offset dobbelt-reflektor antenne. Generelt blev det vist, at nøjagtige målinger med
dobbelt-polariseret probe kan udføres, men de udfordres af switch teknologien ved 60 GHz.

Der blev foretaget en undersøgelse af antenne diagnostik ved 60 GHz for en 25 dB SGH.
Dette inkluderer b̊ade størrelse og fase p̊a alle tre rektangulære komposanter af de elek-
triske og magnetiske felter, samt Poynting’s vektorens komposanter opn̊aet fra DTU PNF
måleopstillingen uden ekstern frekvenskonvertering. Felter og energi-flow henover åbningen
er beregnet med den Inverse Fourier Transformation (IFT) af planbølge spektrummet,
udledt af de komplekse målinger af det udstr̊alede nær-felt. Det blev fundet at diagnostik
resultaterne er p̊avirket af fysiske effekter. Resultaterne viser, at størrelserne, faserne samt
Poynting’s vektor komposanterne indeholder yderligere information omkring åbningsfeltet.

Forskningen tog fat p̊a udfordringerne, ved at udføre 60 GHz nøjagtige dobbelt-polariserede
probe sfæriske nær-felts m̊alinger, da der ikke findes meget erfaring p̊a omr̊adet. Arbejdet
vedrørte ogs̊a undersøgelse af antenne diagnostik ved 60 GHz, for størrelser der ikke tidligere
er benyttet.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Millimeter-wave technology

The interest in the millimeter-wave spectrum (30-300 GHz) has increased in recent years
due to a number of benefits it brings to wireless communications systems: operation in an
unlicensed band, wide available bandwidth and large transmission capacity of information,
secure communication, miniaturization and ease of multiple elements integration [1], [2],
[3], [4].

Operation in an unlicensed band allows access to a large unused spectrum with more than
100 GHz available bandwidth [5]. This enables use of 10 times more spectrum than at
lower frequency bands - for 3G and 4G - where the available bandwidth is smaller than
700 MHz and each wireless provider has 200 MHz spectrum [5], [6].

In [7] a description of the millimeter-wave (mm-wave) band is presented. The 60 GHz
frequency unlicensed band is allocated for wireless communication networks and these are
distributed as follows: Europe - 9 GHz bandwidth (57-66 GHz), USA 7 GHz (57-64 GHz)
and Japan 7 GHz (59-66 GHz). In the US, the Federal Communication Commission (FCC)
announced in 2016 that large bandwidths are dedicated for future wireless communications
applications: unlicensed bands 64-71 GHz (and the previous 57-64 GHz) and licensed bands
27.5-28.35 GHz and 37-40 GHz [5].

The large available bandwidth in the mm-wave spectrum translates into several GHz for
the wireless channel, enabling peak data rates of 10 Gbps for applications such as: video
conferencing, web access between camera pads, mobile health-care, and high definition
(HD) real-time video streaming.

The small wavelength at mm-waves allows a massive increase in the network capacity with
smaller coverage cells and it also allows integration of multiple elements in electronically
steerable antenna arrays of compact size. These can be used to obtain high gain with
narrow beams and can be used to create directional links [6]. The benefit of narrow beams
is the secure communication and immunity to eavesdropping in the adjacent channels,
reducing the co-user interference. This allows multi-user systems to be deployed in small
geographical areas [3], [4], [5].

Other mm-wave applications include radar, sensing, imaging, and radio astronomy [3], [4],
[6]. In [8] a multistatic radar topology has been realized for portable scanners which allows
the image of the target to be retrieved by combining the information from multiple angles
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Introduction

resulting in good resolution and a high quality image. Work in [9] has medical application.
It allows determination of glucose blood concentrations based on the power transmission
levels by employing a setup with two patch antennas with a water concentration placed in
between. The experiments are conducted within 56 to 61 GHz range and the results show
an increase in the power level with the increase of the glucose concentration.

1.2 Millimeter-wave antennas

Some of the challenges at mm-wave bands for cellular networks are the increased free-
space path loss and the large penetration loss. The path loss is determined from Friis’
transmission formula and as the frequency increases this becomes larger; for example a
signal at 60 GHz has an additional loss of 20 dB compared to a signal at 6 GHz. The
penetration loss is high at mm-waves, as for example for brick and tinted glass is about
40 dB, and thus a line-of-sight link is desired for communications [5], [10]. To overcome
these challenges, phased array antennas for mobile networks are proposed in [10], [11],
[12], [13], while in [14] beam steerable lens antennas are realized. These antennas possess
the beam-steering function which compensate for the path loss variations in the mobile
networks and ensures a good link for signals coming from different directions. However, a
trade-off has to be made between the coverage and strong signal path. Work in [10] shows
the design of several subarray schemes including a 1x4 patch array and a 1x4 notch array
in order to achieve good coverage and pattern diversity. In [15] a patch antenna operating
at 28 GHz and 38 GHz is designed for 5G communications for which circular polarization
has been implemented by using L-shaped slot elements.

In [16] an all metal 3D printed aluminum feed horn has been designed and tested at 118.75
GHz for use in Polar Cube satellite radiometer.
In [17] an all metal 3D-printed offset dual-reflector antenna has been designed and tested
at 60 GHz. The antenna is operating within 57-66 GHz frequency band and the application
is for inter-satellite communication between CubeSats.

1.3 Millimeter-wave antenna measurements

Antenna measurements constitute an indispensable part in designing and validation of an-
tennas for all kind of applications. When conducting measurements at mm-wave frequen-
cies many uncertainties present in the near-field antenna measurement techniques increase
hindering the measurement accuracy requirements. During the last few years, work has
been conducted on mm-wave antenna measurements to overcome some of the challenges
within the following areas: instrumentation, radar, sensing, imaging and antenna diag-
nostics. In the following works: [16], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25] different
mm-wave setups have been established, which support the advance in mm-wave antenna
measurements. In [16], [21], [22] a new robotic scanning system has been developed for
conducting measurements above 100 GHz with very accurate positioning (within ±30µm)
of the robotic arm (on which the probe is fixed). The system has the capability of achieving
different scanning geometries such as: planar, cylindrical, spherical and mixed geometries
and to track the position and orientation for each measurement point with a laser tracker
system. Measurement tests have been conducted for a 3D printed horn at 118.75 GHz
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Justification

showing good results [16]. An articulated swing arm system for spherical near-field mea-
surements for probe-fed antennas have been developed by NSI [18], [19] along with an
effective method to model the radial positioning error of the arm and to compensate for
the phase errors. Measurements have been conducted for a 90 GHz patch antenna showing
the setup’s limitations.

Literature investigation shows studies conducted on electromagnetic exposure assessment
of 5G communication devices [26], [27], [28] by using equivalent currents reconstruction
techniques, while in [29] antenna arrays at 75 GHz are calibrated and characterized. In
[26] - [28] the power density is determined from the equivalent surface currents in the
close proximity of the devices. This represents the metric for human body exposure to
mm-wave antennas, instead of specific absorption rates which is the metric for frequencies
below 10 GHz. This is due to the fact that at mm-waves, the fields have small penetration
depth. From the reconstructed equivalent currents determined through the inverse source
technique, the electric and magnetic fields are determined from which the power density is
computed.

Uncertainty investigations of the noise of a low noise amplifier [30] and of the on-chip
antennas measurements [31] have been evaluated in a compact antenna test range and
in a spherical near-field/far-field measurement configured for chip antennas measurements
showing some of the mm-wave antennas challenges such as the phase uncertainties of active
components.

1.4 Justification

The literature survey shows that one of the important drivers for the mm-wave antenna
measurements is the 5G application. As the frequency increases and the wavelength be-
comes smaller, uncertainties and challenges pertinent to the near-field increase and may
become very large when conducting antenna measurements. At mm-waves the phase varia-
tions due to flexing cable and rotary joints are larger, while the propagation loss increases.
The mechanical alignment is more challenging to conduct at mm-waves. Thermal drift
and noise have an increased effect on the measurement results at these frequencies, and
this needs to be analyzed. Another challenge is to design dual-polarized probes with high
port-to-port isolation; at mm-waves the components exhibit a high cross-coupling and it
affects the channel balance [32]. To conduct accurate antenna measurements these aspects
need to be investigated and mitigated.

The Electromagnetic Systems Group (EMS) at the Department of Electrical Engineering
at DTU operates, in cooperation with the European Space Agency (ESA), the DTU-ESA
Spherical Near-Field (SNF) Antenna Test Facility. Here accurate antenna measurements
and calibrations within 0.4-40 GHz frequency band are carried out for ESA and ESA part-
ners, as well as for European industry and academia [33]. During the last few years, more
and more requests for measurements above 30 GHz were received at DTU-ESA Facility due
to an increase in the number of mm-wave applications. The EMS also operates a smaller
Planar Near-Field (PNF) antenna scanner, on which first experiments were recently carried
out in the 40-60 GHz band and these showed promising results for a horn antenna [34].
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Introduction

1.5 Purpose and range

The purpose of this project is to develop DTU’s expertise in mm-wave antenna measure-
ments; this concern both planar and spherical near-field measurements at 60 GHz. The
many challenges in mm-wave near-field measurements will be investigated through experi-
mental tests with different types of antennas. The project aims to design, manufacture and
test a dual-polarized probe for spherical near-field antenna measurement, and to investigate
antenna diagnostics.

This project is based on six papers which are included in appendix D.

Chapter 2 presents the PNF and SNF facilities. For PNF setup first measurement tests
results of the setup at 60 GHz for a Standard Gain Horn (SGH) are documented which
include: dynamic range, thermal drift, cable flexing and radiation pattern. The SNF
setup presents the instrumentation used to carry out 60 GHz measurements, as well as the
settings of the setup on terms of power levels.

In chapter 3, the dual-polarized probe system is described, and it summarizes the results for
PNF radiation pattern measurements, SNF probe pattern measurements, SNF probe cor-
rection including polarization and channel balance calibration and investigation, as well as
dual-polarized probe S-parameters measurements and gain determination. Measurements
from SNF and PNF results of the dual-polarized probe as Antenna Under Test (AUT)
are analyzed and compared to each other in terms of directivity levels, axial ratios, tilt
angles and channel balances. This chapter also includes the SGH gain calibration by using
two-antenna gain calibration technique.

Chapter 4 includes measurement tests using the probe as the probe. For validation two
widely different AUTs - a 25 dBi SGH and a 60 GHz offset dual-reflector antenna - are
tested with the dual-polarized probe, and the radiation pattern results are compared with
measurement references. The S-parameters of the 60 GHz offset reflector have been mea-
sured and the antenna gain has been determined.

Chapter 5 describes the mm-wave antenna diagnostics investigation for a SGH, which
includes the three rectangular components of the electric and magnetic aperture fields and
also Poynting’s vector components.

Chapter 6 gives the summary for each chapter and the final conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2

DTU millimeter-wave measurement facilities

This chapter includes the results documented in paper [P1] [34] (Appendix D). In this work,
the 60 GHz DTU Planar Near-Field (PNF) measurement setup without external frequency
conversion is presented. Experimental investigations are conducted for the dynamic range,
thermal drift and cable flexing effect at 60 GHz. Measurements are conducted for a 25 dBi
Standard Gain Horn (SGH) and the results are validated by comparison with a reference.
The results are documented in section 2.1. The instrumentation of the DTU-ESA Spherical
Near-Field (SNF) Antenna Test Facility for 40-60 GHz range is described in section 2.2.

2.1 Planar near-field antenna measurement setup

The DTU PNF Antenna Measurement Facility is based on a 0.8 x 1.5 m2 planar scanner
with a xy-resolution of 0.0125 mm provided by two motor controllers and two step motors
from JVL, which ensure the motion along x and y axis of the scanner [35]. The antenna
measurement setup was extended in the spring of 2014 to the millimeter-wave range up to
60 GHz, by including an Agilent E8361A VNA up to 67 GHz, two cables from Pasternack
[36] working up to 65 GHz and an Open Ended Circular Waveguide (OECW) probe,
designed and manufactured in-house operating in the 40-60 GHz range (U band). The
probe includes a WR-19 Orthomode Transducer (OMT) from Millitech [37] used in one
polarization. The control and the data processing algorithms are implemented in MATLAB
environment. The length of each cable was selected to be as small as possible in order to
reduce the losses; the cable connecting the VNA to the moving probe has a length of 1.2
m, while the cable connecting the VNA to the Antenna Under Test (AUT) has a length of
1.5 m (see Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: DTU Planar Near-Field Antenna Measurement Setup - instrumentation (left)
and illustration (right) [34]
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To ensure a smooth cable movement and small variation in the cable electrical characteris-
tics, the scan area is limited to 220 x 200 mm2. The cables were tested, and the reflection
coefficients indicated values lower than -20 dB over the 40-60 GHz band. Measurements of
the transmission coefficients showed results at 60 GHz of around -7 dB for the short cable
and -10 dB for the long cable. The measured probe reflection coefficient is below -15 dB in
the 40-60 GHz band. In order to analyze the performance of the PNF measurement setup,
and to select the optimum VNA settings a series of simple tests were conducted.

2.1.1 System dynamic range

To achieve a high dynamic range, the VNA settings were selected to reduce the noise,
while keeping the measurement time small by setting the IF bandwidth to 1 kHz and the
signal source power level to 2 dBm (maximum level at 60 GHz). For the setup consisting
of the two cables and the probe described in section 2.1 with 25 dBi gain SGH as AUT,
the received power level is measured showing a value of -30 dBm. The noise floor was
measured to be around -90 dBm by disconnecting the AUT cable. Thus with these values
the system dynamic range obtained is around 60 dB in the 40-60 GHz frequency band. A
line scan with 3 mm step over the 200 mm range takes about 3.5 minutes for 11 frequency
points.

2.1.2 Drift

One of the error sources in near-field antenna measurements is the thermal drift. The latter
is important for near-field measurements taking several hours depending on the electrical
size of the measured antenna. The magnitude and phase drift was measured over four
hours with one sample per minute in the 40-60 GHz band. This gives a peak-to-peak
variation of ±0.03 dB for magnitude, while the phase shows a change of 1.5◦ per hour and
a monotonic behavior (see Figure 2.2). At 60 GHz, this 1.5 ◦ phase change corresponds
to a length change of about 21µm and it is likely to be caused by temperature variation
during measurement.

Figure 2.2: Magnitude (left) and phase (right) drift over 4 hours at 60 GHz [34]
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2.1.3 Cable flexing

A major concern for this setup is the phase variation through the cables at 60 GHz -
the cable flexing effect on the measured data - as no mixers are installed next to the
probe or AUT. A series of tests were conducted in order to investigate the magnitude
and phase variations due to cable flexing. This is realized by measuring the reflection
coefficient for the cable connected to the moving OMT, which was short-circuited at the
antenna port. Five consecutive identical line scans tests are conducted along horizontal
and vertical directions, each line measurement taking around 3.5 minutes (see Figure 2.3).
For simplicity, the results of the investigation conducted for the vertical line scans are not
included and these are described in [34]. The first line and partly the second line scan
indicate the VNA warming-up effect and these can be disregarded for the analysis. The
data show a small absolute difference in magnitude and phase between the last three scans
which is less than 0.05 dB for magnitude and approximately 1◦ for phase. For a horizontal
line scan, the results show peak to peak variations values of around 0.07 dB for magnitude
and 1.7◦ for phase.

Figure 2.3: Horizontal line scans; magnitude (left) and phase (right) of the reflection
coefficient at 60 GHz from the short-circuited OMT [34]

The analysis of the line scans includes the results for the two-way propagation effect (the
reflection coefficient and not transmission coefficient). Therefore, it can be considered that
for the transmission case, the magnitude and phase variations are only half of the measured
values. Based on this investigation results, it can be assumed that the cable flexing effect
has very small influence on the magnitude and phase stability. The observed magnitude
and phase variations effect on the far-field data is analyzed by conducting an uncertainty
investigation for the pattern of a 25 dBi SGH.

2.1.4 Measurement of a SGH and comparison with a reference

To test the PNF setup, full scan measurements are conducted over a 220 x 200 mm2 scan
area for a 25 dBi SGH with 30 x 41 mm aperture dimensions from Flann Microwave.
The following measurement settings are selected: 2.5 mm step size along x and y axes
and 30 mm probe-AUT aperture distance with manual rotation of the probe to change
its polarization. Based on the SGH aperture dimensions, a validity region of ±72◦ for
E-plane and ±69◦ for H-plane is determined. Probe pattern calibration is applied in the
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near-field to far-field transformation, and the channel balance value is set to 1. With these
measurement settings, 80 x 88 measurement points are sampled, and the duration of a
full scan measurement for one polarization is 8 hours. For results validation, radiation
patterns obtained from PNF measurements are compared with results from DTU-ESA
SNF Antenna Test Facility.

Figure 2.4: SGH co-polar and cross-polar patterns at 60 GHz from PNF and SNF setups;
E-plane (left) and H-plane (right)[34]

The co-polar patterns in E- and H-planes (see Figure 2.4), show a good agreement between
SNF and PNF results, within the main beam region and with differences at levels below
-25 dB. It can be noted, that spikes are present in H-plane at θ angles beyond ±60◦ from
PNF setup, which might represent strong scattering signals, as the absorber treatment is
quite poor for this facility.

The cross-polar components show a relatively good agreement as well, however the shape
is different, the PNF component being asymmetric. Some of the possible reasons for
asymmetry and differences between the SNF and PNF data are the following sources of
uncertainties: room reflections, drift effects, scan plane truncation, planarity of the PNF
scan plane, and also incomplete probe calibration. Regarding the latter, the data from
SNF was corrected with a channel balance of 1, while probe pattern calibration has been
carried out.

Despite the long measurement time (8 hours duration for a full scan), the PNF and SNF
data show a good agreement and it shows that thermal drift has a small influence on the
PNF data.

2.1.5 Flexing cable uncertainty investigation

Magnitude and phase variations due to cable flexing is a major source of uncertainty at
millimeter-waves for the PNF measurement setup [38]. A detailed investigation of this
aspect is performed. To test the cable flexing influence on the far field radiation pattern,
the raw near-field data was changed with values obtained from the amplitude and phase
variations of reflection coefficient measured with the short-circuited OMT. The modified
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near-field data was then processed to get the far-field. The maximum difference between the
measured data (between the sequential line scans) of the reflection coefficient was divided
by two (for the transmission case), and then added or subtracted to the near-field data. The
modified near-field data is then processed to the far-field. In Figure 2.5 the magnitude and
phase variations of the line scans are shown, where δ represents the difference in magnitude
and phase between the first line scan and the third line. The compensation was conducted
just for the x-axis variations, as for the y-axis these were quite small for the central part
of the scan area (see [34]).

Figure 2.5: Line scans tests at 60 GHz; magnitude (left) and phase (right) variations with
the observed values δ [34]

For completeness the near-field data modified with the entire difference (not only half) in
magnitude and phase was investigated as well.

The Equivalent Error Signal (EES) was calculated as the difference between the original
far-field pattern (without modification) and the modified pattern at 60 GHz in linear scale
and then then converting back the result in dB [39]:

EES = 20 log10 |10(SdB/20) − 10((SdB+δdB)/20)| (2.1)

where SdB is the original pattern, while SdB + δdB represents the modified far-field pattern.

The pattern standard uncertainty in dB (1σ) is determined by considering the standard
deviation to be 1/3 of the EES signal maximum [39]:

∆dB = 20 log10(max(10(EES/20)) ∗ 1/3 + 1) (2.2)

The EES plots and the normalized radiation patterns are shown in Figure 2.6. For E-
plane (φ = 0◦), it can be noted that for the data modified with the half value of the
magnitude and phase variations, EES indicates a peak value of around -48 dB. For the
data modified with full difference of cable variations the EES curve has a peak value of
around -42 dB. The latter causes a standard deviation of ∆dB = 0.02 dB, while the former
causes a standard deviation of ∆dB = 0.01 dB. These calculations show that the magnitude
and phase variations due to cable flexing have a minor effect on the data.

For H-plane, the EES signal is shown in [34] and for this plane no cable effect investigation
has been carried out.
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Figure 2.6: E-plane normalized radiation pattern at 60 GHz with and without flexing cable
compensation and EES levels for half-value and full compensation [34]

2.2 Spherical near-field antenna measurement setup

The DTU-ESA SNF Antenna Test Facility is located at Technical University of Denmark
(DTU) and is operated in cooperation with European Space Agency (ESA). Accurate
antenna measurements and calibrations are conducted here in the frequency band 0.4-40
GHz for ESA, European industry and academia, as well as for DTU research and education
[33]. The facility allows measurements with hundredths of dB uncertainty for directivity
and tenths of dB for gain [33].

The facility consists of an indoor spherical near-field scanner equipped with a RF system
from MI Technologies which includes a MI-3103 synthesized signal source and a MI-1797
measurement receiver1. The receiver measures two signals - reference and signal - in am-
plitude and phase, while the AUT is rotated about its θ and φ axes. For accurate deter-
mination of the AUT angular position during measurements, two ”Inductosyn” angular
encoders are installed. These devices allow to read the position of the AUT with an ac-
curacy of 0.001◦ in both θ and φ. During the mechanical alignment a theodolite is used
which is installed on the probe positioner. The measurement system is fully automatic and
is controlled by a PC [40] (see Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.7: DTU-ESA SNF Facility anechoic chamber [40]

1This was the instrumentation during the PhD project, but it was upgraded in 2019.
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Figure 2.8: DTU-ESA SNF Facility instrumentation [40]

2.2.1 DTU-ESA SNF measurement setup for 40-60 GHz fre-
quency range

The measurement setup for frequencies in the 40-60 GHz range is shown in Figure 2.9.
In Figure 2.10, the measurement setup is for the 0.1-18 GHz frequency range, in which
the AUT is transmitting and the probe is receiving, the signal source being placed on the
AUT positioner side. For frequencies above 18 GHz of the measurement setup (40-60 GHz
range), the direction of the signal propagation is reversed; the probe is transmitting and
the AUT is receiving. The instrumentation includes a MI-3383 multiplier (4th harmonic),
two MI-3346 mixers, an LO MI-3393 extender, a SHF 824 amplifier and a 20 dB coupler
(see Figure 2.9).

There are a few reasons for reversing the signal direction. One of them is the fact that
the cable going through the rotary joints on the antenna positioner is working up to 18
GHz, and thus it cannot be used for signals up to 60 GHz due to a large attenuation and
reflection. Another reason is the fact that is not possible to install the multiplier above
the rotary joints as this would require to install the coupler there, as well as a second
cable which is needed for the reference channel through the antenna positioner which at
the moment is not possible [40].
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Figure 2.9: Instrumentation for 40-60 GHz SNF Antenna Measurement Facility [41]

Figure 2.10: Measurement setup for the 0.1-18 GHz frequency band [33]

For the setup implementation in Figure 2.9, an LO MI-3393 extender [42] is employed in
order to provide the correct LO signal for the signal mixer installed next to the AUT. The
signal source is placed under the probe positioner and an additional cable of 6 m length is
used to guide the signal from the signal source to the frequency multiplier located in the
probe positioner.

The MI-3383 multiplier has an RF power range between 10 dBm and 20 dBm with -5 dB
conversion gain and it works in 4th harmonic mode with an input frequency range of 10-15
GHz [43]. To reduce the losses on the cable and provide enough power to the input of the
multiplier, an SHF 824 amplifier operating up to 28 GHz is integrated [44]. The MI-3346
mixers operate in the fundamental mixing mode in the 10-15 GHz LO frequency band,
and in 4th harmonic mixing mode in the 40-60 GHz range. The maximum conversion loss
is about 40 dB, while the maximum LO input power should not exceed the recommended
value of 15 dBm [45]. The 20 dB coupler is WR-19 waveguide based and it connects the
multiplier, the reference mixer and the probe.
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For the MI-3100 signal source it is recommended that the power level does not exceed the
level of +15 dBm. This value is adjusted to provide the optimum level of the signal on the
reference and signal channels in order to keep a high dynamic range. This power level of
the signal source depends on the losses in the cable between signal source and amplifier,
and on the recommended input power levels of the amplifier and of the multiplier.

The 10 dB attenuator on the probe positioner side is integrated so the mixer does not
exceed the recommended value of -20 dBm in order to ensure operation in a linear regime.
The LO power level is adjusted as well by taking into account the recommended input LO
power level of the mixers which is about 12 dBm ±3 dBm.

2.3 Summary and conclusions

The DTU PNF antenna measurement setup is operating within 40-60 GHz band without
external frequency conversion. This was extended to millimeter-wave range by integrating
an Agilent E8361A VNA, two cables operating up to 65 GHz and a 40-60 GHz OECW
probe.

Measurement tests indicate good results of the setup performance for a 25 dBi SGH. The
results show about 0.03 dB and 1.5◦ magnitude and phase drift (measured over 4 hours)
and small magnitude and phase variation due to cable flexing with about 0.05 dB and 1◦,
respectively.

Measurements result for a 25 dBi SGH were compared with reference measurements from
DTU-ESA SNF Facility. The results indicate a very good agreement for the co-polar
radiation pattern, while for the cross-polar radiation patterns the comparison shows a
reasonable agreement.

An investigation of the cable flexing effect of the SGH far-field radiation pattern was carried
out. The results show a minor influence of the magnitude and phase variation due to flexing
cable on the measured data.

The instrumentation of the spherical near-field antenna measurement setup operating in
the 40-60 GHz band consists of the following devices: two MI-3346 mixers - one reference
and one signal mixer, a MI-3383 multiplier, a MI-3393 LO extender, a 20 dB coupler,
and a SHF 824 amplifier. Compared to the measurement setup in the 0.1-18 GHz range,
the measurement setup in the 40-60 GHz range involves additional components. The
calibration for the 40-60 GHz measurement setup is challenging, as it is required to provide
the recommended power level for all the active components.
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CHAPTER 3

60 GHz first-order dual-polarized probe for
spherical near-field measurements

This chapter is based on the results documented in the paper [P4] [46], paper [P5] [41]
and paper [P6] [47] (Appendix D). In this work the design, implementation and tests
of a 60 GHz first-order dual-polarized probe are presented. A first-order dual-polarized
probe is employed due to advantages it posses over single-polarized probes [33]. To ensure
accurate measurements at 60 GHz, a switch and Orthomode Transducer (OMT) with 40 dB
isolation are acquired for the dual-polarized probe implementation. The probe components
are presented individually in section 3.2. The dual-polarized probe is calibrated in Planar
Near-Field (PNF) and Spherical Near-Field (SNF) Facilities and the results are described
in sections 3.3 and 3.4. Measurement results from SNF and PNF Facilities are compared
to each other and with a reference from simulations. The results are included in section
3.5. The dual-polarized probe gain is determined based on the substitution technique [33]
and this is presented in section 3.6.

3.1 Motivation

Dual-polarized probes for spherical-near field testing have several advantages over other
probe types such as [33]:

� the polarization field components are measured simultaneously

� only one scan rather than two is needed

� no mechanical rotation of the probe is required

� amplitude and phase drift affect the two polarization components in the same way

� the channel balance calibration takes into account: impedance mismatch between
probe and cable/connectors and probe port coupling and receiver channel differences

For the millimeter-wave (mm-wave) frequencies, dual-polarized probes are challenged by
reduced performances of OMTs and switches, and as far as known there are no dual-
polarized probe for SNF testing, which simply rely on switches reported in the literature.
At mm-waves, OMTs and switches exhibit high cross-coupling (around -20 dB), considering
that for switches at 10 GHz this shows values lower than -40 dB. This is not acceptable
in order to accurately measure the AUT cross-polarization component (as this may have a
lower value than the probe’s cross-polar component) and thus OMTs and switches with high
port-to-port isolation are required to be integrated to the dual-polarized probe. However,
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when designing switches at mm-waves a trade-off is made between isolation and insertion
loss as a switch with high isolation will have a high insertion loss [48].

Literature studies show that mm-wave dual-polarized probes for spherical near-field an-
tenna measurements have been developed within 18-40 GHz [49] and within 50-75 GHz
ranges [50] based on OMTs with a turnstile junction for higher-order modes cancellation
with two receiver channels for the two probe ports.

To achieve high accuracy spherical near-field measurements at mm-waves, a dual-polarized
probe with the following characteristics is required [33]:

� good polarization ”purity” (cross-polar level lower than that of the Antenna Under
Test (AUT))

� high port-to-port isolation

� ”proper” pattern shape (no nulls in the forward hemisphere and field of U of the
pattern)

� low return loss

� high gain

At mm-waves, the path loss is higher, reducing the system dynamic range for the measured
data. To compensate for this, a high gain probe is needed. First-order µ = ±1 rotationally
symmetric probe is desired because it employs an efficient data processing and measuring
scheme [33].

DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility routinely employs first-order dual-
polarized probes for the benefits they posses, in the frequency range from 3-18 GHz. A
first-order dual-polarized probe at 60 GHz is needed for spherical near-field measurements
at DTU. Lately, progess of the microwave products in the mm-wave band allow for the
hardware components to be designed with the right characteristics to develop such a probe.
The dual-polarized probe design, implementation and calibration, are documented in the
following sections.

3.2 Probe design

A first-order dual-polarized probe at 60 GHz is developed - a 27 dBi directivity conical
horn designed by conducting WIPL-D simulations and in-house manufactured, including
the elements:

� a Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) switch up to 67 GHz from Ducommun

� an OMT from Sage Millimeter working within WR-15 band (50-75 GHz) with square
antenna port of 3.75 mm

� a square to circular transition (3.75 mm to 3.58 mm) from Sage Millimeter integrated
between the OMT and conical horn

� 1.85 mm connector cables up to 75 GHz from Flann Microwave

� two coaxial to waveguide adapters (1.85 mm to WR-15) from Flann Microwave to
connect the switch to the OMT
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To ensure accurate measurements at 60 GHz, the hardware components were selected to
provide a low cross-polarization of the probe, the switch and the OMT having 40 dB
isolation between ports.

3.2.1 Probe components

The probe components are described individually in the following. These are tested before
the dual-polarized probe is assembled.

3.2.1.1 Conical horn

A probe pattern which contains µ = ±1 spherical modes is required because it employs
an efficient data processing and measurement scheme [33]. This requirement is provided
by a rotationally symmetric conical horn in which the TE11 mode is excited. The path
loss at 60 GHz is 83 dB for a 6 m distance (the distance between the probe and AUT
positioners at DTU-ESA Facility) and it results in an additional 15 dB loss compared to
68 dB, which is the path loss at 10 GHz. To compensate for the high path loss and to
provide a pattern with µ = ±1 spherical modes, a 27 dBi gain conical horn is employed as
the probe. This gain value was selected from a study of the existing dual-polarized probes
at DTU-ESA Facility in the (3-18) GHz band in which the gain was obtained as a function
of the probes aperture and of the path loss which is expressed as a function of the probes
central wavelength.

The conical horn is designed by conducting WIPL-D simulations and waveguide mode
excitation is used. WIPL-D is based on higher order Method of Moments(MOM) solution
of Surface Integral Equations(SiES) [51].

To get a 27 dBi gain, the horn dimensions are obtained from the simulations, and these
are: 52 mm aperture diameter, 190 mm horn length with 30 mm small waveguide size and
60 mm the flare length. The diameter of the horn circular waveguide is chosen to be 3.58
mm which represents the standard waveguide size for the WR-15 band (see Figure 3.1).
The horn is then in-house manufactured and a 8 mm plate is attached to be mounted later
on a frame for measurements (see Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.1: 60 GHz conical horn designed in WIPL-D [46]
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Figure 3.2: 60 GHz manufactured conical horn with mounting plate - side view (left) and
front-view (right)

3.2.1.2 OMT and transition

To connect the OMT square antenna port of 3.75 × 3.75 mm to the conical horn with the
circular waveguide size of 3.58 mm, a square to circular transition is acquired from Sage
Millimeter (see Figure 3.3 - left). A 40 dB isolation OMT is procured from Sage Millimeter
operating in the WR-15 band (50-75 GHz) and tested. In addition to the square antenna
port, the OMT has two waveguide ports - p1 and p2.

In order to test the S-parameters of the OMT, the conical horn and the transition were
attached to the square shape antenna port as a square-to-rectangular WR-15 waveguide
transition was not available. The testing results show values better than 40 dB for the
port-to-port coupling in the whole band, except at 58 GHz. (see Figure 3.3 - right). At
port p1, S11 parameter is tested showing values lower than -15 dB, while S22 parameter is
tested at p2 indicating a value above -6 dB at 60 GHz. This high return loss value at p2

may be a manufacturing error, but the communication from the supplier did not clarify
this completely. These different values of the return loss at two ports will affect the channel
balance.

Figure 3.3: Square to circular transition and OMT (left) and measured S-parameters of
the OMT (right) [46]
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3.2.1.3 SPDT switch and connecting components

In order to accurately and simultaneously measure the vertical and horizontal polarization
components of the field, a switch with good isolation is needed. A SPDT absorptive switch
from Ducommun is employed operating within 600 MHz-67 GHz band. [52] The TTL input
provides the switch control and it selects between J1 and J2 ports by switching between
voltage levels - 0 V - TTL low - J1J2 ports are activated - and 5 V - TTL high - J1J3 ports
are selected. The RF port is at J1 (see Figure 3.4-top) and the switching speed is 150 ns.
The isolation and insertion loss of the switch were tested by attaching a coaxial load at J3

in order to measure either the insertion loss corresponding to 0 V at the TTL port, or the
isolation for which the TTL port voltage level is 5 V (see Figure 3.4-right). In a similar
way, S31 parameter is measured by connecting a load at port J2 and then the isolation or
insertion loss are tested by switching between voltage levels at the TTL port.

The switch is fed by two power supplies with a connection setup established to provide
positive and negative voltage levels of +5 V and -5 V (see Figure 3.4-bottom). The tested
ports of the switch are connected to the VNA ports. The measured isolation at 60 GHz
shows values better than 40 dB in the whole band, while the insertion loss measurement
shows a value of around 9 dB (see Figure 3.5). For simplicity the isolation is shown for the
case when J1J2 is activated.

For the switch-OMT connection, two coax-to-waveguide adapters working within 50-75
GHz band with 1.85 mm connectors, and two cables operating up to 67 GHz, each with a
length of 25 cm, are acquired from Flann Microwave. The cables reflection coefficients and
transmission coefficient are tested, indicating values lower than -20 dB for the former and
-2.5 dB for the latter (see Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.4: SPDT switch (top) and testing setup (bottom) [46]
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Figure 3.5: Measured S-parameters of the SPDT switch [46]

Figure 3.6: Measured S-parameters of the cables connecting the switch and OMT [46]

3.2.2 Probe system

The dual-polarized probe components presented previously are assembled (see Figure 3.7-
left and Figure 3.7-right). The two cables and two coax-to-waveguide adapters are used
to connect the switch to the OMT. Port p1 of the OMT is connected to port J2 of the
switch and port p2 of the OMT is connected to port J3 of the switch. The switch is fed
by two power supplies to provide +5 V and -5 V voltage levels. When TTL is low the
ports J1J2 ports are activated, and for TTL high J1J3 ports are activated. The square to
circular transition (3.75 mm to 3.58 mm) connects the OMT with the conical horn. The
probe components are presented with the corresponding company manufacturer and the
series number (see Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.7: Dual-polarized probe schematic (left) and assembled dual-polarized probe
(right) [46]

Table 3.1: Probe components [46]

Components Company manufacturer
broadband SPDT PIN diode switch absorptive Ducommun

OMT SAT-FV-14815 Sage Millimeter
cables GC08 Flann Microwave

adapters 25373-VF50 Flann Microwave
square to circular transition SWT-148141 Sage Millimeter

27 dBi conical horn In-house manufactured

3.3 Planar near-field dual-polarized probe testing

The dual-polarized probe is tested as an AUT in the DTU PNF measurement setup. The
radiation pattern measurements are conducted within the 40-60 GHz range.

3.3.1 Planar near-field measurement settings

A scan area of 200×200 mm2 is selected, with a step size of 2.4 mm in horizontal and vertical
directions and 80x80 sample points. As a range probe an Open Ended Circularly Waveguide
(OECW) probe is employed, in-house designed and manufactured. The duration of a full-
scan measurement is 8 hours and the OECW probe-AUT distance is 40 mm. For this
distance, with the scan area size of 200×200 mm2 and 52 mm diameter of the conical horn,
the validity region is calculated to be about ±62◦. The OECW probe was 90◦ manually
rotated to measure the cross-polar component of the dual-polarized probe, the channel
balance was assumed to be 1, the probe was assumed to be perfectly linearly polarized and
probe pattern correction was applied.

These settings are used for all measurements conducted to test the dual-polarized probe
in the PNF setup without external frequency conversion described in chapter 2. All the
results presented are at 60 GHz.

3.3.2 Measurements and simulations

The 60 GHz dual-polarized probe is tested in the first stage without the switch, by mea-
suring the co- and cross-polar component at each OMT port - p1 and p2 - resulting in four
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full-scan measurements to give the signals: Co-OMTp1, Cross-OMTp1, Co-OMTp2 and
Cross-OMTp2.

The dual-polarized probe is tested with the coax-to-waveguide adapters attached to the
OMT ports p1 and p2 (WR-15 waveguide standards were not available). The tested port
(here p1) is connected to the VNA, while a coaxial load is connected to the port that is
not tested - in this example at p2 (see Figure 3.8). The two VNA cables connect OMT p1

and the OECW probe to the VNA to measure S21. To test the other port of the OMT -
p2 in this example - the coaxial load is connected to port p1, and the cable connects p2 to
the VNA port.

Figure 3.8: 60 GHz dual-polarized probe (AUT) PNF testing with OMT

The measurement results are compared to WIPL-D simulations at 60 GHz wherein the
simulation structure includes the conical horn, without the other components - switch,
OMT and square to circular transition. The comparison is carried out for the radiation
pattern in four planes φ=0◦ (E-plane), φ=90◦ (H-plane), φ=45◦ and φ=135◦ (see Figure
3.9 and Figure 3.10). The validity region is delimited by the two vertical black lines.

The results show a good agreement between the co-polar patterns at OMT p1 and p2 from
measurements and the WIPL-D simulations of the conical horn for all four planes, with
differences at lower pattern levels (below -30 dB). These are likely to be caused by various
sources of uncertainty present in the PNF setup, such as scattering and reflections from
the room as the absorber treatment is poor.

It can be noted that for E- and H-planes, simulations do not exhibit cross-polar components.
For measurements the cross-polar components show peak values of around -34 dB at OMT
p1 and of -32 dB at OMT p2 and an asymmetric behavior. At θ angles larger than 10◦,
the cross-polar level is lower than -40 dB. One possible explanation for the cross-polar
components level and asymmetry of the measured data is mainly mechanical misalignment
at 60 GHz, but it can also be residual OMT cross-coupling.

For φ=45◦- and φ=135◦-planes, measurements and simulations show a very good agree-
ment for the co-polar and cross-polar components within the region of validity and with
differences at pattern levels lower than -30 dB. The differences between the two data sets
are likely to be caused by sources of uncertainty from PNF setup, such as scattering and
room reflections, but also by the fact that the transition, OMT and switch are not included
in the simulations.
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Figure 3.9: 60 GHz dual-polarized probe (AUT) radiation pattern: measurements and
simulations for E-plane (left) and H-plane (right) [46]

Figure 3.10: 60 GHz dual-polarized probe (AUT) radiation pattern: measurements and
simulations for 45◦-plane (left) and 135◦-plane (right) [46]

Compared to E- and H-planes, for 45◦- and 135◦-planes, the measurements and simulations
show a very good agreement for the cross-polar component as these cuts are less sensitive
to the mechanical alignment. The reason for this is that for these planes the cross-polar
has maximum with slow variation with φ, while for E- and H-planes the cross-polar has
deep minimum with slow variation with φ (see Figure A.1).

3.3.3 Measurements with switch

To test the effect of the switch when integrated to the dual-polarized probe, the co-polar
and cross-polar components are measured when J1J2 is activated and when J1J3 is activated
(see Figure 3.11). This gives four full-scan measurements or four measured signals: Co-p1,
Cross-p1, Co-p2, and Cross-p2. The co- and cross-polar radiation patterns for each switch
state are compared to the data obtained from measurements carried out without the switch
- with OMT at p1 and p2 for E- and H-planes (see Figure 3.12).
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Figure 3.11: 60 GHz dual-polarized probe (AUT) PNF testing with switch

Figure 3.12: 60 GHz dual-polarized probe (AUT) radiation pattern measurements with
switch and without switch for E-plane (left) and H-plane (right)- co-polar(top) and cross-
polar (bottom) [46]

The co-polar components for the two data sets show a good agreement within the main
beam region for the top 25 dB pattern level. At θ angles larger than 20◦, the side lobes levels
are higher for the data measured with the switch than without the switch and the pattern
becomes asymmetric. A possible explanation for this is the fact that switch introduces
extra losses (9 dB at 60 GHz), so the overall signal level decreases and the dynamic range
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is reduced when the switch is integrated to the dual-polarized probe. This effect is also
observed in the peak values of the cross-polar components which rise to -29 dB when J1J3

port is active, while when J1J2 port is active the results show -34 dB. The on-axis values
of the cross-polar component indicate values of around -32 dB when J1J3 is active and of
-38 dB when J1J2 is active.

3.3.4 Channel Balance

To compensate for the amplitude and phase differences between the signals at the OMT
ports p1 and p2, channel balance is conducted. The OECW probe and dual-polarized
probe (AUT) are horizontally polarized and the signal is measured at port J2 of the switch
(connected to p1 of the OMT).

The OECW probe is then 90◦ rotated and the switch is flipped, both being now vertically
polarized and allowing for the signal to be measured at port J3 of the switch (connected
to p2 of the OMT). The ratio of the dual-polarized probe signals measured at the J2

and J3 ports, or the channel balance - Axy is computed. For consistence two consecutive
measurements of Axy are carried out.

The IF bandwidth is set to 10 Hz in order to reduce the noise effect which may affect
the amplitude signals level. To reduces phase instability due to thermal drift (which is
around 10◦ during the first 15 minutes) and the VNA settling effect, another line scan is
conducted, with identical settings to the ones used for the channel balance measurement
(same power level, IF bandwidth). This is conducted before Axy measurements, in order
for the system to stabilize in the working conditions.

The first channel balance measurement indicate a value of around 1.48 dB for amplitude
and -14◦ for phase, while the second measurement gives 1.53 dB for amplitude and -8◦

for phase. The differences between the two Axy channel balance values from the two
consecutive measurements may be attributed to the phase variation due the bending of the
cables, when the OECW probe is 90◦ rotated to measure the signals at the two AUT’s ports.
At 60 GHz these phase values of Axy correspond to a change in the path length between
the OMT ports ranging from 0.11 mm to 0.19 mm. The channel balance calibration shows
values that are not equal to 1 as it would be in the ideal case.

3.4 Spherical near-field dual-polarized probe calibra-

tion

The dual-polarized probe (DPP) is tested over the 56-62 GHz range at DTU-ESA Facility
for which the instrumentation is described in chapter 2. Pattern, polarization and channel
balance calibration is conducted and these are described in the following.

3.4.1 Spherical near-field measurement settings

The full-sphere measurements are conducted with a sampling step of 1◦ in θ and 3◦ in φ
with approximately 3 hours duration of a measurement. As measurement scheme, scan in
θ and step in φ is selected. The sampling θ step is determined from the number of modes
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N, while the sampling step φ is determined from the number of M-modes [33]. The M- and
N-modes numbers is calculated from [33] as a function of the radius of the minimum sphere
surrounding the AUT. The number of modes N is determined to be 120 as a function of
conical horn length (see Figure 3.2). The M number of modes is expressed as a function
of the DPP outer diameter giving M=46. However to get an exact sampling step of 1◦ in
θ and 3◦ in φ, the number of modes N is determined to be 180, while for M this gives 59.

As a range probe, a 25 dB Standard Gain Horn (SGH), A6635 series (A35) from Flann
Microwave is used. The A35 SGH probe’s polarization ratio was determined to be approx-
imately -1 from the DPP calibration process. Channel balance calibration is carried out.
The amplitude and phase factor is determined from two polarization scans conducted with
a similar SGH, A6634 series (A34) from Flann Microwave. This is computed using [33] and
it gives 0.05 dB for amplitude and 2.65◦ for phase. The probe is 90◦ manually rotated to
measure both components of the field. The A35 SGH is assumed to be a Hertzian dipole
whose coefficients are known and are applied for DPP pattern calibration.

The connecting interface of the DPP to the RF interface (MI-3346 mixer) of the AUT
positioner is WR-19 waveguide and all antennas and systems tested will keep this interface
during measurements in order to facilitate the gain determination. All the DPP calibration
measurement results presented are at 60 GHz.

3.4.2 Probe pattern calibration

The radiation pattern of the DPP is tested without switch, with the OMT, to avoid the
dynamic range reduction due to 9 dB loss at 60 GHz, which the switch introduces. The
DPP is mounted on the probe frame in the AUT positioner and the tested port (p2 of the
OMT), is connected to the MI-3346 mixer with a cable and with WR-19 coax-to-waveguide
adapter (see Figure 3.13).

Figure 3.13: 60 GHz DPP connections in the AUT positioner for SNF radiation pattern
testing with OMT; photo (left) and schematic (right)

The unused port of the DPP port 1 (p1 in Figure 3.13), is connected to a load. For the
first-order, µ = ±1 rotationally symmetric DPP probe pattern calibration, four full-sphere
measurements are conducted to measure co- and cross-polar components at each DPP port,
at port 1 and port 2.

The A35 SGH probe is vertically polarized which allows for the co-polar component at
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DPP port 2 (p2 in Figure 3.13) to be measured. Then by interchanging the connections
between DPP ports - port 1 is now connected to the mixer and the load is placed at port 2
- the cross-polar component at port 1 is measured. The A35 SGH probe is then 90◦ rotated
(horizontally polarized) and as described previously, the co-polar component at DPP port
1 and the cross-polar component at DPP port 2 are measured.

The radiation pattern results presented in Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15 are obtained from
a measured data set for which the M-mode number is truncated to 15 and the N-mode
number is limited to 90 (see section 4.1).

Figure 3.14: 60 GHz DPP (AUT) radiation pattern from SNF for E-plane (left) and H-
plane (right) [41]

Figure 3.15: 60 GHz DPP (AUT) radiation pattern from SNF for 45◦-plane (left) and
135◦-plane (right) [41]

The co-polar radiation pattern measurement results indicate the expected behavior of a
horn for all four planes: E-, H-, 45◦- and 135◦-planes. The on-axis level of the cross-polar
components shows a value of around -39 dB for E- and H-planes for port 1 and port 2.
The cross-polar components for 45◦- and 135◦-planes show an on-axis level lower than -40
dB at both DPP ports as these planes are less sensitive to coordinates system definition
and to the positioning of the AUT positioner during the full-sphere measurements.
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Figure 3.16: 60 GHz DPP (AUT) Directivity radiation pattern from SNF for port 1 (left)
and port 2 (right) [41]

The top 4 dB of the peak directivity pattern are shown in Figure 3.16, the results in-
dicating a value of around 27.3 dB for both DPP ports. For results validation and a
more detailed analysis a comparison between SNF measurements, PNF measurements and
WIPL-D simulations is carried out in section 3.5.

3.4.3 Probe polarization calibration

The polarization calibration is based on three antenna measurement procedure from [33].
This gives two values for the polarization ratio, one for each DPP port. Axial ratios and
tilt angles are determined from the polarization ratio. (see Table 3.2).

The DPP is mounted in the probe tower with the switch RF port connected to the MI-3383
multiplier through the 20 dB coupler (see Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18).

Table 3.2: Polarization calibration

Probe port p1 p2

Axial ratio [dB] 40.9 53.2
Tilt Angle [◦] -0.1 89.3

Figure 3.17: DPP with the coordinates systems at each port in the probe frame (left)
installed in the probe positioner (right)
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Figure 3.18: Schematic of the 60 GHz DPP connections in the probe positioner

It can be noted that the tilt angles at two ports show approximately 90◦ difference as
expected, while the axial ratios values show a difference of around 12 dB. This represents
1 % in linear scale, as the polarization ratios have values of approximately 1 at port 1 and
-1 at port 2.

3.4.4 Channel balance calibration

Channel balance is determined from the three polarization scans carried out to determine
the DPP polarization ratio (three antenna measurement procedure [33]), giving two values
(see Table 3.3).

Table 3.3: Channel balance calibration

Channel balance Magnitude[dB] Phase[◦]
Axy1 0.02 127
Axy2 -0.15 124

One possible explanation for the difference in the channel balance values is the different
cross-polarization properties of the A34 and A35 SGHs. It can be noted that channel
balance Axy1 has a value closer to the ideal value of 1 and this will be used for probe
correction for all measurements.
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3.4.5 Channel balance investigation

An investigation is carried out to verify how different channel balance values of the A35
SGH probe affect the E- and H-planes radiation pattern of the DPP. The nominal radiation
pattern measurement results are shown in figures 3.14 and 3.15 and these are obtained
from a measured data set processed with mode numbers truncated to M=15 and N=90.
However, the channel balance investigation is carried out for data obtained from the full-
mode mode set with M=59 and N=180. The reason for this is the fact that for the latter,
the pattern shows a flat shape at θ=0◦. A different channel balance value may improve
the pattern aspect and its influence is better emphasized. This effect on the radiation
pattern is observed solely in the data obtained from the full-mode mode set (it does not
occur in the data obtained from the truncated mode set to M=15 and N=90). This may
be explained by the presence of some N-modes in the spectrum which are not generated
by the antenna (DPP) as these represent some sources of scattering. This effect cannot be
caused by the M-modes, since the only non-zero on-axis (θ=0◦) M-modes are ±1 [33].

One of the channel balance values investigated is 1, the ideal value. For the analyzed values
of the channel balance, the phase is selected to 0, and the following amplitude values are
considered: 1.05, 0.98 and 0.95. The top 4 dB of the radiation pattern results processed
with these channel balance values are compared to the data processed with the channel
balance obtained from the calibration of A35 SGH probe (see Figure 3.19).

Figure 3.19: Channel balance investigation for DPP radiation pattern at 60 GHz for port
1 (top) and port 2 (bottom); E-plane (left) and H-plane (right)
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Overall, it is noted that channel balance affects both E- and H-planes with changes of a
few tenths of dB at observation angles θ 6= 0◦ and within hundreths of dB at θ=0◦. The
co-polar and cross-polar AUT (DPP) components are determined from the near-field probe
A35 signals -wθ and wφ- (where the channel balance correction is applied), and they are
expressed as the spherical wave expansion (SWE) everywhere on the sphere of these signals
[33]. The channel balance effect is observed in the far-field data [33]. The effect is stronger
for H-plane than for E-plane at both DPP ports. This is due to the practical setup of the
probe coordinate system at DTU-ESA Facility [33].

If the polarization ratio is disregarded in wθ and wφ expressions to analyze the channel
balance effect, it is noticed that the H-plane co-polar component has a direct dependence
on the channel balance. According to the probe coordinate system definition in SNF setup,
for the H-plane, the weak signal is measured at the probe ports, and thus channel balance
influence is stronger for this plane than for the E-plane. Following the same method, the
E-plane co-polar component gives an expression dependent on the strong signal measured
at the corresponding probe ports and thus, it is less influenced by the channel balance.

However, the results show that the E-plane co-polar radiation pattern indicate changes
with the channel balance values variation. This may be explained by the fact that the
components depend as well on the polarization ratio (according to wθ and wφ expressions
[33]) as the DPP cross-polar component for both planes has an on-axis level of around -40
dB, which is not negligible. For both DPP ports, the E-plane results show that, as the
channel balance amplitude value decreases, the radiation pattern becomes broader. For H-
plane the results show that as the amplitude of the channel balance decreases, the pattern
becomes narrower and the shape becomes smoother. Compared to the results obtained
from the data processed with channel balance from the calibration, the results obtained
with channel balance values of 0.98 and 0.95 show that the pattern shape is smoother and
it changes for example by approximately 0.3 dB at θ=2◦.

This investigation shows that the channel balance affects the main beam of the co-polar
radiation pattern. For some channel balance values it can be noted an improvement in the
pattern aspect, indicating that thermal drift does not represent a major contribution to
the uncertainties of this measurement. One source of uncertainty present in the channel
balance calibration process is the phase variation due to bending cables when the A35 SGH
probe is 90◦ rotated to measure both field components.

3.5 Comparison of spherical and planar near-field mea-

surements and simulations

The measurement results from the PNF and SNF setups of the dual-polarized probe are
compared to each other in terms of radiation patterns, directivity levels, axial ratios, tilt
angles and channel balance. It will be shown how the non-ideal aspects of the two mea-
surement setups affect the measurement results.
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3.5.1 Radiation patterns

The 60 GHz radiation pattern calibration results from SNF and PNF measurements are
compared to each other and to WIPL-D simulations to validate the results.

Figure 3.20: Dual-polarized probe E-plane co-polar port 1 (left) and port 2 (right) PNF
and SNF measurements and simulations [41]

Figure 3.21: Dual-polarized probe H-plane co-polar port 1 (left) and port 2 (right) PNF
and SNF measurements and simulations [41]

The co-polar SNF and PNF radiation pattern measurement results for E-plane and H-plane
(see Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21) show a good agreement over the main beam region for
both ports, with differences at lower pattern levels (below -30 dB). The difference between
SNF and PNF measurements is primarily caused by the truncated scan plane in the PNF
setup, which means that the PNF measurement results are unreliable outside of the validity
region at θ angles larger than 62◦ and absent at θ > 90◦. In the PNF facility the absorber
lining is less, which means that the results are affected by stronger multiple reflections
and room scattering. The difference between the SNF measurement results and WIPL-D
simulations is due to the absence of the OMT, DPP absorber and the support structure in
the simulations.
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Figure 3.22: Dual-polarized probe cross-polar for E-plane (left) and H-plane (right) PNF
and SNF measurements and simulations [41]

The cross-polar components for E- and H-planes (see Figure 3.22) for SNF measurements
show an on-axis level of 5 dB and 6 dB lower than the results from the PNF setup at port 1
and port 2, respectively. Simulation results do not exhibit cross-polar components for these
planes. It is noted that the results from the PNF setup show an asymmetric cross-polar
component. Some possible explanations for these are: the inaccurate mechanical alignment
carried out in PNF setup and the room reflections (due to the fact that absorber lining is
less). In the SNF setup the mechanical alignment is more accurately conducted by making
use of theodolite and alignment of the AUT positioner, and the facility is fully anechoic.

The low levels of the co-polar and cross-polar components from SNF measurements are
likely to be affected by the high path loss of 83 dB at 60 GHz for 6 m distance. Another
aspect regarding the cross-polar component is the fact that A35 SGH probe from the SNF
setup is better linearly polarized than the OECW probe from PNF the setup. The A35
SGH probe’s axial ratio and tilt angle are computed from the polarization ratio (deter-
mined during the polarization calibration of the DPP) showing values of about 50 dB and
89.9◦, respectively. For the OECW probe the polarization ratio was not determined, as no
polarization calibration have been conducted.

Channel balance affects the cross-polar component. In the SNF setup, channel balance
has been carried out based on the three antenna measurement procedure [33], while in the
PNF setup a less complete calibration process has been conducted.

For completeness, the radiation pattern measurement results for 45◦- and 135◦-planes from
SNF and PNF measurements are compared to WIPL-D simulations (see Figure 3.23, Figure
3.24 and Figure 3.25). The co-polar and cross-polar components indicate a very good
agreement between measurements and simulations.
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Figure 3.23: Dual-polarized probe 45◦-plane co-polar port 1 (left) and port 2 (right) PNF
and SNF measurements and simulations [41]

Figure 3.24: Dual-polarized probe 135◦-plane co-polar port 1 (left) and port 2 (right) PNF
and SNF measurements and simulations [41]

Figure 3.25: Dual-polarized probe plane cross-polar 45◦ (left) and 135◦ (right) PNF and
SNF measurements and simulations [41]
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Compared to E- and H-planes, for these planes, the cross-polar components from mea-
surements show a better agreement with simulations. This is due to the fact they are
less sensitive to the mechanical misalignment (probe-AUT in the PNF setup), and to the
positioning of the AUT positioner and to coordinate system definition in the SNF setup.

To quantify the differences between the radiation patterns the Equivalent Error Signal
(EES), is calculated using (2.1)), for the co-polar components for E- and H-planes and
for the co-polar and cross-polar components for 45◦- and 135◦-planes, for both ports. The
pattern standard uncertainty in dB (1σ) is calculated using (2.2) (see Figure 3.20 to Figure
3.25 and Table 3.4).

Table 3.4: EES levels [41]

Planes E H
45◦ 135◦

Co Cx Co Cx
Standard uncertainty (1σ) [dB] p1 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.15 0.08 0.12
Standard uncertainty (1σ) [dB] p2 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.12 0.07 0.03

EES mean [dB] p1 -83 -87 -85 -66 -85 -68
EES mean [dB] p2 -83 -87 -85 -68 -86 -66

The standard uncertainty results show a very good agreement, within hundredths of dB for
the co-polar components for all four planes, and with tenths of dB difference for the cross-
polar components for 45◦- and 135◦-planes. The EES mean value for both DPP ports
is below -80 dB for the co-polar components and lower than -60 dB for the cross-polar
components. For simplicity the EES signal is not shown on the plot for the 135◦-plane.

3.5.2 Directivity levels, axial ratio and tilt angle

To further quantify the measurement results, the top 4 dB of the directivity radiation
pattern of the SNF and PNF measurements are compared to each other and to WIPL-D
simulations which are used as a reference (see Figure 3.26). The peak directivity results
are shown together with axial ratios and tilt angles in Table 3.5, for both measured data
sets. The axial ratios and tilt angles from the SNF measurements are computed from the
polarization ratio determined during the calibration procedure, while the parameters from
the PNF measurements are determined from [33].

The peak directivity for the SNF measurements show a very good agreement with WIPL-
D simulations within 0.1 dB. The results from the PNF setup show tenths of dB lower
directivity pattern values compared to the results from the SNF facility and simulations.
It is noted that the axial ratio results from the SNF measurements indicate higher values
than the results from the PNF measurements. The explanation for this may be the fact
that the A35 SGH probe from the SNF setup is better linearly polarized than the OECW
probe from the PNF setup.
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Figure 3.26: Directivity port 1 (left) and port 2 (right) PNF and SNF measurements and
WIPL-D simulations [41]

Table 3.5: Measurement parameters PNF and SNF [41]

Facility PNF SNF WIPL-D
Ports [dB] p1 p2 p1 p2 -

Peak Directivity [dB] 27.1 27.1 27.3 27.3 27.4
Axial ratio [dB] 36.3 32.7 41 53.2 ∞
Tilt Angle [◦] 0.7 89.3 -0.1 89.3 0

3.5.3 Channel balance

To compensate for the differences between the two calibration signals at the DPP ports,
channel balance is carried out. In the PNF setup the ratio of the DPP signals at port
1 and port 2 is measured and two consecutive measurements of amplitude phase factors
Axy are conducted for consistence. This gives two sets of channel balances with the values
of 1.45 dB and -11◦ for Axy1 and of 1.53 dB and -8◦ for Axy2, respectively. The channel
balance calibration in the SNF setup, is based on three antenna measurement procedure
[33], giving two different Axy amplitude phase factors with the values of 0.02 dB and 127◦

and of -0.15 dB and 124◦.

The differences in the channel balance values from the PNF and SNF measurements may be
due to the calibration method. In the SNF setup the three antenna measurement process
involves two other antennas to determine the channel balance value, and the DPP is tested
as well as a probe. In the PNF setup the calibration process is incomplete as the OECW
probe is assumed to be perfectly linearly polarized and the DPP is not tested as a probe.
One contribution to the different channel balances from SNF and PNF measurements may
be the fact that the receiver systems of the two facilities are different. Another explanation
for the difference in the channel balances is the fact that in the SNF setup during the
calibration procedure the DPP and the A35 SGH probe are in the far-field from each
other, which is not the case for the PNF setup.
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3.5.4 PNF and SNF overview

In Table 3.6 the advantages and disadvantages of the SNF and PNF facilities are summa-
rized. Overall, it can be noted that SNF setup has more advantages than PNF setup, and
it allows more accurate measurements to be conducted at 60 GHz.

Table 3.6: Overview of SNF and PNF

PNF SNF
strong room scattering and multiple reflec-
tions

weak room scattering and multiple reflec-
tions

small path loss large path loss
truncated scan plane full-sphere scan plane
medium quality mechanical alignment high quality mechanical alignment
not fully anechoic fully anechoic
flexing cables probe is static
OECW probe has higher cross-polar SGH probe has lower cross-polar
less complete process of channel balance;
polarization calibration is absent

channel balance and polarization calibra-
tion based on three antenna measurement
procedure

3.6 Gain

High-accuracy gain calibration techniques have been studied in the previous works [53],
[54], [55] and [56], as in many cases is desirable to know the SGH gain with very little
uncertainty. Three-antenna technique, gain determination by subtracting the loss of the
SGH and coax-to-waveguide adapter from the measured directivity, pattern integration
technique, represent several of the studied techniques for gain calibration. To determine
the gain of different AUTs at DTU-ESA SNF Facility the near-field substitution technique
is used, which involves using an antenna with known losses [33]. A SGH is used as gain
reference antenna and this is calibrated with the two-antenna technique [56]. The gain
determination by substitution involves full-sphere measurements of the DPP and SGH,
near-field point measurements and S-parameters measurements of the DPP and SGH.
These steps used to determine the gain of the DPP are descried in the following sections.

3.6.1 RF setup for point measurements

To avoid variation of the gain, for the point measurements, a common connecting interface
is established between the antennas to be tested (DPP and SGH) and the MI-3346 mixer in
the AUT positioner. This interface is between a WR-19 waveguide and a coax-to-waveguide
adapter (WR-19 to 1.85 mm connector cable). A WR-19 waveguide based 6 dB attenuator,
is connected to the MI-3346 mixer, on the AUT positioner side. On the A34 SGH and
DPP side the coax-to-waveguide is installed (see Figure 3.27).

The attenuator has the purpose to reduce the reflected signal of the mixer by the DPP and
SGH, providing about 12 dB isolation. Direct connection of the AUT to the MI-3346 mixer,
would generate strong variations in the reflection coefficient at the LO mixer port. Thus,
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when connecting for example A34 SGH after DPP, will give another reflection coefficient
at the mixer port causing uncertainty in the AUT gain [55].

According to [57], in the case when the reflection coefficient of the mixer is not measured,
a generator reflection coefficient with a value of -15 dB will give an uncertainty of about
±0.3 dB, if the AUTs reflection coefficients are about -20 dB.

Figure 3.27: RF setup of the DPP placed in the AUT positioner during point measure-
ments: photo (left) and schematic (right)

3.6.2 Reflection coefficients

The input reflection coefficients of the dual-polarized probe are measured for low (J1J2 is
activated) and high (J1J3 is activated) switch states. The RF switch port J1 is connected
to the VNA port through a female-to-female adapter where coaxial calibration has been
conducted (see Figure 3.28).

Figure 3.28: Dual-polarized probe S-parameters measurements VNA port view (top left),
front view (top right) and schematic of the setup (bottom)

The results (see Figure 3.29) show that the measured input reflection coefficients of the
two ports generally have the same frequency variation, but also some specific differences.
At 60 GHz the port 1 (J2) and port 2 (J3) reflection coefficients are –9 dB and –11 dB,
respectively. The input reflection coefficients are mainly determined by the switch with
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little influence of the subsequent components. It can be noted, that oscillations occur
in the reflection coefficients of the probe at both ports. These ripples originate from a
distance smaller than 37.8 cm from the J1 port of the probe, indicating that are likely to
be generated by one of the interfaces between the DPP components.

Figure 3.29: Dual-polarized probe tested S-parameters [47]

3.6.3 SGH reflection coefficient

The reflection coefficient of the SGH has been measured using a cable operating up to 67
GHz of around 1.5 m in length with a waveguide section attached to an end, at which
waveguide calibration has been conducted (see Figure 3.30-left). The results show a reflec-
tion coefficient lower than -20 dB over the whole band (see Figure 3.30-right). The ripples
present in the reflection coefficient results are likely to be generated at a distance of about
1.5 m to the VNA port. These may originate from the waveguide to pyramidal transition
section or from the aperture of the SGH.

Figure 3.30: SGH S-parameters measurements setup (left) and tested reflection coefficient
(right)
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3.6.4 Losses in the DPP components

The DPP components losses at 60 GHz are summarized (see Table 3.7). In order to
get an estimate of the gain, these losses are subtracted from the directivity. The OMT
and transition losses values are taken from the datasheet specifications [58] and [59], as
these components were not individually tested. The insertion loss values for the remaining
components represent measured values. The conical horn losses are typically very small
within hundredths of dB; these are calculated by modeling the walls of the horn with the
surface impedance boundary condition and then the flared section of the horn is stair-cased
into a series of rectangular waveguides with increasing cross-section [33] [40] [56].

Table 3.7: Losses in the DPP components at 60 GHz

Components Losses [dB]
OMT p1 0.6 dB
OMT p2 1 dB

Transition 0.3 dB
Cables 2.3 dB for 25cm
Switch 9 dB

Coax-to-waveguide adapters 0.3 dB/piece
Conical horn 0.04 dB

Port 1 12.5 dB
Port 2 12.9 dB

From the losses obtained for each DPP port and a measured peak directivity value of
27.3 dB, the gain is determined to be around 14.8 dB for port 1 and 14.4 dB for port
2. These values represent a rough estimation of the DPP gain as for example the OMT
and transition were not tested individually. Additional losses may occur in cables due to
excessive bending and overuse.

3.6.5 SGH gain

The two-antenna technique is selected to calibrate the SGH due to the fact that it is quick
as it requires single point measurements and due to the relative simple setup. The possible
challenges of this method are the multiple reflections, proximity effect and impedance
mismatch [56]. The gain determination involves using the Friis transmission formula at
short distances for two identical SGHs A6634 and A6635 series from Flann Microwave.
This is obtained from:

GSGH =
4πR

λ

|S21|√
1− |S11|2

√
1− |S22|2

(3.1)

,where S11, S22 and S21 represent the reflection and transmission coefficient of the SGHs,
R is the distance between the SGHs, and λ is the wavelength at the operating frequency.

The distance between the SGHs is defined as the distance between their phase centers
to alleviate the proximity effect due to finite measurement distance, allowing distances as
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small as R=D2/λ [55]. According to IEEE, the definition of the phase center states that
in a coordinate system with the origin coinciding with the phase center the phase pattern
of a given field should be constant over the angular range where the radiation is significant
[60].

The far-field phase of the SGH is analyzed for different coordinate systems locations.
Therefore, the phase center location is determined by conducting WIPL-D simulations
and varying the origin of the coordinate’s system along z-axis of the horn. It is found
that the pyramidal horn phase center is located at 20 mm and 30 mm behind the horn
aperture for E- and H-planes, respectively. Here the phase pattern is constant over the
main beam of the SGH (Figure 3.31). Another option to determine the theoretical phase
center location, is as a function of wavelength at 60 GHz and of the far-field phase values
at different observation angles [61] [62].

Figure 3.31: Far-field phase of the SGH at φ=0◦ (right) and φ=90◦ (right) for different
locations of the coordinate systems origin

The setup used to measure the S-parameters in order to determine the gain with (3.1) is
shown in Figure 3.32. The SGHs are installed in the probe frames which were properly
aligned and fixed to two metallic rods. The distance between SGHs is set to 670 mm (the
Rayleigh distance) determined as 2D2/λ, where D=41 mm is the largest horn aperture
dimension.

The SGHs are connected to the VNA ports through cables of 1.5 m length each working up
to 67 GHz. The measurements are conducted over 40-62 GHz band, with 1601 points and
1 kHz bandwidth to reduce the noise. To reduce the reflections from the horn plates and
frames and from surroundings, absorbers are placed on the SGHs plates and between the
SGHs. The advantage at these high frequencies is the fact that the absorbers performance
is better than at lower frequencies at which the multiple reflections between antennas
increase [55].

In order to be able to track the distance between the SGHs frames millimeter paper is taped
to the table placed below the SGHs frames. The SGHs calibration is WR-19 waveguide
based. The S21 parameter between the two SGHs is measured at 15 distances separated
by 5 mm, starting with 670 mm distance.
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Figure 3.32: Two-antenna gain measurement setup with the frames fixed on two metallic
rods (top) and front view of the complete setup (bottom)

The results of the measured S-parameters of the SGHs, the distance R=720 mm (deter-
mined by adding two times the phase center distance to 670 mm), and λ = 5 mm, are
replaced in (3.1). This gives a value of 26.2 dB for the SGH gain at 60 GHz (see Figure
3.33).

Figure 3.33: 60 GHz SGH gain vs phase center-to-phase center distance from measurements
with two antenna gain technique

WIPL-D simulations of the SGH give values of around 26.4 dB for directivity. It can be
noted a very good agreement within 0.2 dB between the directivity from simulations and
gain obtained from measurements. The gain determined with two-antenna technique is
affected by uncertainties related to the distance and misalignment between SGHs frames.
If an error of 5 mm exists in the measurement distance between the two antennas, this
would give an uncertainty of ±0.06 dB of the S21 parameter. A 5◦ displacement between
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the SGHs would result in about ±0.03 dB variation of S21. This gives around ±0.1 dB
uncertainty in the gain obtained from measurements.

3.6.6 Gain determination by substitution

The gain is determined from the steps described previously by the near-field substitution
technique, assuming that the generator voltage is stable between two point measurements
(but not necessarily between two full-sphere measurements) [33] [40]:

GAUT = GSGH
|EAUT |2
|wAUT |2

|wAUT |2
|wSGH |2

|wSGH |2
|ESGH |2

1− |ΓSGH |2
1− |ΓAUT |2

(3.2)

, where GSGH represents the gain determined from the two antenna gain calibration with
a value of 26.2 dB.

The first and third factors in (3.2) represent the ratio of the far-field to near-field signals
obtained from full-sphere measurements of the DPP and SGH, respectively. These are
independent of the generator voltage drift between full-sphere measurements and cable
attenuation.

The second factor is the ratio of the DPP and SGH near-field point measurements signals
taken in the same direction (at θ=0◦ and φ=0◦) as the near-field signals wAUT and wSGH

from the first and third factors. This takes into account the change of the generator voltage
between full-sphere measurements due to drift.

The last term represents the ratio of the SGH and DPP accepted powers and depend on
the measured reflection coefficients.

The expression (3.2) gives a gain value for DPP at 60 GHz of 12.5 dB at port 1 and of
11.8 dB at port 2 of the dual-polarized probe. The differences in the gain values between
the two ports are likely to be caused by the different insertion loss values at the OMT
ports. These indicate a 0.4 dB difference [58]. This can also be caused by the fact that
the insertion loss of the cable connecting the switch to the OMT at port 2 is around 1 dB
larger than for the cable at port 1, due to excessive bending and overuse.

3.7 Summary and conclusions

A 60 GHz first-order dual-polarized probe was implemented, a 27 dBi conical horn, based
on an OMT working within 50-75 GHz band, and on a SPDT switch operating up to 67
GHz, both components having a measured isolation better than 40 dB in the whole band.

The first tests show a high performance of the dual-polarized probe. These include radiation
pattern measurements in the PNF Facility of the dual-polarized probe as AUT. The results
at 60 GHz show a very good agreement with WIPL-D simulations down to -30 dB pattern
levels for the co-polar components (for E-, H-, 45◦- and 135◦-planes), and down to -40 dB
for the cross-polar components (for 45◦- and 135◦-planes). It was noted that the switch
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affects the low levels (below -30 dB) of the radiation pattern results, the effect being more
dominant for the cross-polar components.

The dual-polarized probe was calibrated at DTU-ESA Facility including pattern, polar-
ization and channel balance calibration. The measurements show good results at 60 GHz.
The peak directivity shows a value of 27.3 dB and an agreement with simulations within
0.1 dB. The on-axis level of the cross-polar component at two ports show values below -38
dB.

An investigation of the channel balance effect on the dual-polarized probe co-polar radiation
pattern was carried out. It was found that channel balance has a strong effect on the co-
polar radiation pattern at θ=0◦ and this is more pronounced for H-plane than for E-plane.
It was noted that for certain values of the channel balance values, the shape of the pattern
around the main beam area becomes smoother showing changes by a few tenths of dB.
This shows that channel balance calibration is important for measurements at 60 GHz. The
process is likely to be affected by sources of uncertainties (as for example phase variation
due to bending cables for measuring both field components), which at these frequencies
become more significant.

The measurements from SNF and PNF setups of the dual-polarized probe were compared
to each other and to WIPL-D simulations. The co-polar radiation patterns of the two
measurements show an agreement between 0.02 dB and 0.06 dB. The measurements agree
with simulations down to -40 dB pattern levels. The directivity on-axis levels show within
tenths of dB agreement between the two measured data sets and simulations. The SNF
and PNF facilities have different advantages and disadvantages, but in general, in SNF
facility more accurate measurements can be conducted.

The dual-polarized probe gain was determined based on the near-field substitution tech-
nique. This gives a value of 12.5 dB for port 1, and a value of 11.8 dB for port 2. It was
noted that the gain is affected by the losses in the dual-polarized probe components.

In general, the dual-polarized probe shows a high performance. The results are affected by
sources of uncertainties and non-ideal aspects of the measurement facilities (as for example
mechanical alignment in PNF setup and high path loss in SNF setup), which at 60 GHz
become more significant. The dual-polarized probe gain at 60 GHz is affected by the losses
in the probe components, which are mainly caused by the 9 dB insertion loss of the switch.
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CHAPTER 4

Spherical near-field measurements with 60
GHz dual-polarized probe

This chapter is based on paper [P5] [41] and paper [P6] [47] (Appendix D) and it describes
the work conducted on testing the dual-polarized probe as a probe.

First-order performance of the dual-polarized probe is analyzed by computing the power
mode spectrum of the M- and N-modes, and by comparing the measured with the simulated
spectrum. The results are presented in section 4.1.

In sections 4.2 and 4.3 the measurement results of the dual-polarized probe as a probe
are documented. The measurements are carried out for two widely different Antennas
Under Test (AUT): an A6634 series Standard Gain Horn (SGH) from Flann Microwave
and a metallic 3D-printed offset dual-reflector antenna. For results validation, the A6634
SGH measurement results tested with dual-polarized probe are compared to measurements
obtained when another SGH - A6635 series - is used as probe.

For the offset-dual reflector antenna, the Spherical Near-Field (SNF) measurement results
tested with the dual-polarized probe are compared to the Planar Near-Field (PNF) results
where a single-polarized probe is used. The results are presented in section 4.4.

4.1 First-order performance

To verify the first-order performance of the dual-polarized probe (DPP) the measured power
spectrum of the spherical M- and N-modes at 60 GHz is shown in Figure 4.1. The results
are compared with the conical horn power spectrum from WIPL-D simulations showing a
good agreement. It is observed that the power level of the higher-order M-modes is lower
than -40 dB for port 1. For port 2, the odd-order M-modes: 3, 5, 7 and 9 show a level of
-30 dB, -36 dB, -37 dB and -41 dB. A small increase in the power level is noted for port 2
as compared to port 1.

One possible explanation for higher-order modes at port 2 is the mechanical misalignment.
For this to be valid both ports should exhibit an increased power level of the M high-order
modes. To verify this aspect, the coordinate systems of the conical horn from WIPL-D
simulations are displaced from origin with 1 mm along x and 1 mm along y axis. For
completeness the N-mode spectrum is also included (see Figure 4.2).

Compared to the results from WIPL-D simulations, (where no displacement of the coor-
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Figure 4.1: Dual-polarized probe full-mode power spectrum M- and N-modes (left) and
M-modes power spectrum limited to M=20 (right) [47]

Figure 4.2: Power spectrum of the conical horn with the coordinate system displaced 1
mm along x and y axis: M- and N-modes (left) and M-modes limited to M=20 (right)

dinate systems was introduced) (see Figure 4.1), it is noted an increase in the power level
of the higher-order M-modes 2, 3 and 4. These show levels of -20 dB, -37 dB and -52 dB
(see Figure 4.2-right), which initially were lower than -60 dB.

This demonstrates that a likely cause for the higher-order mode occurrence in the M-
modes spectrum at port 2, is a displacement or depointing of the DPP with respect to the
coordinate system origin of the order of 1 mm or less.

The N-modes (see Figure 4.1) spectrum contains ripples for the high-order modes, and
these may represent an effect of the chosen coordinate system for the measurements and
simulations with the origin at about 62 mm inside the aperture of the horn.

To verify this, the N-mode spectrum from WIPL-D simulations is computed (using the soft-
ware transformation algorithm from [33]), for different positions of the coordinate system
origin, including the phase center of the conical horn(see Figure 4.3).
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It is noted that for an origin closer and in the aperture, the N-mode spectrum would be
narrower and without such ripples.

Figure 4.3: Dual-polarized probe full mode N-modes power spectrum from simulations for
different locations of the horn coordinate system [47]

The N-mode spectrum for 20 mm and 62 mm positions of the origin behind the aperture,
do not fit with this pattern, as these become wider than for the spectrum corresponding
to the coordinate’s system origin at 40 mm and 80 mm,respectively. However, the N-mode
power spectrum computed at 62 mm distance from the conical horn aperture shows a good
agreement with measurement results as shown in Figure 4.1.

The phase center location of the conical horn was not used for the DPP calibration. How-
ever, the position is determined, to verify the N-mode spectrum behavior. The phase
center location is determined by the procedure described in chapter 3.6 for finding the
phase center location of the pyramidal horn. WIPL-D simulations are conducted, and the
far-field phase is analyzed at different coordinate systems locations.

In the first stage it is verified if the phase center is located either in front or behind the
aperture (see Figure 4.4). It is noted that the phase center is more likely to be located
behind the conical horn aperture. It was determined that 110 mm position of the origin
is the phase center location for φ=0◦ plane, while 120 mm position is the phase center
location for φ=90◦ plane (see Figure 4.5).

The phase center is then found to be positioned at 115 mm which represents the average
distance between φ=0◦ and φ=90◦ planes (coordinate systems defined in Figure 3.1).
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Figure 4.4: Conical horn phase for φ=0◦ (left) and φ=90◦ (right) planes for different
locations of the coordinate system origin with respect to the conical horn aperture

Figure 4.5: Conical horn phase for φ=0◦ (left) and φ=90◦ (right) planes for different
locations of the coordinate system origin inside the conical horn structure

4.2 60 GHz dual-polarized probe measurements of the

SGH

The dual-polarized probe is now tested as a probe for SNF measurement of a SGH A6634
series from Flann Microwave as an AUT. The measurements are conducted within the
56-62 GHz range.

4.2.1 SGH measurement setup and settings

The SGH is operating within 40-60 GHz band and it has an aperture size of 30x41 mm and
around 180 mm length. The SGH is connected to the MI-3346 mixer in the AUT positioner
through a WR-19 waveguide twist (see Figure 4.6). The DPP introduces losses (the switch
itself has 9 dB insertion loss) and reduces the overall dynamic range of the measurement
system. To avoid additional reduction of the system dynamic range, no attenuator is
integrated between the mixer and AUT (SGH), to reduce the LO signal reflected from
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the AUT (see section 3.6.1). Therefore, a compromise is made between dynamic range
reduction and gain variation of the AUT when it is tested with the DPP.

Figure 4.6: A6634 SGH with the RF connections in the AUT positioner -photo (top) and
schematic (bottom)

The full-sphere measurements of the SGH are conducted with a sampling step of 1◦ in θ
and 4◦ in φ, with around two hours duration of a measurement. As sampling scheme, scan
in θ and step in φ is selected. The sampling steps θ and φ are determined from the number
of modes M=43 and N=180, obtained as a function of the SGH physical dimensions.

4.2.2 SGH measurement results

The 60 GHz SGH radiation pattern results measured with DPP obtained from the full-
mode mode (M=43 and N=180) spectrum are compared to the results obtained from the
data set truncated to M=25 and N=90 for E- and H-planes (see Figure. 4.7 and Figure
B.1). The cross-polar component obtained from the full-mode set indicates about 5 dB
higher level (calculated as a numerical average for E- and H-planes) than the data processed
from the truncated set. It also shows a ’noise-like’ behavior. This is due to the fact the
higher-order modes are not accurately determined when the signal-to-noise ratio is low,
due to limited dynamic range which is caused by the losses introduced by the DPP.

The on-axis level of the cross-polar components is around -20 dB for both data sets. The
on-axis directivity shows a flat characteristic for the full-mode results and around 0.07 dB
lower value than the peak directivity resulted from the truncated data set (see Figure B.2).

For further analysis, the radiation pattern obtained from the truncated data set is used.
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Figure 4.7: Measured co-and cross-polar directivity radiation patterns for A6634 SGH at
60 GHz for E-plane (left) and H-plane (right) obtained from full-mode M=43 and N=180
and truncated data sets to M=25 and N=90 [47]

As shown in section 3.4.4, the channel balance calibration process gives two different values
for the amplitude phase factors: Axy1 and Axy2. The amplitude phase factor Axy1 has a
value of 0.02 dB in magnitude and 127◦ for phase, while Axy2 indicates a value of -0.15 dB
in magnitude and 124◦ for phase.

When the SGH is tested with DPP and channel balance correction is applied with Axy1

and Axy2, this gives different cross-polarization components for 45◦- and 135◦-planes (see
Figure 4.8), but the same on-axis polarization level of -20 dB. The data is processed with
the average value of Axy1 and Axy2 channel balances as well, and compared to the results
corrected with Axy1 and Axy2. It is noted that when channel balance Axy2 is used for the
calibration, the overall level of the cross-polar component is higher than in the case when
Axy1 is applied. This may be explained by the fact that Axy1 has a value closer to the ideal
of 1, giving a lower level for the cross-polar. The cross-polar level when the average value
of the channel balances is used for correction, is between the levels of the results processed
with Axy1 and Axy2, as expected.

For E- and H-planes no differences are noticed between the cross-polar results when the
different channel balance values are applied (see Figure 4.8). This may be explained by the
fact that for 45◦- and 135◦-planes, the co-polar and cross-polar components according to [33]
(and if we assume that polarization ratio is zero) are obtained by adding and subtracting
two high numbers which represent the near-field probe signals at the two ports. For these
planes, both components depend on the channel balance value (and on both probe signals).

For E- and H-planes the co-polar and cross-polar components depend on one of the probe
signals and channel balance value. Therefore, for 45◦- and 135◦-planes, Axy factor has a
stronger effect on the field components, and these planes are more sensitive to channel
balance.
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Figure 4.8: Measured co-and cross-polar directivity radiation patterns for A6634 SGH at
60 GHz processed with channel balance Axy1, Axy2 and with the average value of Axy1 and
Axy2 for E- and H-planes (top) and for 45◦- and 135◦-planes (bottom) [47]

4.2.3 SGH measurement results - comparison with reference re-
sults

For results validation, the A6634 SGH measurement results obtained from tests with the
DPP and processed with channel balance Axy1 is compared with the data from the measure-
ments when a SGH A6635 (A35) is used as probe. The SGH radiation pattern measurement
results with A35 and DPP are shown for E-, H-, 45◦- and 135◦-planes in Figure 4.9. In
Figure 4.10, the angular range is reduced to ± 60◦ for a better visualization. One of the
main differences between the two data sets is the fact that for the results obtained when
DPP is used as probe, the dynamic range is reduced by approximately 15 dB. The dynamic
range (determined as the range from co-polar peak to cross-polar average level) is around
50 dB for the data set measured with DPP as probe, while the measurements obtained
with A35 as probe indicate a value of about 65 dB. A possible explanation for the dynamic
range reduction of the data measured with DPP represents the losses introduced by the
dual-polarized probe. The effect is observed on the cross-polar component for the data
measured with DPP, which shows a ’noise-like’ behavior.

As it was shown in section 3.6.6, the DPP gain was determined to be around 12 dB at
port 1 and 13 dB at port 2 and about 14 dB lower than the measured directivity value due
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to losses in the probe components. The SGH gain was determined in section 3.6.5 from
two-antenna technique to be 26.2 dB.

An advantage of conducting the measurements with the DPP, is the fact that the measure-
ment time of the AUT is half of the one when using the A35 probe. This translates in a
smaller impact of the thermal drift on the measurements conducted with DPP than with
A35 probe.

Figure 4.9: Measured co-and cross-polar directivity radiation patterns for A6634 SGH at
60 GHz for E- and H-planes (top) and for 45◦- and 135◦-planes (bottom) [47]

For the measurement results obtained with A35 and DPP probes, the co-polar component
indicates an agreement down to -30 dB pattern levels over the main beam region. (see
Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10). To quantify the results, the pattern standard uncertainty ∆
(1σ), is calculated in dB using (2.2), for the co-polar and cross-polar components for E-,
H-planes and for 45◦- and 135◦-planes (see Table 4.1).

Table 4.1: Pattern standard uncertainty [47]

Planes
E H 45◦ 135◦

Co Cx Co Cx Co Cx Co Cx
∆ [dB] 0.05 2.2 0.1 2.5 0.03 2.3 0.03 2.5

The standard deviation results show a very good agreement for the co-polar components
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Figure 4.10: Zoomed-in measured co-and cross-polar directivity radiation patterns for
A6634 SGH at 60 GHz for E- and H-planes (top) and for 45◦- and 135◦-planes (bottom)[47]

with hundredths of dB for E-plane and for 45◦- and 135◦-planes, and tenths of dB for
H-plane. The cross-polar components indicate 2.2 dB and 2.5 dB difference between the
two measured data sets for the four planes.

4.3 60 GHz dual-polarized probe measurements of off-

set dual-reflector antenna

The spherical near-field measurement results of a 60 GHz offset dual-reflector antenna
tested with the dual-polarized probe, are presented in the following. The measurements
are conducted within the 56-62 GHz band. The reflection coefficient and gain results of
the reflector are also described.

4.3.1 Offset dual-reflector antenna

A metallic 3D-printed offset gregorian dual-reflector antenna operating within 57-66 GHz
is employed as AUT. The diameter of the main reflector is 9 cm, while the structure height
is around 13 cm.

The simulated directivity is around 33 dB [17], and the feed is WR-15 waveguide based
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(see Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.11: Metallic 3D-printed offset gregorian dual-reflector antenna – side view (left)
and back view with the waveguide feed (right) [41]

4.3.2 Measurement setup and settings

Full-sphere measurements are conducted for the offset dual-reflector antenna as AUT. The
AUT is connected to the MI-3346 mixer in the AUT positioner through a WR-15 to WR-19
waveguide adapter and a WR-19 waveguide twist (see Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13). These
components are used for the AUT RF connection due to lack of another coax-to-waveguide
adapter (1.85 mm to WR-15) and a high-quality cable at 60 GHz available at that moment.
It is noted that the measurement setup, is the same for both offset dual-reflector antenna
and A6634 SGH as AUTs (see section 4.2.1). The WR-19 waveguide twist represents the
common interface which connects the two antennas in the AUT positioner.

Figure 4.12: Offset dual-reflector antenna with the connecting components in the AUT
positioner – photo (left) and schematic (right)
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The number of modes are obtained from the reflector physical dimensions giving M=141
and N=180. The full-sphere measurements of the offset dual-reflector are carried out with
a sampling step of 1◦ in θ and 1.25◦ in φ (determined from the number of M- and N-modes),
and about 6 hours duration of a measurement. A sampling scheme of scan in θ and step
in φ is selected. The data is processed with the channel balance value of Axy1 (0.02 dB in
magnitude and 127◦ in phase).

Figure 4.13: Offset dual-reflector antenna mounted in the AUT positioner – back view with
the mounting frame (left) and front view (right)

4.3.3 Radiation pattern

The 60 GHz radiation pattern of the offset dual-reflector antenna shows an on-axis di-
rectivity level of around 32.4 dB. The results show a high level of cross-polar component
with an on-axis level of around 18 dB (see Figure 4.14). The high cross-polar level is not
well understood. Several factors which can cause this result are presented in section 4.3.5,
by comparing the reflector radiation pattern results with measurements from DTU PNF
setup.

The radiation pattern presented is obtained from the truncated number of modes of M
and N to 120, value which is selected from the reflector mode power spectrum results (see
Figure B.3). To get a better resolution of the radiation pattern, the data is resampled
to 0.1◦ in θ (using the transformation algorithm from [33]), while the sampling step in φ
is selected to 1◦. These sampling steps are used for the radiation patterns of the offset
dual-reflector antenna for all the SNF subsequent results.

The zoomed-in plots (angular range reduced to ±30◦) of the 60 GHz offset-reflector antenna
are shown as well, for a better visualization (see Figure 4.15).

The radiation pattern at low levels (below -20 dB) show a ’noise-like’ behavior with an
average value of about -25 dB. This is very likely to be caused by the limited dynamic
range (which is about 50 dB) due to losses in the probe components and high path loss at
60 GHz of 83 dB.
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Figure 4.14: 60 GHz offset dual-reflector antenna co-polar (left) and cross-polar (right)
radiation pattern measurements for E- and H-planes obtained from the truncated data set
to M=120 and N=120 [41]

Figure 4.15: Zoomed-in 60 GHz offset dual-reflector antenna co-polar (left) and cross-polar
(right) radiation pattern measurements for E- and H-planes obtained from the truncated
data set to M=120 and N=120 [41]

4.3.4 S-parameter

To determine the offset dual-reflector antenna gain based on expression (3.2), the reflection
coefficient is tested over 56 to 62 GHz band. The WR-15 to WR-19 adapter is connected
to the reflector and S-parameter is measured. WR-19 waveguide calibration is conducted
at the end of the waveguide section (Figure 4.16).

The reflection coefficient result indicates values lower than -20 dB over the whole band.
The ripples may be generated by some diffractions in the reflector or subreflector, as the
largest distance the oscillations may originate from is determined to be around 13 cm
(obtained from the S-parameter ripples periodicity).

The reflection coefficient from [17] was measured by using a coax-to-waveguide adapter
and a 1 m cable length operating up to 67 GHz giving very fast variations over 57 GHz to
66 GHz band. Compared to these results, the S-parameter result from Figure 4.17, shows
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that by using the WR-15 to WR-19 adapter to connect the reflector to the VNA port,
these fast oscillations are avoided.

Figure 4.16: Offset dual-reflector S-parameter measurement setup – back view of the com-
ponents connecting the reflector to the VNA port (left) and the reflector with the WR-15
and WR-19 waveguide adapter (right)

Figure 4.17: Offset dual-reflector antenna measured reflection coefficient at 60 GHz

4.3.5 Gain

The gain of the offset dual-reflector antenna is determined using the expression (3.2) based
on the results of the measured reflection coefficients at 60 GHz of the SGH and of the
reflector (see sections 3.6.3 and 4.3.4), and as a function of the far-field and near-field
data from the full-sphere measurements and of the point measurements of the reflector
and SGH. This gives a gain value of 29.4 dB, which is 3 dB lower than the measured
directivity which has a value of 32.4 dB. This gain reduction may be caused by the losses
due to surface roughness at 60 GHz of the waveguide feed section. The WR-15 waveguide
feed was visually inspected, and it was observed that the surface of the inner walls is not
smooth, with small places where this shows small peaks and is non-uniform.
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4.4 Comparison of spherical and planar near-field mea-

surements of the offset dual-reflector antenna

The 60 GHz measurement results from SNF and PNF facilities, are compared to each other
in terms of radiation patterns, directivity levels, axial ratios and tilt angles. As described
in chapter 2, the PNF Facility is a medium-accuracy system, while at DTU-ESA Facility
highly accurate measurements are conducted. For SNF measurements, the DPP is used
as probe, while for PNF measurements a single-polarized Open Ended Circular Waveguide
(OECW) probe is used (see section 3.3).

4.4.1 60 GHz radiation patterns

The co-polar and cross-polar pattern measurement results from SNF and PNF measure-
ments, are compared to each other for E- and H-planes (see Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19).

The sampling step for SNF data is 0.1◦ θ and 1◦ in φ. To have the same sampling steps
in θ and φ as in SNF measurements, the PNF data is resampled to 0.1◦ in θ using pchip
function in Matlab [63], while the φ sampling step is kept to 1◦. In [41] a raw sampling
was used for the results. This was selected to 1◦ in θ and φ for PNF measurements, and
1◦ in θ and 1.25◦ in φ for SNF measurements.

To quantify the results, the Equivalent Error Signal (EES) and the pattern standard un-
certainty (determined with the expressions 2.1 and 2.2) are computed.

Figure 4.18: 60 GHz offset dual-reflector antenna SNF and PNF co-polar radiation patterns
comparison for E-plane (left) and H-plane (right) [41]

The SNF and PNF co-polar radiation pattern results indicate a good agreement (see Figure
4.18). For E-plane the EES shows a mean level of -78 dB with a standard deviation of
10 dB. For H-plane the mean value and standard deviation of the EES are determined to
be -78.2 dB and 11 dB, respectively. The EES peak value of -45 dB generates a standard
uncertainty of 0.02 dB for E-plane, while a peak value of -42 dB generates a standard
uncertainty of 0.03 dB for H-plane.

The PNF on-axis cross-polar component shows a value of -26 dB, while for SNF this gives
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Figure 4.19: 60 GHz offset dual-reflector antenna SNF and PNF cross-polar radiation
patterns comparison for E-plane (left) and H-plane (right) [41]

-14 dB (see Figure 4.19). The cause of the difference in PNF and SNF cross-polarization
levels is not fully understood and several possible causes are investigated to find this.

By investigation through simple calculations, it was found that the high cross-polar in SNF
measurements cannot be due to a difference in polarization reference direction since this
would require about 14◦ to explain the 12 dB difference in the cross-polarization level of
the two data sets.

Another factor which may contribute to the high cross-polar component level from SNF
measurements may be the low signal-to-noise ratio due to limited dynamic range. However,
this cannot generate the high cross-polar component since it can be noted a good agreement
between PNF and SNF co-polar radiation patterns at lower levels than the cross-polar
component peak.

Regarding the switch and OMT components of the DPP, if a coupling exists between the
two DPP ports (for example if the probe transmits on the cross-polar port, but it sends
also a bit from the co-polar field component), the contribution from the co-polar field
component should be compensated by the polarization and channel balance calibration
during the data processing. To investigate the channel balance influence on the SNF cross-
polar level of the reflector, the SNF data is processed with channel balance Axy2 and with
the average value of Axy1 and Axy2 (see section 3.4.4). The results are compared to the
data processed with Axy1 (see Figure B.4). The comparison does not show a significant
difference between the data sets, indicating that channel balance variation has very little
influence on the cross-polar component level of the reflector.

Another aspect which may cause the discrepancy between SNF and PNF cross-polar com-
ponents is a pointing difference. This depends on how the reflector’s (AUT) coordinate
system is defined with respect to the measurement coordinate systems from PNF and
SNF setups. The reflector may be mounted differently on the probe frame for SNF setup
and PNF setup; in PNF setup mounting the antenna in the probe frame is essential for
mechanical alignment. To verify if a pointing error exists, the far-field u- and v-plots
are computed for SNF and PNF measurements. The maximum level of the co-polar and
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cross-polar components is indicated, as well as the coordinates (see Figure 4.20 and Figure
4.21).

It is noted that the SNF and PNF co-polar and cross-polar components show the same
contours. The maximum level from both data sets show relatively the same pointing as
the main beam is close to the main axis. This demonstrates that there is no significant
pointing difference between SNF and PNF components to contribute to the high level of
the SNF cross-polar component.

Figure 4.20: 60 GHz offset dual-reflector antenna co-polar SNF (left) and PNF (right)
far-field u- and v-plots

Figure 4.21: 60 GHz offset dual-reflector antenna cross-polar SNF (left) and PNF (right)
far-field u- and v-plots

Based on these considerations, it is noted that the high level of the SNF cross-polar com-
ponent cannot be understood, and no cause which can rotate the electric field vector of
the SNF data was found. According to [17] where it was demonstrated that the PNF
cross-polar level agrees reasonably well with simulations, it is likely that this is the correct
level of the reflector’s cross-polar component.
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4.4.2 Directivity levels, axial ratio and tilt angle

The top 7 dB of the directivity results from SNF and PNF measurements for E- and
H-planes are compared to each other (see Figure 4.22).

Figure 4.22: 60 GHz offset dual-reflector antenna directivity results for E-plane (left) and
H-plane (right) [41]

The on-axis results for E- and H-planes show values of around 32.4 dB for PNF and SNF
measurements. It is noted a displacement relative to the main axis of the PNF results
for E- and H-planes. This is stronger for H-plane than for E-plane with about 0.3◦. Some
possible explanations for this are inaccuracy of the mechanical alignment in the PNF setup
and uncertainties due to drift and flexing cables.

Another contribution to the differences between the two data sets could be the way the
measurement coordinate systems from SNF and PNF setups, are defined with respect to
the reflector’s coordinate system. The reflector can be mounted differently in the probe
frame in the two setups.

Axial ratio and tilt angle are determined for SNF and PNF measurements as a function of
polarization ratio determined from the probe calibration process (using [33]). This gives
14 dB and 87.6◦ for the SNF data and 32 dB and 87.5◦ for the PNF data. The axial ratio
result from PNF setup shows a larger value than the result from SNF setup, which reflects
a lower cross-polar component level. The tilt angle results show very close values for both
data sets.

4.5 Summary and conclusions

The dual-polarized probe first-order performance was investigated, the results showing
higher-order M-modes with a power level lower than -40 dB at port 1 and lower than -30
dB at port 2, indicating that this is a good first-order probe.

The dual-polarized probe was tested as a probe for two widely different AUTs which are:
a 25 dBi A6634 SGH and a 60 GHz offset dual-reflector antenna. For results validation of
the A6634 SGH as AUT, the measurement results when the dual-polarized probe is used
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as a probe were compared to the results when a 25 dBi A6635 SGH (A35) is used as a
probe. In general good agreement is noted, but also clearly differences are observed.

It was observed that one of the main differences between the two measurement results is
the dynamic range reduction. This is about 15 dB lower for the results obtained when the
dual-polarized probe is used as a probe, than for the measurements obtained with A35 as
probe. This aspect is reflected in the cross-polar components of the data obtained with
the dual-polarized probe, which show a ’noise-like’ behavior. For the co-polar component,
the two measurements show good agreement, within 0.05 dB (for E-plane) and 0.1 dB (for
H-plane).

The dual-polarized probe introduces losses and it contributes to the dynamic range reduc-
tion. This effect is more dominant in the cross-polar component where the larger differences
between the two measurements are present.

The 60 GHz offset dual-reflector, a more complex antenna was also tested with the dual-
polarized probe. The radiation pattern measurement results show an on-axis directivity
level of 32.4 dB and a high level of the cross-polar component of about 18 dB. The gain at
60 GHz of the reflector was determined to be 29.4 dB.

The high cross-polar component level of the reflector was not fully understood. By com-
parison of the measurement results from SNF setup with the results from PNF setup, the
possible causes were investigated to explain this aspect. It was found that the following
factors do not cause the high cross-polar level in the SNF setup: difference in polarization
reference direction, low dynamic range in the SNF setup, coupling between the OMT and
switch signals at the two dual-polarized ports, pointing errors and channel balance.

This exemplifies the challenge of conducting dual-polarized probe measurements at 60 GHz.

Overall, the results demonstrate, that the dual-polarized probe can be used to conduct
accurate measurements at 60 GHz, but it is challenged by the switch technology.
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CHAPTER 5

Millimeter-wave antenna diagnostics

This chapter entails the results documented in paper [P2] [64] and paper [P3] [65] (Ap-
pendix D) in which a detailed systematic study of the extreme-near field of the Standard
Gain Horn (SGH) is conducted, to validate the 60 GHz Planar Near-Field (PNF) mea-
surement setup. In section 5.2, the antenna diagnostics theory is presented. The PNF
measurements are taken as outset and the extreme near-field is computed in front of the
SGH aperture. The results are compared to the aperture fields obtained from Spherical
Near-Field (SNF) measurements and to WIPL-D simulations. An experiment is conducted
in which the SGH aperture is disturbed by a fault to verify if the error is correctly detected.
An analytical model for E-plane based on Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) is im-
plemented. All these results are described in section 5.3. In section 5.4, the Poynting’s
vector components are calculated using the expressions from the GTD model and com-
pared to the results obtained from PNF measurements. For further validation, a full-wave
analysis of the SGH is carried out using WIPL-D.

5.1 Introduction

It was previously demonstrated that 60 GHz PNF antenna measurements without external
frequency conversion can provide results in good agreement with SNF measurement results
for a 25 dBi SGH [34]. From a complex measurement of the radiated near- or far-field the
plane wave spectrum (PWS) can be calculated, and it facilitates antenna diagnostics for
the extreme near-field of an antenna. Different methods which involve the reconstruction
of the sources by establishing and determining the solution to integral equations based on
equivalent magnetic and electric currents over arbitrary surfaces are used for antenna diag-
nostics [66] [67]. Improvements in the source reconstruction technique where the equality
of the source fields and measured fields was added (by enforcing Love’s principle) are also
used as a diagnostic tool to detect the antenna malfunctions [68]. Antenna diagnostics
for spherical near-field measurements was extensively investigated, where spherical wave
expansion (SWE) to plane wave expansion (PWE) technique was implemented in order
to compute the aperture field distribution, involving also experimental work for different
antennas [69].

Usually, antenna diagnostics entails the magnitude of the co-polar component of the electric
field, but it can be extended to magnitude and phase of all three rectangular components
of the electric and magnetic field and also to Poynting’s vector components. In the exist-
ing literature, as far as known, there is no documented work to include these additional
quantities for horn antenna diagnostics. It is demonstrated that these contain additional
information giving a full picture of the aperture field.
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5.2 Antenna diagnostics theory

The antenna under test (AUT) is placed somewhere in the half plane z < 0. In the source
free region, at z > 0 the electromagnetic fields can be described as a superposition of plane
waves (Figure 5.1) [40] [70].

Figure 5.1: xyz spatial domain with the source free valid region (z > 0) of the PWE (left)
and visible and invisible regions of the kxky-domain (right) [69] [70]

The PWS f(kx, ky) is calculated from the measured field (the tangential components of
the electric field on the aperture surface at z=0 are known) and then Inverse Fourier
Transformed (IFT) to get the extreme near-field. The time convention is selected to eiωt.
The two dimensional Fourier Transform of the electric aperture field with respect to x and
y coordinates can be expressed as [40]:

f(kx, ky) =
1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
E(x, y, z = 0)ei(kxx+kyy) dx dy (5.1)

By performing the Fourier transformation in (5.1) we decompose the aperture E field in
plane waves, and the transformed field f(kx, ky) is called the PWS. The extreme near-field
is determined from (5.1) by applying IFT to the PWS giving [40]:

E(x, y, z) =
1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
f(kx, ky)e

−i(kxx+kyy+kzz) dkx dky (5.2)

where k = x̂kx + ŷky + ẑkz is the direction of propagation vector and kx, ky and kz
represent the wavenumbers which indicate the direction (θ, φ) in which a partial plane
wave propagates being equal to:

kx = k sin θ cosφ (5.3)

ky = k sin θ sinφ (5.4)

kz =
√
k2 − k2x − k2y (5.5)
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The expression (5.2) states that an electric field belonging to the half space z > 0 can
be represented as a spectrum of plane waves with vector amplitude f propagating in the
direction indicated by vector k.

In the expressions (5.3)-(5.5), k2 > k2x + k2y corresponds to plane propagating waves which
represent the visible region of the kx, ky domain. Only these waves from this part of the
spectrum contribute to the radiating far-field. The spectral variables kx and ky are real
everywhere, while kz is real only in the visible region having the expression from (5.5). In
the invisible region of the kx, ky domain, k2 < k2x + k2y, kz is imaginary and is equal to

kz = i
√
k2x + k2y − k2.

Imaginary values of kz represent evanescent waves exponentially decaying in the positive
z direction. These waves make up the near-field zone in front of the antenna aperture and
their contribution to the radiating field is negligible at distances larger than one wavelength
from the antenna aperture [69], [70].

Using the method of stationary phase kr → ∞ the far-field is calculated over the visible
kx, ky domain [40]:

lim
kr→∞

E(r, θ, φ) =
e−ikr

r
ik cos θf(k sin θ cosφ, k sin θ sinφ) (5.6)

From 5.6 fx, fy and fz spectrum are calculated using the following expressions:

fx = Eθ cosφ− Eφ sinφ/ cos θ (5.7)

fy = Eθ sinφ+ Eφ cosφ/ cos θ (5.8)

fz =
−fxkx − fyky

kz
(5.9)

where Eθ and Eφ represent the far-field components of E.

In the asymptotic far-field expression (5.6), the terms with higher order than kr−1 are
neglected as these represent evanescent waves and do not contribute to the far-field [69].

Equations (5.7) , (5.8) and (5.9) show that knowing two components of the spectrum, the
third one can be derived. By performing interpolation between the regular (θ, φ) grid of
the far-field data to the regular kx, ky grid of the spectrum using the griddata MATLAB
function, the PWS is then propagated to the desired z-coordinate of the near-field. The
aperture field is then calculated by inverse-Fourier transforming the PWS. In a similar way,
the magnetic field is calculated as the cross product between f and k [71]:

H(x, y, z) =
1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞
g(kx, ky)e

−i(kxx+kyy+kzz) dkx dky (5.10)
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g(kx, ky) =
1

η

k × f
|k|

= x̂(kyfz − kzfy) + ŷ(kzfx − kxfz) + ẑ(kxfy − kyfx)
(5.11)

where η is the intrinsic impedance of the medium. Similarly, in order to get the magnetic
field distribution, the PWS is propagated over the regular kx, ky grid and then inverse
Fourier-transformed.

The Poynting’s vector components are included in the diagnostics analysis using:

S =
1

2
Re(E ×H∗) (5.12)

5.3 Antenna diagnostics in the extreme near-field of

a SGH

The rectangular components of the electric and magnetic extreme near-field of the SGH are
computed. For results validation the aperture fields from PNF measurements are compared
to WIPL-D simulations and to the aperture fields from SNF measurements. An analytical
model based on GTD is established. The results are investigated by comparison with the
data from the GTD model. A fault is introduced on the SGH aperture to verify if the error
is detected correctly.

5.3.1 AUT and far-field

As an AUT a 25 dBi SGH from Flann Microwave is used. The aperture dimensions are
30 × 41 mm and the SGH length is 180 mm. The SGH is working within WR-19 band
(40-60 GHz) and it has 2.45 × 4.88 mm dimensions of the small waveguide. In figure 5.2
the coordinate z0 indicates the position of the antenna diagnostics plane with coordinate
system consisting of x and y axes in the horn aperture and z-axis outward normal to the
horn aperture.

The SGH radiated field has been measured in both PNF and SNF facilities (described in
chapter 2). The far-field SNF and PNF co-polar and cross-polar components are computed
in dB scale in u= sin θ cosφ and v= sin θ sinφ coordinates (see Figure 5.3).

The far-field SNF and PNF co-polar components are shown with the side lobes indicating
the expected behavior of the SGH and a good agreement between the two data sets. The
cross-polar components from SNF and PNF measurements show a level lower than −25
dB and the component from PNF measurements is asymmetric. It is noted that the noise
level (seen outside of the SGH aperture) is higher in the PNF far-field components, than
in the SNF components.
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Figure 5.2: SGH aperture inner dimensions with coordinate system (left) and E-plane side
view (right) [65]

Figure 5.3: Far-field co-polar and cross-polar components - PNF(left) and SNF (right) [64]
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5.3.2 Aperture distribution of SGH and comparison with SNF
measurements and simulations

The magnitude and phase of electric and magnetic field components are computed over
80×80 mm area at a distance of z0=2 mm, in front of the SGH aperture (see Figure 5.4 and
5.5). The SGH is x-polarized and thus the strongest field components are Ex and Hy of the
electric and magnetic field, respectively. Both magnitude components show ripples over
the aperture along x axis, with a stronger presence in Hy also outside the SGH aperture
(see Figure 5.4 and 5.5).

For completeness the magnitude and phase of Ey, Ez and Hx are shown as well. The
magnitudes of Ey and Hx components show values below -25 dB and Ez shows ripples
along x axis. The significant Ez component at the SGH edges, is a consequence of the
electric field being perpendicular to the Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC) of the SGH
wall. This is flared and it gives the z component.

Some possible causes for the ripples presence over the aperture in Ex component aperture
are: the ’Gibbs-like’ phenomenon due to truncation of the spectrum to the visible region
and the reflections due to the field diffracted on the aperture edges in the internal structure
of the horn (the second-order edge diffracted field). For the Ez component the oscillations
occurrence over the aperture might be caused by the edge diffracted field, while for Hy these
ripples may be the ’Gibbs-like’ phenomenon effect, but they may be as well generated by
the direct edge diffracted field and second-order edge diffracted field. Multiple reflections
between SGH and probe due to small probe-SGH distance are another possible cause and
might generate ripples over and outside of the aperture in the magnitude components of
the electric and magnetic field.

The results for the phase distribution of the SGH, show the expected behavior for the
components of the electric and magnetic aperture field (figures 5.4 and 5.5 bottom). The
Ex and Hy components show that the phase over the aperture is not symmetric with respect
to the origin of the xOy coordinate system. This indicates that a pointing error could exist
due to the fact that the probe plane (scan plane) is not parallel to the SGH aperture plane.

This effect present in the phase distribution results is not noticed in the magnitude and it
demonstrates that phase of the aperture field is a useful and important tool for antenna
diagnostics.

Outside the aperture, the presence of oscillations in the magnitude of the Hy and Ez
components can be generated by the ’Gibbs-like’ phenomenon. This is mainly caused by
the fz component of the spectrum, which shows side lobes with large magnitude at the
edge of the k domain (see figure 5.6). For completeness the fx spectrum component is
shown as well.
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Figure 5.4: PNF Ex, Ey and Ez magnitudes in dB (top) and corresponding phases (bottom)
[64]

Figure 5.5: PNF Hx, Hy and Hz magnitudes in dB (top) and corresponding phases (bot-
tom) [64]
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Figure 5.6: fx (left) and fz (right) - PNF (top) and SNF (bottom) - spectrum components
[64]

For results validation the aperture fields obtained from PNF measurements are compared
to the results from SNF measurements and to WIPL-D simulations (see Figure 5.7 and
5.8). It is noted that the aperture fields obtained from SNF and PNF measurements show
a good agreement for Ex, Hy and Ez components with ripples over and outside of the SGH
aperture (see Figure 5.7).

WIPL-D simulation results are shown for the Ex, Hy, and Ez components which are com-
puted at 2 mm in front of the SGH aperture and they show a good agreement with SNF
and PNF measurements. The oscillations along x axis over the aperture can also be no-
ticed in the simulated data for all three components (see Figure 5.8) and it shows that
these oscillations are not attributed to the ’Gibbs-like’ phenomenon nor to the multiple
reflections between SGH and probe. They are physical effects due to the edge diffracted
field.

The ripples present in the Ex component cannot represent the direct edge diffracted field
as this cannot be x directed. These oscillations are generated by the contribution from
the subsequent reflections from the horn walls of the direct edge diffracted field. This is a
mechanism investigated in the literature [72] [73] and it was demonstrated that this affects
the horn radiated field. Such a reflected field from the images behind the horn creates the
ripples over the horn aperture as the waves are diffracted from the aperture edges and then
reflected from the horn internal walls back into the upper and lower edges to generate the
second-order edge diffracted field.
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Figure 5.7: SGH aperture field distribution PNF (top) vs SNF (bottom): magnitude of
Ex, Hy and Ez components at z0=2 mm in front of the aperture [64]

The direct edge diffracted field is the one causing the ripples over the aperture present in
the Ez component. These have a faster variation than the ones from Ex component and
with twelve ripples compared to six.

For the Hy component these oscillations are created from contributions of the direct edge
diffracted field and of the second-order edge diffracted fields. This aspect is reflected in the
Hy results by the ripples which show a faster variation than the ones from Ex (in a similar
way the ones present in Ez are showing), but with the same number as the Ex component.

Figure 5.8: Ex, Hy and Ez from WIPL-D simulations in linear scale at z0=2 mm in front
of the aperture

This effect observed in Hy component is the first-order diffracted field affected or ’blurred’
by the second-order diffracted field.
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5.3.3 Truncation effect investigation

The presence of ripples in the Ex component of the electric and magnetic field is investigated
by carrying out an analytical analysis in which a spectral sinc function [74] sinc = sin akx/k

akx/k

is IFT to the spatial domain for a = 15, where a is a constant.

The spectrum is truncated to the visible region of k domain (from −k to k) and then
extended to −5k to 5k by zero padding outside the visible region of k domain in order to
investigate if the ripples are still present (see Figure 5.9). For a better understanding, the
Ex component obtained from the PNF measurements is compared with the x component of
the electric field obtained from the SNF measurement and to the IFT of the sinc function
from the analytical model (here the spectrum is limited to −k to k; see Figure 5.9a). The
three data sets show a good agreement over the aperture with the same ripples periodicity
of 5 mm. The IFT of the sinc function extended to −5k to 5k, is shown in Figure 5.9b. It
is noted that compared to the results from figure 5.9a, (where the spectrum is truncated
to −k to k) the ripples outside and over the aperture vanish. This confirms that the
’Gibbs-like’ phenomenon contributes to the oscillations present over the aperture in the Ex
component.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: (a) Comparison of analytical data with spectrum limited to −k to k with PNF
and SNF measurements; (b) analytical model with spectrum extended to −5k to 5k [64]

For a better investigation of the ’Gibbs-like’ phenomenon which indicate a very pronounced
effect in Hy and Ez outside the aperture, a Kaiser window filter is applied with a roll-off
factor of α = 2.4. The Ex, Hy and Ez components are shown in Figure 5.10 before and
after the filter is applied. The results show that oscillations outside of the aperture in the
Hy and Ez components are significantly reduced. Over the aperture one can observe that
the ripples are still present in all three components, but their magnitude is decreased.

As shown in section 5.3.2, the simulation results indicate that the ripples occurrence over
the SGH aperture even after filtering, represent physical effects due to the edge diffracted
field and due to the reflected edge diffracted field. Therefore the ripples present outside of
the aperture are the ’Gibbs-like’ phenomenon effect, while the ones over the aperture are
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Figure 5.10: PNF Ex, Hy and Ez components in dB; no filter applied (top) and filtered
(bottom) at z0=2 mm in front of the aperture [64]

generated by a combination of the ’Gibbs-like’ phenomenon and of the first and second-
order edge diffracted field. For a more thorough investigation an analytical model based
on GTD is established and the Ez component is analyzed in detail in the next section.

5.3.4 Analytical diffraction model for SGH

A simple 2D-model for the E-plane is established based on GTD [75] which involves calcu-
lating the diffracted field at the upper and lower edges of the horn. The horn dimensions
are the following: pe = 169.6 mm - represents the distance from the waveguide to the
aperture, a = 2.45 mm - is the waveguide height (WR-19 standard) and a1 = 30 mm is
the E-plane aperture size. The flare angle is represented by θ0, while θ is the angle be-
tween z-axis and the direction to the observation point in the aperture; θ̂ represents the
polarization of the direct field:

θ̂ = x̂ cos θ − ẑ sin θ (5.13)

The distance ρe is computed using the following formula [71]:

pe = (a1 − a)

[(
ρe
a1

)2

− 1

4

] 1
2

(5.14)
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Figure 5.11: E plane view-SGH model [71]

The distance ρe is calculated from (5.14) and a1/2, from which the distance from the virtual
apex to the aperture of the horn - ρ1 is calculated. The direct field has the following
expression [76]:

E
i

= E0
e−jkr√
r
θ̂ (5.15)

with r =
√
x2 + ρ

2

1.

Dh represents the half-plane diffraction coefficient and it is expressed as [75]:

Dh =
e−jπ/4√

8πk
(

1

cos90−θ0
2

+
1
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The diffracted electric fields in the aperture from the upper and lower edges are calculated
from (5.15) and (5.16) giving:
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From the plane wave relations H = 1
ωµ
k × E the direct and diffracted magnetic fields are

calculated [76]:
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5.3.5 Edge diffractions investigation

The presence of oscillations in the Ez component of the electric field over the SGH aperture
due to the edge diffracted field is investigated by comparing the SNF and PNF measurement
results for the Ez component with analytical data from GTD model (see Figure 5.12). The
incident and diffracted fields at upper and lower edges of the SGH, are calculated using
(5.15), (5.17) and (5.18). By adding the expressions from (5.17) and (5.18), the total
diffracted field is obtained. The edge diffracted field, Ez is a standing wave formed by two
oppositely propagating waves at two SGH edges. These results show a good prediction of
the analytical model with a good agreement of the three data sets over the aperture with
the same number of ripples and with a periodicity of 2.6 mm. A major difference between
the analytical data and measured data sets is the presence of the sharp singularities at
the aperture edges. The singularities can be seen in the expressions (5.17) and (5.18) for
x = ±a1/2. The GTD model becomes invalid at the diffracting edges. Other discrepancies
between analytical and measurement results are likely to be caused by the uncertainties
present in the quadratic phase variation model of the SGH (as for example precise virtual
apex position) and by uncertainties present in the PNF setup (as for example inaccuracy
of probe-AUT alignment). These results demonstrate that the ripples presence over the
SGH aperture in the Ez component are caused by the diffracted field at the horn edges and
are not attributed to the ’Gibbs-like’ phenomenon nor to the multiple reflections between
SGH and probe.

Figure 5.12: Ez - SNF and PNF measurements comparison with GTD data

5.3.6 Partly blocked aperture 60 GHz measurements

A fault was deliberately introduced on the SGH aperture by covering one corner of the SGH
with conducting copper tape (see Figure 5.13) and 60 GHz measurements were carried out
in the PNF setup with the following settings: scan area dimension - 220 x 200 mm2 with a
step size of 2.5 mm along x and y axis, 40 mm probe distance with 8 hours measurement
time for each polarization. Figure 5.13 shows that the fault is detected correctly and
some field scattering around and over the antenna aperture. It is noted that the fault can
be observed not only in the strong component of the field (Ex), but also in the weaker
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components (Ey and Ez). The Poynting’s vector components Sz and Sx are computed as
well in order to show a more complete picture of the diagnostics analysis.

Figure 5.13: 60 GHz fault up left corner covered with conducting copper tape; faulty PNF
Ex, Ey and Ez in dB and faulty Poynting’s vectors Sz and Sx in dB; the field and power
plots are normalized to the same value [64]

5.4 Power Flow Diagnostics for a SGH

The Poynting’s vector components of the SGH are computed using the GTD model. The
results are compared to power flow results obtained from measurements. For validation a
full-wave analysis of the SGH is conducted, using WIPL-D simulations. The power flow
results from simulations are compared to the results from measurements. The Poynting’s
vector components from simulations are computed and analyzed also outside of the SGH
aperture.

5.4.1 Poynting’s vector in SGH aperture

The TE10 mode with quadratic phase variation of the SGH aperture field distribution
has the simple power flow shown in Figures 5.14 (a) and 5.14 (b). However, when the
Poynting’s vector components of the measured data set are computed, they have a more
complicated power flow with ripples along x axis over the SGH aperture (see Figure 5.15).
One possible explanation for the presence of ripples in the Sz and Sx components of the
Poynting’s vector is the ’Gibbs-like’ phenomenon effect. These are calculated from the field
components where ripples were observed.

In addition to the TE10 mode with quadratic phase variation of the SGH aperture field,
there is an edge diffracted field which has zero power flow in the aperture. The combination
of these fields may have a more complicated power flow that can perhaps explain the
measurement results.
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Using the expressions for the direct and edge diffracted electric and magnetic fields from
expressions (5.15)-(5.20) from GTD model, the Poynting’s vector of the total field is cal-
culated.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.14: Sz component (a); Sx component (b); SGH with Poynting’s vector in front of
the aperture (c)

Figure 5.15: Sz component (left) and Sx component (right) of the measurements [65]
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(5.21)

From (5.21) it is noted that the Poynting’s vector of the total field gives four terms. The
first term represents the strong uniform component due to the direct field part, which is
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mainly z polarized, but has also a x component towards the aperture edge; the second
term is the edge diffracted field part and is zero in the aperture along x axis; the last two
terms are the interference between the direct field and edge diffracted fields.

Based on these it can be stated that, the Sz component (Figure 5.15-left) has a contribution
related to the weaker part of the field seen as ripples along x axis, which occur due to the
coupling between direct field and edge diffracted field, and a strong uniform contribution
related to the direct field part. These ripples attributed to the interference between direct
and edge diffracted field are not strong enough to make the Sz of the total field negative.

In a similar way Sx component (Figure 5.15-right) has a component related to the direct
field part, which is positive for positive x coordinates and negative for negative x coordi-
nates and another part related to the interference between direct field and edge diffracted
field which causes Sx to oscillate between negative and positive values.

5.4.2 Comparison of analytical model and measurements

The Poynting’s vector components Sx and Sz from the GTD model computed from (5.21)
are compared with PNF measurement results. In general, at 60 GHz an accurate mechani-
cal alignment is challenging to conduct; as for example setting the probe-SGH distance and
aligning the probe and SGH coordinates systems. The data processing of the measurement
results includes computing the aperture distribution at a distance of z0 = 2 mm in front of
the aperture (see 5.3.2). In reality this z0 distance may be different due to the difficulty of
setting up an accurate probe - SGH distance at 60 GHz. Therefore the Poynting’s vector
components Sx and Sz from PNF measurements are computed at different z0 distances
from the SGH aperture within the range -2 mm to 2 mm with 1 mm step and compared
to the results from the GTD model in the aperture E-field model (see Figure 5.16, Figure
5.17, Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19).

The measurements and analytical data sets show a good prediction of the analytical GTD
model and a relatively good agreement over the aperture with the same number of ripples
for z0 = 2 mm for Sz and Sx components see Figures 5.16(e) and 5.17(e).

Overall, it can be noted that Sx component shows larger ripples variation as the contri-
bution from the coupling between direct and edge diffracted field is stronger making Sx
negative for some x coordinates, while for Sz this contribution is weaker due to direct field
part indicating positive values and smaller variation of the ripples. It can be observed that
the Poynting’s vector components obtained from measurements vary very fast with the z0
position.

One contribution to the differences between the analytical and measured data sets is the
probe and SGH coordinate systems alignment, which is challenging to conduct at 60 GHz.
In the computations the data from measurements is 1 mm shifted to the left with respect
to x axis for a better agreement between measurements and GTD results.

Other possible explanations for differences between the two data sets are the uncertainties
present in the quadratic phase variation model of the horn (the wavelength at 60 GHz is
merely λ = 5 mm), which include the precise virtual apex location and the exact value of
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the propagation constant for the far-field in the flared section of the horn.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 5.16: Sz component in linear scale from measurements for (a) z0 = −2 mm; (b)
z0 = −1 mm; (c) z0 = 0 mm; (d) z0 = 1 mm; (e) z0 = 2 mm; and GTD analytical model
in aperture [65]

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 5.17: Sx component in linear scale from measurements for (a) z0 = −2 mm; (b)
z0 = −1 mm; (c) z0 = 0 mm; (d) z0 = 1 mm; (e) z0 = 2 mm; and GTD analytical model
in aperture [65]
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The distance from the virtual apex to the aperture ρ1 is calculated using (5.14) giving
184.6 mm. For a better agreement, in the analytical model this value is set to be 185 mm
and the results are shown for this value of ρ1 (see Figure 5.16 to 5.19). The results for
the case with ρ1 = 184.6 mm are included in the appendix C.2. In the GTD model the
propagation constant value in the waveguide is considered to be the same as the one from
free space, but in reality this may not be the case and can introduce a phase shift in the
data. To verify if a phase change of the analytical model will show a better agreement
with measurements and simulations, the sign for the expressions of the diffracted field at
the two edges from (5.17) and (5.18) is swapped (see Figure 5.18 and 5.19).

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 5.18: Sz component in linear scale from measurements for (a) z0 = −2 mm; (b)
z0 = −1 mm; (c) z0 = 0 mm; (d) z0 = 1 mm; (e) z0 = 2 mm; and GTD analytical model
with swapped sign in the expressions of the diffracted field [65]

The results show a very good and better agreement between measurements and analytical
model for z0 = 0 mm for the measured data set (which corresponds to the results in the
aperture of the SGH), than for the case when the sign of the expressions for the diffracted
field at two edges from (5.17) and (5.18) is not modified.

The results (Figure 5.16, Figure 5.17, Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19) show that the analytical
model is very sensitive at these high frequencies to certain choices giving a better agreement
between measurements and analytical data for a particular virtual apex distance (here 185
mm) and when a phase change is introduced in the GTD data.

It can be noted that the results from Figure 5.18 (c) and 5.19 (c) show the best agreement
between the measurements and GTD model data over the aperture(when z0=0 mm for the
measured data), validating qualitatively and quantitatively the intricate physical effect of
the field diffracted at the horn edges of the power flow. Some other possible contributions
to the differences between the two models are the uncertainties present in the physical
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 5.19: Sx component in linear scale from measurements for (a) z0 = −2 mm; (b)
z0 = −1 mm; (c) z0 = 0 mm; (d) z0 = 1 mm; (e) z0 = 2 mm; and GTD analytical model
with swapped sign in the expressions of the diffracted field [65]

dimensions of the horn and the fact that the GTD model becomes invalid at the aperture
edges.

5.4.3 Full-wave analysis inside SGH aperture

To further validate the presence of oscillations in the Poynting’s vector components due to
physical effects a full-wave analysis is conducted. The SGH with the dimensions: 30× 41
mm aperture size, 2.45 × 4.88 mm WR-19 waveguide dimensions and 179.9 mm length is
simulated using WIPL-D software [77].

Initially, the WIPL-D version used is WIPLD-Pro v.15, for which the structure design
involves using nodes and plates, while wires on which currents are running are used for
the excitation. Thus, in the initial design of the pyramidal horn, the feed is a monopole
with 1.1 mm height placed at 0.5 mm from the back of the waveguide in order to achieve
matching (see Figure C.1). However later on, WIPL-D Pro CAD [77] version is used,
which allows the structure design with a predefined geometry and waveguide excitation,
by indicating the electric field polarization direction and type of polarization (here linear).

The simulations with the two WIPL-D versions give the same results for the Poynting’s
vector components. The simulation results in which waveguide excitation was used are
presented (Figure 5.20).

The Sx and Sz Poynting’s vector components in the extreme near-field of the SGH from
simulations are computed in the aperture and at 1 mm distance in front of the aperture.
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These are compared with PNF measurement results processed in the aperture, and at 1
mm and 2 mm in front of the aperture (see Figure 5.21, Figure 5.22, and Figure 5.23).
The motivation for this is due to inaccuracy of the probe-SGH distance at 60 GHz, which
is challenging to practically establish it (see section 5.4.2). The results presented in figures
5.21 (c) and 5.23 (c) for Sz and Sx components show a very good agreement between
measurements and simulations, for the case when zo is set to 0 mm in the measured
data set, and to 1 mm in front of the SGH aperture for simulations. These results show
qualitatively and quantitatively the strong physical presence, seen as ripples along x axis
in Sx and Sz components, resulted from the interference between direct field and edge
diffracted field. The Sx component comparison between measurement results obtained at
different z0 distances, and simulation results in the aperture is shown in the appendix C.3.

Figure 5.20: WIPL-D model of the SGH (left) with incident (plane) wave feeding (right)

The differences between two data sets are mainly caused by the inaccuracy of the me-
chanical alignment at 60 GHz (setting up the probe-SGH distance) and probe coordinate
systems alignment. In a similar way as in section 5.4.2, the measured data is shifted to-
wards left with respect to x axis to get a better agreement between measurements and
simulations. These results demonstrate that the ripples present over the aperture in the
Poynting’s vector components are not artifacts caused by the truncation to the visible
domain of the spectrum and they do not represent multiple reflections between SGH and
near-field probe due to the small SGH-probe distance.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.21: Sz in linear scale from measurements at (a) z0 = 2 mm (b) z0 = 1 mm (c)
z0 = 0 mm and Sz from simulations at z0 = 1 mm in front of the aperture [65]
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.22: Sz in linear scale from measurements at (a) z0 = 2 mm (b) z0 = 1 mm (c)
z0 = 0 mm and Sz from simulations in the aperture [65]

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.23: Sx from measurements at (a) z0 = 2 mm (b) z0 = 1 mm (c) z0 = 0 mm and
Sx from simulations at z0 = 1 mm in front of the aperture [65]

5.4.3.1 Full-wave analysis outside SGH aperture

For a more thorough investigation of the power flow, the Poynting’s vector components are
analyzed outside of the aperture. The real part of Sz and Sx is computed using WIPL-D
in the xOz plane for x between -15 mm to 15 mm, and z between 179.9 mm to 220.9 mm.
The results show that small oscillating power flows are present in the xOz plane in front
of SGH aperture (see Figure 5.24). These oscillating power flows due to the interference
between direct field and edge diffracted field are attributed to the weaker contribution to
the Poynting’s vector total field.

The last two terms in equation (5.21) represent the coupling between direct field and edge

diffracted field. The term 1
2

Re (E
i ×Hd∗

) is mainly z-polarized, while 1
2

Re (E
d ×H i∗

) is
mainly x-directed and they vary as cosine and sine functions with x and z. As shown
previously (in sections 5.4.1, 5.4.2 and 5.4.3), these terms causes ripples in the aperture

when added to the term 1
2

Re (E
i ×H i∗

) (see 5.21). These are larger for the x component of
the Poynting’s vector Sx (this has a weaker contribution from the direct field) and smaller
for Sz component (this has a strong uniform contribution from the direct field). When
the power flow is analyzed outside the aperture these coupling terms causes the oscillating
power flows in the xOz plane (see Figure 5.24).

For further validation of the oscillating power flows, Sx and Sz components are computed
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in the yOz plane to verify if these are still present. For simulations, y is selected between
-20 mm to 20 mm and z between 179.9 mm to 220.9 mm. The results indicate that Sx and
Sz components do not contain oscillating power flows in this plane. This is expected, since
in this plane there is no edge diffracted field to cause interference. Sx is not so significant
with units of µW/m2 order, while Sz shows the expected behavior (see Figure 5.25).

Figure 5.24: Sz (left) and Sx (right) WIPL-D simulations in xOz plane
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Figure 5.25: Sz (left) and Sx (right) WIPL-D simulations in yOz plane

5.5 Summary and conclusions

The extreme near-field of the 60 GHz data from the PNF setup without external frequency
conversion was investigated in details. The magnitude and phase of the three rectangular
components of the electric and magnetic field are computed for a 25 dBi SGH.

It was found that the components of the electric and magnetic extreme near-field, are
affected by artificial and physical effects. Artificial effects include the ’Gibbs-like’ phe-
nomenon due to truncation of the spectrum to the visible region, with a very pronounced
effect outside of the aperture. This is seen as ripples in the Hy component of the magnetic
field and in the Ez component of the electric field. By applying a Kaiser filter on these
components, it was noted a significant magnitude reduction of the ripples outside of the
aperture.

Physical effects include field diffracted at the horn edges and subsequent reflections of the
edge diffracted field. These effects are seen as oscillations over the aperture in Ex and
Ez components of the electric field, as well as in Hy component of the magnetic field.
WIPL-D simulations were conducted, validating the physical effects of the aperture field
components.
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It was noted that the intricate physical effects are present also in the Poynting’s vector
components. A theoretical model based on GTD was established for the E-plane aperture
field. The power flow obtained from measurements was compared to the results from GTD
model. The results validate the strong physical effects due to interference between direct
field and edge diffracted field in the power flow components of the SGH.

A full-wave analysis was carried out using WIPL-D simulations. The power flow from
simulations, was compared with the results from measurements for different distances from
the aperture. The results indicate a very good agreement validating further qualitatively
and quantitatively the intricate physical mechanism of the power flow over the SGH aper-
ture. Poynting’s vector components were computed in the xOz plane for investigation
outside of the SGH aperture. The results show small oscillating power flows created by the
interference between direct field and edge diffracted field.

Overall, WIPL-D simulations and GTD model results demonstrate that the presence of
oscillations over the aperture in the electric and magnetic field components and also in the
power flow are physical effects. They are and not merely the ’Gibbs-like’ phenomenon nor
do they represent multiple-reflections between SGH and probe. The diagnostics should
exploit not only the magnitude of the co-polar component of the electric field, but also the
magnitude and phase of all components of the electric and magnetic fields, as well as Poynt-
ing’s vector components. It was shown that these quantities contain additional information
about the aperture field and they are an important tool for antenna diagnostics.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions

The project includes the work conducted on the following main research topics: 60 GHz
first-order dual-polarized probe based on a switch and 60 GHz antenna diagnostics for a
Standard Gain Horn (SGH).

In chapter 2, the 60 GHz DTU Planar Near-Field (PNF) measurement setup without ex-
ternal frequency conversion is described. Measurement tests are conducted for the dynamic
range, thermal drift, flexing cable effect and radiation pattern at 60 GHz for a SGH. The
instrumentation of the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field (SNF) Antenna Test Facility for
the 40-60 GHz band is also presented in this chapter.

The measurements show good results of the PNF setup performance. The thermal drift
measured over four hours show about 0.03 dB for magnitude and 1.5 ◦ for phase. Flexing
cable effect measurement results show small magnitude and phase variation with about
0.05 dB and 1◦, respectively.

An uncertainty investigation of the cable flexing effect of the far-field radiation pattern was
carried out. The results show a minor influence on the measured data (between 0.02 dB
and 0.01 dB difference between the data with and without flexing cable compensation).

Radiation pattern results from PNF measurements were compared with reference mea-
surements from the DTU-ESA Facility. The results indicate a very good agreement for the
co-polar radiation pattern, and a reasonable agreement for the cross-polar component.

The instrumentation of the DTU-ESA Facility in the 40-60 GHz band consists of the
following components: two MI-3346 mixers - one reference and one signal mixer, a MI-
3383 multiplier, a MI-3393 LO extender, a 20 dB coupler, and a SHF 824 amplifier. The
calibration of the setup requires providing the recommended power levels of the active
components.

Chapter 3 presents the design, implementation and calibration of a 60 GHz first-order dual-
polarized probe. The probe is a conical horn with 27 dBi directivity, based on a Single
Pole Double Throw (SPDT) switch operating up to 67 GHz and an Orthomode Transducer
(OMT) working in the 50-75 GHz band. Both components show a measured port-to-port
isolation better than 40 dB.

The first tests show a high performance of the dual-polarized probe. These include radiation
pattern measurements at the DTU PNF Facility. The results at 60 GHz are compared to
WIPL-D simulations. These show a very good agreement, down to -30 dB pattern levels
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for the co-polar components (for E-, H-, 45◦- and 135◦-planes), and down to -40 dB for the
cross-polar component (for 45◦- and 135◦-planes, for measurements without switch). The
switch affects the low radiation pattern levels (below -30 dB) of the dual-polarized probe,
with a strong effect on the cross-polar components.

The dual-polarized probe was calibrated at DTU-ESA Facility. This includes pattern,
polarization and channel balance calibration. The peak directivity shows a value of 27.3
dB and an agreement with simulations within 0.1 dB. The on-axis level of the cross-polar
component at two ports show values below -38 dB. Axial ratios show close values for
the two ports, while tilt angles show almost 90◦ difference as expected. Channel balance
values show 0.02 dB and 127 ◦ and -0.15 dB and 124 ◦. These are affected by the different
cross-polarization properties of the two SGHs.

Channel balance calibration is important for measurements at 60 GHz. It was found that
channel balance affects the on-axis co-polar radiation pattern of the probe. The process is
challenged by sources of uncertainties (phase variation along the cables for measurement
with the single-polarized probe of both field components), which at 60 GHz become more
significant.

In general, the dual-polarized probe shows a high performance, but the 9 dB loss introduced
by the switch at 60 GHz affects the probe gain.

Chapter 4 describes the investigation at 60 GHz of the dual-polarized probe as a first-order
probe. The first-order performance of the dual-polarized probe shows good results with
M-mode power spectrum showing values lower than -40 dB at port 1, and lower than -30
dB at port 2. Dual-polarized probe was tested as a probe for two different antennas: a 25
dBi SGH from Flann Microwave A6634 series and a 60 GHz offset dual-reflector antenna.

The A6634 SGH radiation pattern measurement results when the dual-polarized probe
was used as probe was compared to measurements, when another SGH (A6635 series) was
used as a probe. A good agreement was observed for the co-polar component between
the two measurements, within 0.05 dB (E-plane) and 0.1 dB (H-plane). The cross-polar
components show a reasonable agreement (within 2.5 dB) and the same on-axis level of
-20 dB. It was noted that the dual-polarized probe contributes to dynamic range reduction
due to losses in the components (due to high insertion loss of the switch). This effect is
stronger at lower pattern levels, in the cross-polar component, where the larger differences
between the two measurements occur.

The 60 GHz offset dual-reflector, was tested with the dual-polarized probe. The results
show an on-axis directivity level of 32.4 dB and a cross-polar component with an on-axis
level of 18 dB. Several possible causes were investigated to explain the high level of the
cross-polar from SNF measurements by comparison with PNF measurements. These were:
a difference in the polarization reference direction, limited dynamic range in the SNF setup,
a potential coupling between the dual-polarized probe ports and a pointing error. It was
found that these aspects do not cause the high cross-polar level in the SNF measurements,
and this was not fully understood. This shows the challenge to conduct dual-polarized
probe measurements at 60 GHz.
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Overall, the results show, that the dual-polarized probe can be used to conduct accurate
measurements, but it is challenged by the switch performance at 60 GHz.

In chapter 5, on antenna diagnostics, the investigation of the extreme near-field of a 25
dBi SGH, obtained from the DTU PNF setup without external frequency conversion is
documented. The magnitude and phase of three rectangular components of the electric
and magnetic field are investigated, as well as Poynting’s vector components. It is not very
common, in fact it is very rare, for these quantities to be used for antenna diagnostics.

It was shown that the extreme near-field components are affected by physical effects and
artificial effects. Physical effects represent the field diffracted at the horn edges, as well as
subsequent reflections of the direct edge diffracted field. This effect was seen as oscillations
over the aperture in the x and z components of the electric field and in the y component
of the magnetic field. The presence of the ripples over the SGH aperture was validated by
WIPL-D simulations.

Artificial effects include the ’Gibbs-like’ phenomenon due to truncation of the spectrum to
the visible region. A very pronounced effect was noted outside of the SGH aperture, seen
as ripples in the y component of the magnetic field and in the z component of the electric
field. The effect was reduced by applying a filter on these components.

It was found that the Poynting’s vector components of the extreme near-field of the SGH
are affected by strong physical effects. A theoretical model based on Geometrical Theory
of Diffraction (GTD) and WIPL-D simulations validates the intricate physical mechanism
of the power flow over SGH aperture.

Overall it was shown, that the oscillations which are present over the SGH aperture, in the
electric and magnetic field components, and also in the power flow are physical effects. They
are not merely the ’Gibbs-like’ phenomenon and they are not multiple reflections between
probe and SGH. The magnitude and phase of the three rectangular components of the
electric and magnetic fields, as well as Poynting’s vector components contain additional
information of the aperture field. These quantities are useful and important for antenna
diagnostics.

At 60 GHz, accurate measurements can be conducted, but the dual-polarized probe is
challenged by the switch technology, due to the fact that it contributes to the dynamic
range reduction of the measurement setup.
Antenna diagnostics should exploit the magnitude and phase of the three rectangular
components of the electric and magnetic fields and also the Poynting’s vector components.
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APPENDIX A

60 GHz first-order dual-polarized probe for
spherical near-field measurements

A.1 U- and V-plots

Figure A.1: Dual-Polarized Probe PNF measurements far-field u- and v-plots for the co-
polar component (top) and cross-polar component (bottom) at port 1 (left) and port 2
(right)
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A.2 Channel Balance

Figure A.2: Channel balance investigation for DPP radiation pattern processed from the
truncated data set to M=15 and N=90 for E-plane (left) and H-plane (right) at port 1
(left) and port 2 (right)
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Figure A.3: Channel balance investigation for the co-polar and cross-polar component
E-plane (left) and H-plane (right) at port 1 (top) and port 2 (bottom)

Figure A.4: DPP radiation pattern precessed with channel balance value of 1; comparison
between measured data sampled with θ=1◦and resampled with θ=0.1◦
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APPENDIX B

Spherical near-field measurements with 60
GHz dual-polarized probe

B.1 SGH measurement results

Figure B.1: A6634 SGH full-mode power spectrum

Figure B.2: A6634 SGH Directivity at 60 GHz obtained from the full-mode vs truncated
data set tested with DPP for E-plane (left) and H-plane (left)

It is noted that the SGH is not pointed to the center of coordinate systems xOy due to
the fact that it is bent 1.28 mm along the width and 3.5 mm along the height of the SGH
aperture.
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Spherical near-field measurements with 60 GHz dual-polarized probe

B.2 Offset dual-reflector antenna measurement results

Figure B.3: Offset dual-reflector antenna full-mode power spectrum - M- and N-modes

Figure B.4: 60 GHz offset dual-reflector antenna radiation patterns for E- and H-planes
corrected with channel balance values Axy1, Axy2 and with the average value of Axy1 and
Axy2
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APPENDIX C

Millimeter-wave antenna diagnostics

C.1 WIPL-D simulations

Figure C.1: WIPL-D model of the SGH (left) with monopole feeding (right)

Figure C.2: Regular coordinate system (left) and WIPL-D coordinate system (right)

C.2 Poynting vector-GTD model and measurements
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Millimeter-wave antenna diagnostics

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure C.3: Sz component in linear scale from measurements for (a) z0 = −2 mm (b)
z0 = −1 mm (c) z0 = 0mm (d) z0 = 1 mm (e) z0 = 2 mm and GTD model with virtual
apex distance ρ1 = 184.6 mm and with swapped sign in the expressions of the diffracted
field

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure C.4: Sx component in linear scale from measurements for (a) z0 = −2 mm (b)
z0 = −1 mm (c) z0 = 0mm (d) z0 = 1 mm (e) z0 = 2 mm and GTD model with virtual
apex distance ρ1 = 184.6 mm and with swapped sign in the expressions of the diffracted
field
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Poynting vector – simulations and measurements

C.3 Poynting vector – simulations and measurements

(a) (b) (c)

Figure C.5: Sx from measurements at (a) z0 = 2 mm (b) z0 = 1 mm (c) z0 = 0 mm and
Sx from simulations in aperture

(a) (b)

Figure C.6: Sx (left) and Sz (right) WIPL-D simulations
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60GHz Antenna Measurement Setup Using a VNA
without External Frequency Conversion

Paula Irina Popa, Sergey Pivnenko, Jeppe M. Nielsen, Olav Breinbjerg
Department of Electrical Engineering, Technical University of Denmark

Ørsteds Plads, 348, 2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark

Abstract—The typical antenna measurement system setup
working above 20 GHz makes use of frequency multipliers and
harmonic mixers, usually working in standard waveguide bands,
and thus several parts need to be procured and interchanged to
cover several frequency bands. In this paper, we investigate an al-
ternative solution which makes use of a standard wideband VNA
without external frequency conversion units. The operational
capability of the Planar Near-Field (PNF) Antenna Measurement
Facility at the Technical University of Denmark was recently
extended to 60 GHz employing an Agilent E8361A VNA (up to 67
GHz). The upgrade involved procurement of very few additional
components: two cables operational up to 65 GHz and an open-
ended waveguide probe for tests in U-band (40-60 GHz). The
first tests have shown good performance of the PNF setup: 50-60
dB dynamic range and small thermal drift in magnitude and
phase, 0.06 dB and 6 degrees peak-to-peak deviations over 4
hours. A PNF measurement of a 25 dBi Standard Gain Horn
was carried out and the results were compared to those from the
DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Facility with a good agreement
in the validity region. Uncertainty investigations regarding cable
flexing effects at 60 GHz have shown that these introduce an
uncertainty of about 0.02 dB (1 sigma) around the main beam
region indicating a very good performance of the PNF setup.

I. INTRODUCTION

The interest in the millimeter wave spectrum (30-300 GHz)
has increased lately due to a number of benefits which it brings
in wireless communications systems: operation in an unli-
censed band, wide available bandwidth and large transmission
capacity of information, secure communication and frequency
reuse due to special propagation characteristics of mm waves
(oxygen and water absorption), miniaturization and ease of
multiple elements integration. Antenna tests at frequencies
above 20 GHz typically make use of frequency multipliers
and harmonic mixers in order to reduce loss in long cables and
thus improve the dynamic range of the measurement system.
These frequency conversion devices usually work in standard
waveguide bands and thus several parts need to be procured
and interchanged to cover several frequency bands. It is also
noted that changing characteristics of a flexing cable in e.g.
Planar Near-Field (PNF) setup have increasing effect at higher
frequencies due to increasing electrical length and usually the
phase variation becomes unacceptably large. Thus, various
compensation and correction approaches were proposed and
investigated over the years [1], [2], [3], [5], [9].

In this paper, we report an alternative solution which in-
volves a standard wideband VNA without external frequency
conversion units. The operational capability of the PNF An-
tenna Measurement Facility at the Technical University of

Denmark (DTU) was recently extended to 60 GHz employing
an Agilent E8361A VNA working up to 67 GHz and few
additional hardware components: two cables operational up
to 65 GHz and an open-ended waveguide probe for tests
in U-band (40-60 GHz). The performance of the upgraded
measurement setup was analyzed through a series of tests
including the achieved dynamic range, typical thermal drift,
and effects of the flexing cable. Finally, a full scan PNF
measurement of a 25 dBi Standard Gain Horn (SGH) was
carried out and the results were compared with the reference
result obtained at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Facility.
Post-processing also included back projection of the PNF
results to obtain the aperture field of the SGH. Since the
magnitude and phase variations in mm-wave bands due to
moving cable usually represent a serious problem, this effect
was investigated in details. An uncertainty investigation on the
cable flexing effect was carried out using measured magnitude
and phase variations at 60 GHz and their influence on the far
field results of the measured SGH are characterized in terms
of the standard deviation.

II. UPGRADE OF THE PNF MEASUREMENT SETUP

The DTU PNF Antenna Measurement Facility is based on
a 0.8 x 1.5 m2 planar scanner developed in the 1990ies. The
motor controllers and step motors from JVL [11] provide a
xy-resolution of 0.0125 mm, while the scan plane planarity
is estimated to be within a few tens of mm depending on
the scan area. The PNF Antenna Measurement Facility is an
educational tool used by students for courses and projects
within the M.S.c.E.E. educational program at DTU.

During the past years the PNF Facility has undergone
several upgrades including development of the control and
data processing software in Matlab environment, use of a VNA
controlled through GPIB and manufacturing of several probes.
The latest upgrade carried out in the spring of 2014 included
integration of the Agilent E8361A VNA, procurement of two
cables with 1.85 mm connectors operational to 65 GHz (from
Pasternack [10]) and manufacturing of an open-ended circular
waveguide probe for U-band. The probe is based on a WR-19
waveguide Orthomode Transducer (OMT) from Millitech [12],
but is currently used only in one polarization; the connection of
the available waveguide switch is planned for the near future.
The side view of the DTU PNF Facility is shown in Fig. 1.

In order to reduce the loss in the cables, the length of these
was chosen to be as small as possible. The cable connecting
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Fig. 1. DTU PNF measurement setup for 40-60 GHz

the VNA to the moving probe has the length of 120 cm, while
the cable connecting the VNA to the AUT has the length of
150 cm, see Fig. 1. The maximum scan area for the probe
used at 60 GHz is currently limited to some 200 x 220 mm2.
Thus the shape of the moving cable varies rather smoothly
ensuring minimum changes in its electrical characteristics.

The return loss of the cables show values larger than 20
dB in the 40-60 GHz band and transmission loss is around
7 dB and 10 dB at 60 GHz for the short and long cables,
respectively. The measured return loss of the probe is above
15 dB in the whole 40-60 GHz band.

III. FIRST TESTS IN THE 40-60 GHZ BAND

A series of simple tests were carried out to choose optimum
parameters of the VNA and analyze the performance of the
PNF measurement setup at 60 GHz.

A. System dynamic range

It is desired to have as large dynamic range as possible and
thus the VNA measurement settings were optimized to reduce
the noise, while keeping the measurement time small. The IF
bandwidth was set to 1 kHz and the signal source power level
was set to 2 dBm (maximum level around 60 GHz). For the
setup consisting of the two cables and the probe described
above, and a SGH with 25 dBi gain, the received power level
was measured to be around -30 dBm, while the noise floor
measured by disconnecting the AUT cable , was measured
to be around -90 dBm. Therefore the system dynamic range
of about 60 dB was obtained through the whole 40-60 GHz
frequency range. With these VNA settings for 11 frequency
points, a single line scan with 3 mm steps over the 200 mm
range takes about 3.5 min. Depending on the gain of the
measured antenna and number of the frequency points, the
VNA settings can be changed either to improve the dynamic
range or to reduce measurement time.

B. Drift

Thermal drift is one of the error sources in antenna
measurements, and it is especially important for near-field
measurements, which may take several hours depending on
the electrical size of the measured antenna. A magnitude and
phase drift test over 4 hours was performed measuring the
signal level every minute; the results are shown in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Magnitude drift at 60 GHz over 4 hours

Fig. 3. Phase drift at 60 GHz over 4 hours

From Fig. 2 it is seen that excluding the initial 30 minutes
of cable settling and warming up, the magnitude variation
resembles noise with the peak to peak variation of about
±0.03 dB. This peak to peak difference, however, corresponds
to a noise floor at about -50 dB, thus the drift gives an
additional contribution equivalent to decreasing the dynamic
range by 10 dB. The phase drift, as seen from Fig. 3, has
monotonic behavior changing with the rate of about 1.5° per
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hour. For 60 GHz, this 1.5° phase change corresponds to
a length change of merely 21 µm which is likely to have
occurred due to temperature change during measurement (for
a typical metal of 1m length this corresponds to 1°-2° of
temperature change). For a long data acquisition it is necessary
to keep the temperature very stable; in addition, reference
point measurements and corresponding phase correction may
be applied to reduce the phase drift.

C. Cable flexing

Since a major concern for the setup is the cable flexing
effect on the measured results a series of tests were carried
out in order to quantify magnitude and phase variations due
to cable flexing. The transmission loss S21 between the probe
and the SGH was measured by performing several identical
horizontal line scans, each taking 3.5 minutes and the Equiv-
alent Error Signal (EES) was calculated using (1) Section V;
the results are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Magnitude difference between two horizontal line scans and EES
level at 60 GHz

The EES curve indicates a level around -49dB which causes
a peak to peak deviation of 0.01dB (1 sigma). The results show
small magnitude variations between repeated line tests, slightly
exceeding the noise floor level of -50 dB.

To further analyze the magnitude and phase variations due
to flexing cable, measurements of the reflection coefficient
S22 were carried out with the cable connected to the moving
OMT which was short circuited in the aperture. The measured
magnitude and phase variations from 5 consecutive horizontal
and vertical line scans each taking 3.5 minutes, are shown in
Fig. 5 to Fig. 8.

It can be seen from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 that the magnitude and
phase from five sequential measurements along the horizontal
scan axis are not identical. The first scan, and to some extent
the second scan, obviously reflects a start-up problem and it
can be disregarded. Hence the following analysis is based on
the last 3 scans.

Fig. 5. Horizontal line scans at 60 GHz, magnitude of the reflection
coefficient from the short-circuited OMT

Fig. 6. Horizontal line scans at 60 GHz, phase of the reflection coefficient
from the short-circuited OMT

The magnitude and phase absolute difference between the
last three scans is less than 0.05 dB and around 1°. Within
one horizontal line scan the peak to peak magnitude and phase
variations show values around 0.07 dB and 1.7°.

Vertical line scans (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8) show maximum
magnitude and phase variations of approximately the same
order as for the horizontal scans. Also here the first scan
is noticeably different from the remaining ones. The maxi-
mum deviations occur at the beginning and the end of the
vertical line scan (Fig. 7, Fig. 8) with a good repeatability
in the middle of the range with deviations of the order of
hundredths of dB and tenths of degrees. Since the data show
relatively small magnitude and phase variations and the results
indicate rather a random behavior, no correction is applied to
compensate for the cable flexing. Also, taking into account
that the results shown are for the reflection coefficient, (not
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Fig. 7. Vertical line scans at 60 GHz, magnitude of the reflection coefficient
from the short-circuited OMT

Fig. 8. Vertical line scans at 60 GHz, phase of the reflection coefficient from
the short-circuited OMT

transmission coefficient) it can be assumed that the magnitude
and phase deviations are only half of observed values for the
transmission case. Therefore, it can be considered that the
cable flexing effect on magnitude and phase stability is rather
minor. In order to clarify how the observed magnitude and
phase differences would affect the far field data, uncertainty
investigations were performed as documented in Section V.

IV. SGH MEASUREMENT

A. PNF measurement of the SGH

Finally, a full-scan PNF measurement of a SGH with 25
dBi gain was carried out. The scan plane size was 220 x 200
mm2 with the step size of 2.5 mm both along x- and along
y-axes. The distance between the SGH aperture and the probe
aperture was 30 mm, and with the SGH aperture dimensions of
30 x 40 mm2, the angular validity region for the SGH far-field

pattern was calculated to be ±72° in the E-plane and ±69°
in the H-plane. The full-scan measurements were done first
for the horizontal and then for the vertical probe polarizations
with manual rotation of the probe. For 80x88 scan points, the
duration of a full scan measurement for one polarization was
around 8 hours. Probe correction was applied on the measured
data.

B. Comparison with the reference results

Reference results for the radiation pattern of this SGH were
obtained from measurements at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-
Field (SNF) Facility. A comparison of the co-polar and cross-
polar patterns at 60 GHz in the E-plane (φ = 0°) and in the
H-plane (φ = 90°) from the PNF Facility and from the SNF
Facility are shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. SGH co-polar and cross-polar patterns at 60 GHz from the PNF
setup and the SNF Facility: E-plane (top) and H-plane (bottom)

It is seen from Fig. 9, that the co-polar patterns show a good
agreement within the main beam region, with some difference
at the lower pattern levels. In the H-plane, at θ angles around
60° some rather large spikes are visible indicating the presence
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of reflections in the PNF setup. The agreement in the cross-
polar pattern is also rather good, even though the shape
is quite different. It is noted that the cross-polar pattern is
clearly asymmetric, which may also be explained by the room
reflections in the PNF setup. The absorber treatment of the
PNF setup is very limited, as can be seen from Fig. 1; it is
planned in the near future to cover the scanner frame, the floor
and ceiling with additional absorbers.

The other reasons for the asymmetry of the PNF pattern
and difference between the PNF and SNF results can be the
other sources of uncertainty, e.g. planarity of the PNF scan
plane, effects of the drift and the flexing cable, scan plane
truncation, and also incomplete probe correction. However
despite of the long measurement time of a full scan, the
comparison of the SNF and PNF shows a good agreement
indicating rather a minor effect of the thermal drift on the PNF
measured data. Concerning probe correction, the full-sphere
probe pattern was accurately measured in the SNF Facility, but
the channel balance for the probe orientations was assumed to
be 1; the magnitude and phase difference due to bent cable
may contribute to the SGH pattern uncertainty.

C. Back projection

In order to further verify the quality of the PNF mea-
surement results the commercial software DIATOOL from
TICRA was used to perform back projection of the radiated
far field obtained from the PNF setup. The antenna aperture
field was reconstructed on 10x10 cm surface. (Fig. 10). The
amplitude of the tangential x and y components of the E-
field at 60 GHz for the SGH are shown in Fig. 10 and
the SGH aperture is represented by the black rectangle. The
x-component shows the expected aperture field distribution
typical for a SGH, while the y-component has the expected
low level with some asymmetry; as explained above, this
asymmetry is most probably caused by the room reflections
of the PNF setup.

V. FLEXING CABLE UNCERTAINTY INVESTIGATION

Since the major concern for the mm wave PNF measurement
system are the cable signal magnitude and phase variations a
detailed investigation on this uncertainty term is performed.
To verify the cable flexing impact on the far field pattern, the
raw near-field data was modified with values taken from the
measured variations of the magnitude and phase of the reflec-
tion coefficient from the short-circuited OMT. The modified
data was then processed to obtain the far field. As noted in
Section IV, it can be assumed that the differences in magnitude
and phase obtained from the measurements of the reflection
coefficient are twice larger than those for the transmission
coefficient. To investigate the cable magnitude and phase vari-
ations effect, the corresponding maximum difference between
the measurements of the reflection coefficient was divided by
2, then added or subtracted to the magnitude and phase of the
near field data and the obtained modified near-field data was
transformed to the far field. Since for the vertical scans (y-axis)
the variations of the cable in phase and magnitude are quite

Fig. 10. Amplitude of the tangential E field at 60 GHz: x component (top),
y component (bottom)

small in the center of the scan area region, the compensation
was done only for the x-axis variations. For completeness, the
near-field data modified with the full difference (not half) in
magnitude and phase was analyzed as well.

For the obtained far-field pattern with modification and
without modification (as measured), the EES was then cal-
culated. The EES was obtained by subtracting the modified
far-field pattern from the non-modified far-field pattern at 60
GHz in linear scale and by converting the result back to dB
using the following formula:

EES = 20 log10 | log−1
10 (SdB/20)− log−1

10 ((SdB + δdB)/20)|
(1)

Here, (SdB + δdB) indicates the modified far-field pattern
and (SdB) indicates the non-modified far-field pattern. The
normalized patterns and the EES are shown in Fig. 11.

It can be seen from Fig 11 that the EES curve in the E-
plane φ = 0° for the data modified with half value of the
cable variations has a peak value around -48 dB and for the
data modified with the full difference in magnitude and phase,
a peak value around -42 dB. For the H-plane, φ = 90°, the EES
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values are below -70 dB since for this plane no modification
of the magnitude or phase was performed.

Fig. 11. Normalized radiation pattern with and without flexing cable
correction and the EES levels for the half-value and full correction: φ =
0° plane (top) and φ = 90° plane (bottom)

The pattern standard uncertainty in dB due to the flexing
cable is calculated by considering that the standard deviation
is 1/3 of the corresponding peak to peak variation calculated
with (1):

∆dB = 20 log10 (max (log−1
10 (EES/20)) ∗ 1/3 + 1) (2)

In the E-plane (φ = 0°), the EES level of -42 dB causes
the standard deviation of ∆dB = 0.02 dB around the main
beam peak, while the EES level of -48 dB causes the standard
deviation of ∆dB = 0.01 dB. The above calculations show,
that the effects of the magnitude and phase variations due to
the flexing cable are rather small.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The PNF Antenna Measurement Facility at DTU was re-
cently upgraded to 60 GHz without external frequency con-

version devices. An Agilent E8361A VNA and few additional
hardware components, two cables operational up to 65 GHz
and U-band (40-60 GHz) open-ended waveguide probe, were
employed. The series of tests has shown high performance of
the upgraded measurement setup: 50-60 dB dynamic range,
small magnitude and phase drift, and relatively small flexing
cable effects. A comparison of the results from the full scan
PNF measurement of a 25 dBi SGH with the reference results
from the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Facility has shown
very good agreement in the co-polar pattern and reasonable
agreement in the cross-polar pattern. A detailed investigation
of the flexing cable effect on the obtained far-field pattern of
the SGH has shown standard uncertainty between 0.01 - 0.02
dB. The overall results indicate that in the upgraded PNF setup
the magnitude and phase variations due to flexing cable have
a minor effect on the obtained far-field patterns.

It is planned to continue development of the PNF Facility by
performing investigations on the scan plane planarity, applying
appropriate absorbers around the scanner, improving the align-
ment capabilities of the antenna support and by employing a
dual polarized probe in order to reduce the measurement time.
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60 GHz Antenna Diagnostics from Planar Near
Field Antenna Measurement Without External

Frequency Conversion
Paula Irina Popa, Sergey Pivnenko, Olav Breinbjerg

Department of Electrical Engineering, Technical University of Denmark
Oersteds Plads, 348, 2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark

Abstract—We previously demonstrated that 60 GHz planar
near-field antenna measurements without external frequency con-
version can provide far-field radiation patterns in good agreement
with spherical near-field antenna measurements in spite of the
cable flexing and thermal drift effects [P.I.Popa, S. Pivnenko,
J.M. Nielsen, O. Breinbjerg, 60 GHz Antenna Measurement
Setup using a VNA without External Frequency Conversion,
36th Annual Symposium of the Antenna Measurement Technique
Association ,October 12-17,Tucson, Arizona, 2014]. In this work
we extend the validation of this 60 GHz planar near-field (PNF)
set-up to antenna diagnostics and perform a detailed systematic
study of the extreme near-field of a standard gain horn at 60
GHz from planar and spherical near-field measurement data. The
magnitude and phase of all three rectangular components of the
electric and the magnetic aperture fields are calculated, as is the
main component of the Poynting vector showing the power flow
over the aperture. While the magnitude of the co-polar electric
field may seem the obvious object for antenna diagnostics, we
demonstrate that there is much additional information in those
additional quantities that combine to give the full picture of
the aperture field. The usefulness of the complete information
is illustrated on example where the horn aperture is disturbed
by a fault. We compare the results of the planar and spherical
near-field (SNF) measurements to each other and to simulation
results.

I. INTRODUCTION

In extension of [1] the extreme near-field data obtained
from the planar near-field (PNF) antenna measurement setup
without external frequency conversion is analyzed. Typically,
the analysis of the extreme near-field of the antennas is based
on the magnitude of the co-polar component of the electric
field. In this paper we present a detailed investigation of
the near-field data for a 60 GHz 25dBi standard gain horn
(SGH) antenna [3], including the magnitude and phase of the
three rectangular components of the electric and magnetic field
and Poynting vector. The antenna diagnosis technique used is
based on Inverse Fourier Transform of the spectrum in order
to get the aperture field distribution [2].

For a better analysis of the extreme near-field data, the 60
GHz far-field spectrum from the PNF setup and the data from
DTU-ESA spherical near-field (SNF) Facility at Technical
University of Denmark are analyzed and compared to each
other. The PNF spectrum is back-projected using the Inverse
Fourier Transform and the three rectangular components of
the aperture electric and magnetic field distributions and the
Poynting main component from PNF setup are investigated

and compared with a reference from SNF and with simulations
results. Finally, a diagnostics experiment was carried out at
60 GHz by performing a full scan measurement where a fault
over the SGH aperture was introduced, showing good results
in agreement with the undisturbed data and a further validation
of the PNF setup without external frequency conversion.

II. DIAGNOSTICS THEORY

We take outset in the electric far-field obtained from planar
and spherical near-field measurements. To obtain the aperture
field the far-field to PWS (plane wave spectrum) technique is
used in which f̄(kx, ky) the plane wave spectrum (PWS) in the
visible region of the spectral domain (k plane) is calculated
from the field and then inverse Fourier-transforming (IFT).
The PWS is given by [2],[3], where e−iωt time convention is
used:

Ē(x, y, z) =
1

2π

∫∫ ∞

−∞
f̄(kx, ky)ei(kxx+kyy+kzz) dkx dky

(1)
,where k̄ = x̂kx+ŷky+ ẑkz is the the direction of propagation
vector and kx, ky and kz are the wavenumbers which give the
direction (θ, ϕ) in which a partial plane wave propagates being
equal to:

kx = ksinθcosϕ

ky = ksinθsinϕ

kz =
√
k2 − k2x − k2y

(2)

, where k2 > k2x + k2y .
The far field is calculated using the method of stationary

phase when kr →∞ [2]:

lim
kr→∞

Ē(r, θ, ϕ) =
e−ikr

r
ikcosθf̄(ksinθcosϕ, ksinθsinϕ)

(3)
If follows from (3) that the spectrum components fx, fy

and fz are calculated using the expressions:

fx = Eθcosϕ− Eϕsinϕ/cos θ

fy = Eθsinϕ+ Eϕcosϕ/cos θ
(4)

fz =
−fxkx − fyky

kz
(5)
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,where Eθ and Eϕ represent the far-field components. The
PWS is then propagated to the desired z coordinate of the
near-field by performing interpolation between the regular (θ,
ϕ) grid of the far-field data to the regular (kx, ky) grid of the
spectrum using griddata MATLAB function.The extreme near-
field is calculated by inverse Fourier-transforming the PWS.

The magnetic field is derived as the cross product between
f̄ and k̄ giving [4]:

H̄(x, y, z) =
1

2π

∫∫ ∞

−∞
ḡ(kx, ky)ei(kxx+kyy+kzz) dkx dky

(6)
with

ḡ(kx, ky)=
1

η

k̄ × f̄
| k̄ |

=x̂(kyfz−kzfy) + ŷ(kzfx − kxfz) + ẑ(kxfy−kyfx)
(7)

,where η is is the free space impedance of the medium.The
magnetic field distribution over the SGH aperture is calculated
by propagating the PWS over a kx, ky regular grid and then
applying IFT.

For a more detailed investigation the Poynting vector is also
analyzed:

S̄ =
1

2
Re{Ē × H̄∗} (8)

III. AUT AND FAR-FIELD DATA
The AUT (Antenna Under Test) is a 25dBi SGH WR-

19 waveguide-based from Flann Microwave, 240 series, with
aperture dimensions of 30x40mm and 60 mm length (Figure
1) [5].

Fig. 1. 60 GHz SGH

Using Ludwig third definition, the PNF and SNF far-
field co-polar components are shown in dB scale in the
u = sinθcosϕ and v = sinθsinϕ coordinates. In Figure 2 and
Figure 3 the copolar component of the PNF and SNF spectrum
are shown with the side lobes, indicating a good agreement
and the expected behavior for a SGH. Due to space limitations
for the manuscript the cross polar component of the spectrum
is not shown here.

Fig. 2. PNF Far-field copolar component in dB

Fig. 3. SNF Far-field copolar component in dB

IV. SGH APERTURE FIELD DISTRIBUTION

The rectangular components of the electric and magnetic
of the extreme PNF near-field data are calculated using the
technique described in section II.The aperture PNF near-field
data is calculated from the 60 GHz SGH data used also in [1].

The magnitude is computed over a 80 x 80 mm2 area
dimension at a distance of 1 mm in front of the SGH aperture.
Since the SGH is x-polarized the strongest components of
the electric field and of the magnetic field are Ex and Hy ,
respectively. Hy component show strong ripples along x axis,
while for Ex component these indicate very small variations.
To explain this aspect the fz component of the spectrum
is shown in Figure 5 since from (7) one can see that Hy

dependents on fz . It can be observed that fz component show
side lobes with a slightly larger magnitude at the edge of the k
domain. Therefore it can be noted that the ripples occurrence
in the Hy is due to the strong influence of fz .

The Ey and Hx components are shown as well (Figure
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Fig. 4. PNF Ex magnitude in dB

Fig. 5. PNF fz spectrum component in dB

7, Figure 9) indicating a low value, at least below 25 dB.
In the Ez component Figure 8, ripples are observed. The
significant Ez component is a consequence of the fact that, the
electric field must be normal to the Perfect Electric Conductor
(PEC) of the SGH wall, which is flared and thus it gives
an Ez component. The additional ripples, is the Gibbs-like
phenomena due to convolution between the Fourier Transform
of the sinc and rectangular window spectral functions, in order
to filter the data to the visible region of the spectrum. However,
these artifacts are further studied in detail in section V. The
Hz component Figure 10 shows nulls along x axis.

V. COMPARISON WITH A REFERENCE

To validate our results the extreme PNF near-field data
is compared to the SNF data and to the simulation results
from High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS). The main
component of the Poynting vector is calculated as well using
(8) and it is further compared to the simulated data from HFSS.
Due to the large memory requirements of the program only

Fig. 6. PNF Hy magnitude in dB

Fig. 7. Ey magnitude in dB

a quarter of the horn structure was simulated and symmetry
planes were used. The electric and magnetic field plots over the
aperture surface of the horn are extracted and manipulated to
obtain the full aperture field distribution. The HFSS exported
data is collected strictly only from the aperture of the SGH,
unlike the PNF data where it was possible to compute more
data also outside the physical aperture of the horn. To verify
that ripples occurrence in the Ex, Ez and Hy is indeed a
consequence of the truncation to the visible domain of the
spectrum, a study is conducted in which the sinc function is
analytically investigated.

For the Ex and Ez components, it is seen that there is a
good agreement between the PNF results (Figure 4, Figure
8) and the SNF results (Figure 12,Figure 14) as well as the
HFSS results (Figure 11,Figure 13). In the PNF and SNF
Ez component ripples can be observed which are caused
by truncation to the visible part of the spectrum. However,
these ripples can be noticed also in the Ez component of the
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Fig. 8. Ez magnitude in dB

Fig. 9. Hx magnitude in dB

simulated model Figure 13.
Here, another possible explanation of this phenomena are

the reflections of the field diffracted on the aperture in the
internal structure of the horn, for example, from the transition
waveguide-horn or on the internal horn walls. Since the Ez
component is smaller in magnitude than Ex component, these
reflections are mostly seen as ripples in the Ez component,
and bare visible in the Ex component as very small variations
along the x-axis Figure 11.

A. Truncation effects investigation

An analytical analysis is conducted regarding the ripples
occurrence in which a spectral sinc function sinc = sinakx/k

akx/k
is Fourier Transformed and plotted for 1000 sampling points
in the spatial domain for a = 20, where a is a constant. The
spectrum was extended to [−6k, 6k], by zero padding in order
to aquire more data for a better representation. It can be noted
that the ripples periodicity is 5 mm - Figure 15, as the ones

Fig. 10. Hz magnitude in dB

Fig. 11. HFSS Ex magnitude in dB

observed in the plots for Hy (Figure 6) and Ez (Figure 8).
However since ripples were observed also in the HFSS

simulated model their presence in the Ez and Hy components
can be a combination of both factors: spectrum filtering to the
visible region (the Gibbs-like phenomena ) and the reflections
of the field diffracted on the aperture in the internal structure
of the horn and its walls.

B. Poynting vector

For a more detailed investigation the magnitude of the main
component of the Poynting vector is analyzed and compared to
the simulated HFSS data. The Sz component is calculated with
(8) and shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17. The PNF Sz results
show ripples which in the HFSS data are not present and it
doesn’t contain the noise-like signals outside the aperture, as
seen in the field plots.
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Fig. 12. SNF Ex magnitude in dB

Fig. 13. HFSS Ez magnitude in dB

C. Diagnostic experiment

A fault was introduced on the SGH aperture by covering
one corner of the SGH with conducting copper tape (Figure
18) and 60 GHz measurements were carried out in the PNF
setup with the following settings: scan area dimension - 220
x 200 mm2 with a step size of 2.5 mm along x and y axis, 40
mm probe distance with 8 hours measurement time for each
polarization.

Figure 19 shows that the fault is detected correctly and some
field scattering around and over the antenna aperture can be
noticed. For completeness the Poynting vector - Figure 20 is
computed for the faulty data.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The extreme near-field of the 60 GHz data from a PNF
setup without external frequency conversion was investigated
in details. This diagnostics investigation supports the far-
field investigation of [1] that the PNF setup without external

Fig. 14. SNF Ez magnitude in dB

Fig. 15. Fourier-transform of the sinc function

frequency conversion works satisfactorly in producing results
that agree with those of the SNF setup. By using the far-
field to PWS technique the rectangular components of the
electric and magnetic field from the PNF without external
frequency conversion setup are calculated and compared to
each other and with a reference.The diagnostics process should
include not only magnitude of co-polar E-field component,
but magnitude and phase of all three components of E and
H field as well as Poynting’s vector. (due to space limitations
not all these quantities could be shown here, but they will
be shown at conference). It was noted that the diagnostics
results are affected by Gibbs-like ringing artifacts due to the
availability of only the visible region of the spectrum. The
Poynting vector results show a more ’clear’ picture than the
far-field results, without noise-like signals outside the aperture.
Finally, a diagnostics experiment was carried out at 60 GHz
in which a fault was introduced over the SGH aperture. The
results show that the error was correctly detected with some
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Fig. 16. PNF Poynting vector Sz in dB

Fig. 17. HFSS Poynting vector Sz in dB

additional field scattering compared with the undisturbed near-
field components.
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Abstract—The plane wave spectrum of an aperture antenna 

can be calculated from a complex measurement of the radiated 

near- or far-field and it facilitates antenna diagnostics for the 
extreme near-field of the antenna.  While antenna diagnostics 
often concerns the magnitude of the co-polar field, the plane wave 

spectrum actually allows for determination of both magnitude 
and phase of all three components of the electric as well as the 
magnetic field – and thus also the Poynting vector.  In this work 

we focus on the Poynting vector and thus the power flow in the 
extreme near-field; as an example we employ a 60 GHz standard 
gain horn.  Measurements obtained with a planar near-field 

antenna measurement set-up reveal that the power flow has not 
only a normal component – but also tangential components – in 
the aperture and, furthermore, that these components possess 

oscillations along the E-plane.  We show that these oscillations are 
not merely a “Gibbs-like” phenomenon due to the availability of 
only the visible region of the plane wave spectrum and they are 

not caused by multiple reflections between the horn and the near-
field probe - but resulted from the interference between the direct 
field and the edge-diffracted fields in the horn aperture.  An 

analytical model based on the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction 
is established, and it is demonstrated that this model qualitatively 
as well as quantitatively predicts the measurement results for the 

power flow. A full-wave analysis is carried out and the simulation 
results show qualitatively the intricate physical mechanism of the 
power flow distribution.   

Index Terms—antenna diagnostics, millimeter wave 

measurements. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Antenna diagnostics usually entails only the main 

component of the electric field. In this paper we show there 

exists additional information in Poynting’s vector rectangular 

components in the extreme near-field of a standard gain horn 

(SGH) antenna. To obtain the power flow over the aperture the 

magnetic field is computed as well. The electric and magnetic 

field aperture distribution is obtained from a 60 GHz planar 

near field (PNF) measurement setup, as are the Poynting vector 

components, showing ripples in the power flow along E-plane 

over the SGH aperture. Ripples occurrence in the aperture field 

distribution are not merely due to the “Gibbs-like” phenomena 

and they do not represent multiple reflections between the SGH 

and the near-field probe, but they are likely to be caused by the 

interference between the direct and edge diffracted fields.  By 

implementing an analytical model based on the Geometrical 

Theory of Diffraction (GTD), the ripples occurrence is 

investigated for a 60 GHz SGH. The model includes 

computation of the total field which is the direct and edge 

diffracted electric field. The magnetic field is computed from 

the plane wave expressions and thus the Poynting vector is 

obtained.  A comparison of analytical with the measured data is 

performed, indicating a good agreement. For further validation 

of the strong physical effects presence in the power flow, 

simulations of the SGH in Wipl-D program are carried out and 

the results indicate oscillations across the aperture in the 

Poynting’s vector components of the SGH. 

II. DTU PLANAR NEAR-FIELD (PNF) MEASUREMENT 

SETUP  

The DTU PNF Antenna Measurement Setup is based on a 

0.8 x 1.5 m
2
 planar scanner with two motor controllers and step 

motors from JVL [1] providing a xy-resolution of 0.0125 mm. 

The antenna measurement setup was extended into the mm-

wave domain by integrating an Agilent E8361A VNA up to 67 

GHz, two cables operational up to 65 GHz from Pasternack [2]  

and manufacturing of an open ended circular probe in the 40-60 

GHz band based on a WR-19 Orthomode Transducer (OMT) 

from Millitech [3], used in one polarization.  The control and 

data processing software is currently implemented in Matlab 

environment and the VNA is controlled through GPIB 

interface. In order to reduce the cable shape and its electrical 

characteristics variation, the scan area is limited to 200 x 220 

mm
2
 at 60 GHz (Figure 1) [4]. 

 

 
Figure 1 DTU PNF Antenna Measurement Setup [4]   
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A. AUT  

The antenna under test (AUT) is a 25 dBi standard gain 

(SGH) from Flann Microwave, 240 series, [5],  with the 

following dimensions: 30 x 41 mm aperture inner size, 180 

mm length (Figure 2, Figure 3) and with  2.45 x 4.88 mm inner 

waveguide dimensions. 

 
Figure 2 SGH aperture inner dimensions and coordinate system (xy-plane in 

the horn aperture and z-axis outward normal to horn aperture).  The coordinate 
z0 indicates the position of the antenna diagnostics plane.  

 
Figure 3 SGH – E-plane side view  

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

The SGH extreme near-field analysis is based on the data 

obtained with the DTU PNF measurement setup at 60 GHz and 

includes the magnitude and phase of the three rectangular 

components of the electric and magnetic field and also the 

Poynting vector components. The SGH aperture field 

distribution is determined at a distance z0 = 1 mm in front of the 

aperture, with Ex being the strongest component of the electric 

field and Hy of the magnetic field, since the SGH is x-polarized. 

 
Figure 4 Hy magnitude in dB 

                 

 
Figure 5 Ez magnitude in dB 

It can be noted that there are strong ripples both inside and 

outside the horn aperture along the E-plane direction (x-axis) 

for both Ez and Hy components (Figure 4, Figure 5). The 

oscillations inside the aperture are not only the ‘Gibbs-like’ 

phenomena, but also, and perhaps largely, due to interference 

between the direct field propagating along the axis of the horn 

and the edge-diffracted fields originating from the E–plane 

edges at x = ± 15 mm.      

A. Poynting vector  

The Poynting vector components in the extreme-near field 

are computed in linear scale for a better analysis using: 

 

𝑆̅ =
1

2
Re{�̅� × 𝐻∗}                             (1) 
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Figure 6 Sz component in linear scale 

The Sz component (Figure 6) has a strong contribution 

which is related to the direct field and a weaker part, seen as 

small ripples along the x axis, which occurs due to interference 

between the direct and edge diffracted field, but these ripples 

are not strong enough to make Sz of the total field negative. 

 
Figure 7 Sx component in linear scale 

In a similar manner, the Sx component (Figure 7) has a part 

related to the direct field, which is positive for positive x 

coordinates and negative for negative x coordinates and 

another part due to the interference between direct and edge 

diffracted field which causes Sx to oscillate between positive 

and negative values.  

IV. ANALYTICAL DIFFRACTION  MODEL  

For a better investigation of the physical effects of the power 

flow in the extreme near-field, as discussed above, an 

analytical model is now implemented. 

A. Analytical model  

A simple model for the E-plane aperture field of the SGH 

antenna (Figure 8) is implemented on basis of the Geometrical 

Theory of Diffraction (GTD).  The horn has the following 

physical dimensions: pe = 169.6 mm - distance from the small 

waveguide to the horn aperture, a = 2.45 mm - small 

waveguide E-plane height, and a1 = 30 mm - aperture E-plane. 

The antenna flare angle is 𝜃0 = 0.08 rad, 𝜃 represents the angle 

between z axis and the direction to the observation point in the 

aperture, and �̂� indicates the polarization of the direct field:  

�̂� = �̂�cos𝜃 − �̂�sin𝜃                                        (2) 

 
Figure 8 SGH model - E plane view [6]  

The distance ρe is determined from the following formula [6]:  

                     p𝑒 = (𝑎1 − 𝑎) [ (
𝜌𝑒

𝑎1
)

2

−
1

4
 ]

1/2

                   (3)               

The distance from the virtual apex of the horn and to the 

aperture – ρ1 is expressed as a function of ρe (which follows 

from (3)) and a1/2.  

The direct field is expressed as [7]: 

�̅�𝑖 = 𝐸0
𝑒−𝑗𝑘𝑟

√𝑟
�̂�                                  (4) 

,with  𝑟 = √𝑥2 + 𝜌1
2. 

GTD provides a method for calculation of the edge-

diffracted field and it is expressed as [7]: 

�̅�𝑑1 = �̂� ⋅ �̅�𝑖�̂�0Dℎ
𝑒𝑗𝑘|𝑎1/2−𝑥|

√𝑎1/2−𝑥
                (5) 

In (5) Dh represents the half-plane diffraction coefficient 

and it is expressed as [7]:   

𝐷ℎ =
−𝑒−𝑗𝜋/4

√8𝜋𝑘
(

1

cos
90−𝜃0

2

+
1

cos
90−𝜃0

2

)             (6) 

The upper and lower edge diffracted electric fields follows 

from (5) and (6): 

�̅�𝑑1 = �̂�𝐸0
𝑒−𝑗𝑘𝜌𝑒

√𝜌𝑒
(−

𝑒−𝑗𝜋/4

√8𝜋𝑘
)

2

cos
90−𝜃0

2

𝑒−𝑗𝑘|𝑎1/2 −𝑥|

√𝑎1/2−𝑥
      (7) 

   �̅�𝑑2 = (−�̂�)𝐸0
𝑒−𝑗𝑘𝜌𝑒

√𝜌𝑒
(−

𝑒−𝑗𝜋/4

√8𝜋𝑘
)

2

cos
90−𝜃0

2

𝑒−𝑗𝑘|𝑎1/2+𝑥|

√𝑎1/2+𝑥
       (8)         

The direct and diffracted magnetic fields are calculated 

from the plane wave relations  𝐻 =
1

𝜔𝜇
�̅� × �̅� resulting in [8]: 

𝐻𝑖 = �̂�𝐸0
1

𝜂

𝑒−𝑗𝑘𝑟

√𝑟
                            (9) 
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𝐻𝑑1 = �̂�
1

𝜂
(�̂� ⋅ �̅�𝑑1)            𝐻𝑑2 = −�̂�

1

𝜂
((−�̂�) ∙ �̅�𝑑2)         (10) 

Using the previous expressions for the electric and 

magnetic fields, the Poynting vector of the total field is 

calculated. The total field is the direct (�̅�𝑖,�̅�𝑖) field and the 

diffracted field at upper and lower edges (�̅�𝑑 , 𝐻𝑑) with 

�̅�𝑑 = �̅�𝑑1 + �̅�𝑑2 and  𝐻𝑑 = 𝐻𝑑1 + 𝐻𝑑2 , respectively. Using 

(1) the power flow over the aperture is expressed as: 

             𝑆̅ =
1

2
Re{(�̅�𝑖 + �̅�𝑑) × (𝐻𝑖∗

+ 𝐻𝑑∗
)} =  

=
1

2
Re{(�̅�𝑖 × 𝐻𝑖∗

)} +
1

2
Re{(�̅�𝑑 × 𝐻𝑑∗

)} +  

+
1

2
Re{(�̅�𝑖 × 𝐻𝑑∗

)} +
1

2
Re{(�̅�𝑑 × �̅�𝑖∗

)}              (11) 

It can be noted in (11) that the Poynting vector of the total 

field gives: a stronger uniform component due to the direct 

field which is mainly z-polarized, but has also an x component 

towards the aperture edge -first term in (11), a second 

component, which is the edge diffracted field part which is 

actually zero in the aperture along x axis- second term in (11), 

and two additional terms due to the interference between the 

direct field and edge-diffracted fields.  

B. Data analysis and comparison 

The analytical results obtained from (4)-(11) of the Sx and 

Sz, Poynting’s vector components are compared to the 

measured data. 

 
Figure 9 Sx in linear scale 

The results (Figure 9, Figure 10) show a good prediction of 

the analytical model and relative good agreement over the 

aperture, with the same number of the ripples of the two data 

sets. The contribution from the interference between the direct 

field and edge diffracted fields is stronger for Sx component 

becoming negative for some x coordinates and thus creating 

larger ripples variation, while this contribution to the Sz is 

weaker (because of the direct  field part) showing positive 

values and smaller ripples variation. 

 

Figure 10 Sz in linear scale 

The differences between the analytical and measured data 

are likely to occur due to the uncertainties in the quadratic 

phase variation model of the horn (the wavelength is only 

5mm) which include the precise virtual apex location and the 

exact value of the propagation constant. The distance from the 

virtual apex of the horn and to the aperture - ρ1 calculated from 

(3) is equal to 184.6 mm, but for a better agreement, this value 

is set to 185 mm in the analytical model. In addition to these, 

another possible explanation for the differences in the two 

models, are the uncertainties in the physical dimensions of the 

horn. The results in the measured data can be affected by a 

possible probe-SGH misalignment, which translates into a 

phase sift in the data.  

For a further validation of the ripples occurrence due to 

physical effects in the Poynting’s vector components, a full-

wave analysis is carried out. The SGH horn with 30 x 41 mm 

aperture size, 180 mm length and with 2.45 x 4.88 mm 

waveguide dimensions is simulated using Wipl-D program. In 

order to reduce the computational time, anti-symmetry and 

symmetry planes are used (yOz and xOz planes) and thus only 

a quarter of the SGH is simulated. The horn is fed by a 

monopole with 1.1 mm height positioned at 0.5 mm distance 

from the back of the waveguide in order to achieve matching.  

 

Figure 11 𝑆𝑥 Wipl-D simulated component   
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Figure 12 𝑆𝑧 Wipl-D simulated component   

The Sx and Sz Poynting’s vector components in the extreme 

near-field are computed at 1 mm distance in front of the SGH 

aperture (Figure 11,Figure 12). The simulations results indicate 

the strong physical effect presence in both Sx and Sz 

components seen as ripples along x axis, as the result of the 

interference between the direct field and edge diffracted field 

of the SGH. These results indicate that the oscillations across 

the aperture are not artifacts resulted from the truncation to the 

visible domain of the spectrum nor they are attributed to the 

multiple reflections between the SGH and the near-field probe 

(due to the small SGH probe distance). 

The largest differences in the Poynting’s vector 

components of the analytical model and measured data occur 

right at the edge of the aperture (Figure 9,Figure 10). A 

possible explanation for these discrepancies is the presence of 

the evanescent waves in the analytical model creating sharp 

singularities right at the horn edges.  To verify this aspect, Sz 

component of the analytical model is Fourier transformed, 

truncated to the visible domain of the spectrum (to exclude the 

evanescent waves) and then inverse Fourier transformed. The 

results of the data from the analytical model after truncation 

are shown in Figure 13 and are compared to the measured data 

and Wipl-D simulations. 

 

Figure 13 Sz component-measured, analytical and Wipl-D simulated data 

Though the analytical model after filtering to the visible 

spectral domain doesn’t recover exactly the measured data, 

compare to the results from Figure 10 - the sharp singularities 

from the aperture edges are removed (Figure 13). The 

differences which appear between the simulated, analytical and 

measured results are likely to be caused by uncertainties in the 

analytical model (SGH geometry -the precise virtual apex 

position, the exact propagation constant value) and by a 

possible phase shift in the measured data. However, the 

simulated results agree qualitatively with the other two data 

sets, indicating the strong physical effect presence in the power 

flow of the SGH.   

V. CONCLUSIONS  

The oscillations in the power flow over the aperture are 

caused not only by the “Gibbs like”-phenomena, but also by 

the physical interference between the direct and edge-

diffracted fields. The Poynting vector of the total field has a 

strong contribution which is related to the direct field, a 

contribution related to the edge diffracted field, and an 

additional contribution related to the coupling/interference of 

the direct and edge-diffracted fields.  An analytical model 

based on GTD for E-plane aperture field for a SGH antenna 

was established and a full-wave analysis was carried out.  The 

comparison between the analytical and measured data shows 

that the ripples occurrence in the Poynting’s vector 

components Sz and Sx, is caused by the coupling/interference 

between the direct field and edge diffracted field. In the Sz 

component these ripples show small variations since here there 

is a strong contribution of the direct field, while they show 

larger variations in the Sx component and cause oscillations 

between negative and positive values. In spite of the 

approximations of this simple analytical model and the 

measurement uncertainties at this high frequency, the 

agreement between the analytical and measured data is good. 

The simulation results agree qualitatively with the analytical 

and measured data demonstrating that the ripples occurrence in 

the Poynting vector across the aperture is largely due to 

physical effects – and not merely “Gibbs-like” phenomena due 

to the availability of only the visible region of the plane wave 

spectral domain nor because of the multiple reflections 

between the SGH and the near-field probe. 
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A 60 GHz Dual-Polarized Probe for
Spherical Near-Field Measurements
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Abstract—Dual-polarized probe systems can be used with
some of the advantages: the two electric field components are
simultaneously measured within a single scan, amplitude and
phase drift affects the two polarization components in the same
way, and there is no need for mechanical rotation of the probe.
In this work we design and test a dual-polarized probe system at
60 GHz - a conical horn, including the elements: SPDT (single
pole double throw) switch, an OMT (orthomode transducer) both
components with 40 dB isolation - a square to circular transition
(3.75 mm to 3.58 mm), cables and two coaxial to waveguide
adapters up to 67 GHz for OMT-switch connection. A 27 dBi gain
conical horn is designed by using WIPL-D software and in-house
manufactured. The 60 GHz probe system is being assembled
and tested in planar near-field (PNF) setup at DTU. The results
are validated by comparison with WIPL-D simulations, showing
a good agreement within the validity region, down to -30 dB
pattern levels. Channel balance is carried out to compensate for
the amplitude and phase differences between the signals at the
OMT ports.

I. INTRODUCTION

Literature studies show that millimeter-wave (mm-wave)
dual-polarized probes for spherical near-field antenna measure-
mentes have been developed up to 40 GHz [1], and different
spherical near-field (SNF) antenna measurement setups at mm-
waves above 100 GHz have been implemented ([2],[3]), which
involves probe rotation either by swing or robotic arm, being
responsible for switching between the probe polarizations.
However, there are no dual-polarized probes for SNF antenna
testing, which simply rely on OMTs (orthomode transducers)
developed at 60 GHz. To ensure accurate near-field antenna
measurements at mm-waves, a dual-polarized probe with the
following characteristics is required: good polarization purity
(cross-polar level lower than that of the antenna unde test
- AUT), high port to port isolation, ”proper” pattern shape,
low reflection coefficient, wide bandwidth and high gain. At
mm-waves cross coupling for OMTs and switches typically
increases, and this is not acceptable in order to accurately
measure the AUT cross-polarization component. However,
lately progress of the electronic products in the mm-wave band
opens the way for using the necessary hardware components
with the right characteristics for 60 GHz dual-polarized probe
implementation. Path loss is higher at mm-waves reducing the
system dynamic range for the measured data and in order to
compensate for it, a high gain probe is desired.
In this paper we present a first-order dual-polarized probe
implemented at 60 GHz for spherical near-field measurements.

First-order µ = ±1 rotationally symmetric probe is desired be-
cause it employs an efficient data-processing and measurement
scheme. A conical horn is designed by carrying out WIPL-D
[7] simulations and then in-house manufactured. The probe
system components were procured and their S-parameters
individually tested. In section II the probe system individual
components and testing results are presented.
Section III includes temperature drift and flexing cable effect
of the PNF setup investigation, as these represent sources of
uncertainties in mm-wave near-field antenna measurements.
The probe system is being assembled and tested as an AUT
in the planar-near field setup (PNF) at DTU. In section IV
first tests of the probe system are presented. These involve
full-scan measurements in the (40-60) GHz band of the co-
and cross-polar components over an 200 × 200 mm2 area
without the switch - including the conical horn, the transition
and the OMT, and in the next stage, measurements with the
switch. The probe test measurements results are validated by
comparison with WIPL-D simulations.
In section V channel balance measurements results are shown,
for two consecutive amplitude phase factors measurements
conducted in the PNF setup.

II. PROBE COMPONENTS

The probe system components are: a 27 dBi conical horn,
an OMT, a circular to square transition, a SPDT switch, two
connecting cables and two coax to waveguide adapters. In the
following these components will be described individually.

A. Conical horn

For spherical near-field measurements a probe pattern con-
taining µ = ±1 spherical modes is required in order to
employ a practical data processing and measurement scheme.
This requirement is satisfied by rotationally symmetric conical
horns in which the TE11 mode is excited. Another important
aspect is that the path loss at 60 GHz for a 6 m distance (the
distance between the probe and AUT in DTU-ESA Facility)
is 83 dB and represents 15 dB additional loss compared to for
example 10 GHz for which the path loss is 68 dB. Therefore
a 27 dBi gain conical horn is employed as the probe to
compensate for the path loss and to fullfill the probe µ = ±1
pattern requirements. This value of the gain is obtained based
on a study of the existing dual-polarized probes at DTU-
ESA Facility in the (3-18) GHz band, involving calculation
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of the gain as a function of the probes aperture and of the
path loss as a function of the probes central wavelength. The
conical horn is designed by conducting simulations in WIPL-
D (Fig.1). TE11 mode is assigned to the horn using waveguide
mode excitation. To get a 27 dBi gain, the horn dimensions -
obtained from simulations - are 52 mm aperture diameter and
187 mm the horn length. The horn circular waveguide size is
3.58 mm, the standard waveguide size for the WR-15 band.
The horn is then in-house manufactured (Fig.2).

Fig. 1. Design of the 60 GHz conical horn in WIPL-D

Fig. 2. 60 GHz manufactured conical horn

B. OMT and transition

In order to be able to connect the OMT square shape antenna
port with 3.75 × 3.75 mm size to the conical horn port with
the circular waveguide size of 3.58 mm of the conical horn, a
square to circular transition is aquired from Sage-Millimeter
(Fig. 3). A 50-75 GHz OMT with 40 dB isolation is procured
from Sage-Millimeter and tested. The OMT has two ports ports
p1 and p2 in addition to the square shape antenna port (Fig.3).
The OMT S-parameters were measured with the conical horn
attached to the antenna port, showing values lower than -40
dB for the port-to-port coupling in the whole band (except
at 58 GHz) (Fig.4). S11 parameter is measured at - p1 port,
showing values below -15 dB. However, at the other port of
the OMT - port p2, the measured return loss is above -6 dB at

60 GHz (Fig. 4). This very high value of S22 may be due
to a manufacturing error, but the communication from the
vendor never clarified this completely. These very different
S-parameters for the two ports will of course be manifest in
the channel balance;see section V.

Fig. 3. Square to circular transition and OMT

Fig. 4. Measured S parameters of the OMT

C. SPDT switch and connecting components

In order to simulatenously measure the vertical and horizon-
tal polarization components of the field a switch with good
isolation is required. A SPDT (Single Pole Double Throw)
switch from Ducommun is procured working within 600 MHz-
67 GHz band. The minimum isolation at 60 GHz is around
-40 dB (measured) and the insertion loss measurement shows
values around -9 dB above 50 GHz (Fig 5). The switch control
is ensured by the TTL input which selects between J2, J3
ports by changing between the voltage levels - 0 V - TTL
low - J1J2 ports are activated - and 5 V - TTL high - J1J3
ports are selected. The switching speed is 150 ns and the
RF port is at J1 (Fig 6). The measured S-parameters of the
switch are shown in Fig.5 for the insertion loss state, when
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TTL is low (J1J2 is selected) and when TTL is high (J1J3
is selected). For simplicity the isolation is shown only when
J1J2 port is activated, showing values below -40 dB in the
whole band. To connect the switch with the OMT two coax
to waveguide adapters working within 50-75 GHz band with
1.85 mm connectors, and two cables operating up to 67 GHz
with 25 mm length each are acquired from Flann Microwave.
Cables tests results indicate values below -20 dB and around
-2.5 dB in the whole band for the reflection coefficients and
insertion loss (Fig.7).

Fig. 5. Measured S parameters of the SPDT switch

Fig. 6. SPDT switch

III. PROBE SYSTEM

The 60 GHz probe components described in the ’Probe
components’ section is assembled (Table 1, Fig. 8, Fig.9) and
tested as an AUT in the PNF setup at DTU. The two cables are
connecting port p1 of the OMT with port J2 of the switch and
port p2 of the OMT to port J3 of the switch using the coaxial
to waveguide adapters. For TTL low - J1J2 ports are activated
and - for TTL high - J1J3 ports are selected. The switch is fed
by two power supplies which provide +5 V and -5 V voltage

Fig. 7. Measured S-parameters of the cables connecting the switch and OMT

levels. The 3.75 mm to 3.58 mm square to circular transition
is integrated between the conical horn and the OMT.

Fig. 8. Probe system schematic

Fig. 9. Assembled probe system

TABLE I
PROBE COMPONENTS

Components Company manufacturer
broadband SPDT PIN diode switch Ducommun

OMT SAT-FV-14815 Sage Millimeter
cables GC08 Flann Microwave

adapters 25373-VF50 Flann Microwave
square to circular transition SWT-148141 Sage Millimeter

27dBi conical horn In-house manufactured

A. Measurement setup
The probe system is tested as an AUT in the Planar

Near-Field (PNF) setup without external frequency conversion
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upgraded up to 60 GHz [6]. As the probe, an open ended
circular waveguide (OECW) is used operating in the (40-60)
GHz band. Two 1.5 m cables working up to 65 GHz from
Pasternack are used to connect the OECW and the AUT to
the E8361A Agilent Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). The
OECW is connected to an OMT from Millitech [8], used in
one polarization, operating within 40-60 GHz band. The probe
is 900 manually rotated to switch between the polarizations.

B. Uncertainty Investigation

Before testing the probe system as an AUT, measurement
tests are conducted in order to verify the potentialy sources of
uncertainty present in the setup. Since no external mixers are
included in the system, flexing cable effect is investigated at 60
GHz by measuring the return loss along the cable connected
to the moving OMT which is shortcircuited at the antenna
port. The reflection coefficient measurement is conducted over
a 200× 200 mm2 scan area, with 2.4 mm sampling step and
thus 83x83 sampling points. The measurement time with these
settings is around 8 hours. The effect of flexing on cable
properties is investigated by verifying the phase variation of
the transmission loss S21 expressed as the difference between
the measured S-parameter of the cable S11 -when the cable
S parameters were tested - and the reflection coefficient
measured when the cable was moving and connected to the
OMT. The results indicate no variation along horizontal axis
and around 50 along the vertical. The latter is most likely
caused by the fact that the cable shape variation is more
pronounced over the vertical scan area as compared to the
horizontal one. However since this is a two way measurement,
it can be conlcuded that the phase variation is only half, thus
around 2.50 over the vertical direction. As the duration of
a measurement for one polarization is around 8 hours the
thermal drift effect is investigated at 60 GHz by measuring
the signal every minute over 8 hours, with the AUT and
OECW probe positioned in front of each other. The first hour
is disregarded due to the VNA warm-up effects. The results
show small amplitude and phase variation; 0.18 dB peak to
peak variation, 0.02 dB standard deviation (1σ) and a mean
value of around -43 dB for the amplitude, while the phase
drift indicates 1.50 peak to peak variation, with a mean value
of -380 and 0.770 (1σ) standard deviation (Fig.10). It can be
noted that the thermal drifft effect is minor in the PNF setup.

Results repeatability were investigated by carrying out two
full consecutive scans at 60 GHz of an AUT which will be
described in the following, over an area of 200×200 mm2, 2.4
mm sampling step in vertical and horizontal directions, with
8 hours the duration of a scan. The first measurement was
started in the afternoon and finished during the night, while
the second scan was started the next day in the morning. After
the first measurement was carried out, the cables from the
AUT and probe were disconnected from the VNA to initialize
the scanner and then reconnected back before the second
measurement was conducted, as they are not long enough to
reach the reset position. To verify the differences between the

Fig. 10. Amplitude (left) and phase (right) drift over 7 hours (first hour
excluded)

far-field patterns of the two measured signals (S1 and S2), the
equivalent error signal (EES) is calculated with (1) for the E
and H planes (Fig. 11).

EES = 20log10|10S1dB/20 − 10S2dB/20| (1)

Fig. 11. Radiation pattern of two repeatability measurements and EES levels
for E (φ = 00) and H (φ = 900) planes

The results show a low EES level below -40 dB, with a
mean value of around -60 dB and a standard deviation of 15
dB, and thus a good repeatability of the measured data.

IV. PROBE SYSTEM TESTING

A. Measurements and simulations

The 60 GHz probe system is tested as an AUT in the PNF
setup, without the switch at the first stage by measuring the
co- and cross polar components at each port of the OMT (p1

and p2) resulting in four measured signals: Co-OMTp1, Co-
OMTp2, Cross-OMTp1 and Cross-OMTp2. (Fig.12, Fig.13)
The OECW probe was manually 900 rotated to measure
the cross polar components of the AUT. Probe correction
was applied on the measured data and channel balance was
assumed to be 1. Each measurement was conducted over a
200 × 200 mm2 scan area, with a 2.4 mm sampling step in
horizontal and vertical directions, for 83×83 sampling points
the duration of one scan being around 8 hours. For this scan
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Fig. 12. 60 GHz probe system (AUT) radiation pattern: measurements
(without the switch) and simulations for E (top) and H (bottom) planes

area size, with 52 mm conical horn diameter and a probe-
AUT distance of 40 mm, the validity region is calculated to
be about ±620 and it is marked within the two vertical black
lines (Fig.12, Fig.13). The results are validated by comparison
with WIPL-D simulations of the conical horn - in which the
transition, OMT and switch are not included - in four planes:
φ = 00, φ = 900, φ = 450 and φ = 1350. (Fig.12, Fig.
13). It can be noted that there is a good agreeement within
the main beam region between the co-polar patterns measured
at p1 and p2 of the OMT and the WIPL-D simulations of
the conical horn for all four planes, with some differences at
pattern levels lower than -30 dB, which are likely to be caused
by various sources of uncertainty in the PNF setup, such as
noise and reflections from the room as the absorber treatment
in the PNF setup is quite poor. The cross-polar components
for the E (00) and H (900) plane of the measured data show
peak values of around -34 dB at p1 of the OMT and -32 dB
at p2 of the OMT, and for θ angles larger than 100, the cross-
polar level is below -40 dB. Some possible explanations for
the asymmetric cross-polar components of the E and H plane
are sources of uncertainty present in the PNF setup such as
mechanical misalignment.
The measured and simulated cross-polar components for 450

and 1350 cuts (Fig.13) indicate a very good agreement within
the angular region of validity, with a minimum level on axis.
In general it can be noted that the measured and simulated data
show a good agreement for 00, 450, 900 and 1350 planes, with
differences at lower pattern levels. Some possible explanations
for these small differences are the uncertainty sources present

Fig. 13. 60 GHz probe system (AUT) radiation pattern: measurements and
simulations for 450 (top) and 1350 (bottom) planes

in the PNF setup, and the fact that the outer probe structure
was not included in the simulations (absence of transition,
OMT and switch from the WIPL-D design).

B. Measurements with switch

To test the switch effect integration in the probe system,
the co- and cross polar components are measured when TTL
switch port is low (J1J2 is activated) and when TTL is high
(J1J3 is activated) resulting in four measured signals: Co-
switch low

TTL, Co-switch high
TTL, Cross-switch low

TTL and Cross-
switch high

TTL (Fig.14). The measurement results are compared
to the data obtained from the measurements conducted without
the switch - with OMT. The scan area, sampling step and
probe AUT distance settings are kept identical to the ones
introduced when the AUT radiation pattern was measured
without the switch. The co-polar components show a good
agreement within the main beam region down to -20 dB/-30
dB. It can be noted that at θ angles larger than 200 (Fig. 14)
the side lobes levels are higher for the data measured with
the switch than without the switch. A possible explanation
for this is that the switch introduces extra losses (around -9
dB measured at 60 GHz), so the overall noise level is higher
and the measured signal level is lower when the switch is
connected to the probe system. The cross polar components
of the data measured with the switch indicate levels below -30
dB and a peak value of -39 dB when TTL is low -port J2 is
connected to OMT p1 and around -32dB when TTL is high
and port J3 is connected to OMT p2.
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Fig. 14. 60 GHz radiation probe system (AUT) pattern measurements with
the switch and without switch (OMT) for E (top) and H (bottom) planes

C. Channel balance

As the reflection coefficient of p2 of the OMT is quite high
(around -6 dB at 60 GHz), in order to compensate for the
amplitude and phase differences between the two signals at
port p1 and port p2 of the OMT, channel balance is carried
out. The AUT and OECW probe are horizontally polarized
and the signal S1 at port J2 of the switch (connected to p1

of the OMT) is measured. Then the probe is 900 rotated and
the switch is flipped, allowing the signal S2 to be measured
at port J3 of the switch (connected to p2 of the OMT). The
ratio S1/S2 - the amplitude phase factor Axy - is measured and
then if needed this value will applied on the data to correct for
the signal differences in amplitude and phase. For consistence
two consecutive measurements of Axy are carried out through
the method described above. To reduce the noise effect which
might affect the amplitude level of the signals the IF bandwith
is set to 10 Hz. To reduce phase instability due to thermal drift
between the signals measurements which is around 100 during
the first 10-15 minutes and to avoid the VNA settling effect,
another scan is conducted before the measurements of Axy

factors are performed. The first measurement of Axy shows
values of 1.48 dB for the amplitude and around -140 for phase,
and 1.53 dB and around -80, for the second measurement of
Axy . At 60 GHz these phase values correspond to a change
in the path length between the two ports of the OMT, ranging
between 0.11 mm and 0.19 mm. It can be noted that the
amplitude and phase factors measurement results are not equal
to 1, as it would be in the ideal case.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A dual-polarized probe at 60 GHz was implemented - a
27dBi conical horn - based on a SPDT switch up to 67 GHz
and an OMT operating within (50-75) GHz frequency band,
both components with isolation below -40 dB in the whole
band. The conical horn was designed by conducting WIPL-
D simulations and in-house manufactured. The probe system
was assembled and tested as an AUT in the PNF setup at
DTU. Probe pattern measurements were conducted without
the switch in the first stage and then with the switch. For
validation the results were compared with WIPL-D simulations
indicating a good agreement, down to -30 dB pattern levels
for φ = 00, φ = 900, φ = 450 and φ = 1350 planes for
the co-polar components and for the cross-polar down to -40
dB for φ = 450 and φ = 1350 cuts. The cross- polar level
indicates values below -32 dB on axis for the φ = 00 and
φ = 900 planes. Radiation pattern of the probe tested with the
switch was compared to the data without the switch showing
a good agrement within the main beam region with some
small differences below -30 dB levels due to the attenuation
introduced by the switch. Channel balance was carried out in
which two consecutive measurements of the amplitude phase
factors were conducted showing 1.53 dB and 1.48 dB values
in amplitude and between -140 and -80 values for phase. The
phase difference in the results correponds to a path length
change between the OMT ports of 0.11 mm and 0.19 mm.
According to the amplitude phase factors measurement results
a correction factor will be applied on the measured data.
The next step in the dual-polarized probe testing involves first-
order performance investigation and testing of the probe in
DTU ESA-SNF Facility: probe calibration and also using the
probe as a probe to measure 60 GHz AUTs.
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Abstract—A comparison of 60 GHz planar and spherical near-

field antenna measurements for two widely different antennas 
under test is presented to demonstrate how the non-ideal aspects 
of the measurement systems affect the far-field radiation patterns 
for mm-wave antennas. In general, a very good agreement is 
observed but clear differences are also noted. 

Index Terms—antenna, near-field, mm-waves, measurement. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Several challenges are encountered in near-field 
measurements of mm-wave antennas due to the small 
wavelength; non-ideal aspects of the measurement system 
which may be insignificant at longer wavelength may now 
become significant. These include mechanical alignments errors 
such as deviations from perfect plane or spherical scanning 
surfaces and non-orthogonality of rotation or translation axes, 
bending of cables and rotation of rotary joints, temperature 
variations, and increased path loss unless this is compensated by 
increased gain of the antenna under test or the range probe [1] 
[2]. 

In this paper we compare 60 GHz far-field radiation patterns 
from planar near-field (PNF) and spherical near-field (SNF) 
measurements to investigate how these non-ideal aspects affect 
the two different measurement systems. The PNF measurements 
are conducted at the DTU Planar Near-Field Antenna 
Measurement Facility which is a medium-accuracy system used 
for in-house research and teaching while the SNF measurements 
are conducted at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna 
Test Facility which is an ESA external reference laboratory for 
high-accuracy testing of space-technology antennas. The main 
challenge for the PNF measurements is the mechanical 
alignment while for the SNF measurements it is the 83 dB path 
loss due to the 6 m measurement distance. 

The comparison is done for two widely different antennas 
under test (AUT) developed at DTU. The first is a 60 GHz dual-
polarized probe including an ortho-mode transducer (OMT) and 
switch [5] and the second is a 60 GHz metallic 3D-printed offset 
dual-reflector antenna with integrated conical feed and circular-
to-rectangular transition [8]. The comparison includes co-and 

cross-polar radiation patterns, on-axis directivity, and on-axis 
polarization parameters; for the dual-polarized probe it also 
includes the channel balance. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Section II the PNF and 
SNF measurement facilities are described as are the parameters 
for the measurements of the two AUTs. In Section III the dual-
polarized probe and the offset dual-reflector antenna are 
described. Section IV presents the comparison of the PNF and 
SNF measurements results for the dual-polarized probe, and 
Section V the comparison for the offset dual-reflector antenna. 
Finally, Section VI presents the conclusions. 

II. DTU ANTENNA MEASUREMENT FACILITIES 

A. Planar Near-Field Facility 

The DTU PNF Antenna Measurement Facility , see Fig. 1 
is based on a 0.8 x 1.5 m2 planar scanner with the scan plane 
planarity being estimated to be within a few tenths of mm, 
depending on the scan area. Two motor controllers and two step 
motors from JVL provide a xy-resolution of 0.0125 mm [1]. The 
PNF operational capability was extended to mm-wave range by 
integrating into the system an Agilent E8361A VNA operating 
up to 67 GHz, two cables from Pasternack working up to 65 
GHz, a 40-60 GHz open-ended circular waveguide probe 
(OECW) based on a WR-19 OMT from Millitech but used in 
one polarization. To reduce the losses, the cables lengths were 
selected to be short 1 m and 1.5 m. The scan area was limited to 
200 × 220 mm2 to reduce the cable bending and electrical 
characteristics variation. The data processing and control is 
implemented in a MATLAB program. 

For PNF testing of the dual-polarized probe, full-scan 
measurements are carried out over a 200 × 200 mm2 scan area 
with a 2.4 mm sampling step in both horizontal and vertical 
directions. The duration of one scan is 8 hours for 83 × 83 scan 
points. The validity region is calculated to be ±62° for this area 
size, with a 40 mm probe-AUT distance and 52 mm diameter 
aperture of the dual-polarized probe.  

For the metallic 3D-printed offset dual-reflector antenna 
full-scan measurements are conducted over a 300 × 300 mm2 
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scan area with 2.4 mm sampling step. The validity region is 
determined to be ±76° and the probe–AUT distance is 2.5 cm, 
selected as a compromise between reducing multiple reflections 
and maximizing the validity region. The OECW is manually 
rotated 90° to measure the AUT’s orthogonal components. 
Thus, for the PNF measurements the OECW is probe for both 
the dual-polarized probe and the offset dual-reflector as AUTs. 

 
Fig. 1. DTU PNF Antenna Measurement Facility. 

B. Spherical Near-Field Facility 

The DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility 
is located at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) and is 
operated in cooperation with European Space Agency (ESA). 
The instrumentation is shown in Fig. 2. The facility includes a 
spherical near-field scanner equipped with a RF system from MI 
Technologies. The RF system consists of a MI-1797 
measurement receiver and a MI-3103 synthesized signal source. 
Two RF signals (signal and reference) are measured in 
amplitude and phase by the receiver and the AUT is rotated 
during measurement about θ- and φ-axes. The system is 
operated by a PC. For accurate measurement of the AUT 
angular position two Inductosyn encoders are used which allow 
to read the AUT position, within an accuracy of 0.001° in θ and 
φ. The mechanical alignment is performed by making use of a 
theodolite which is installed on the probe positioner. The 
instrumentation used at frequencies above 18 GHz includes a 
MI-3383 multiplier (4th harmonic), two MI-3346 mixers (4th 
harmonic), a LO extender, and a 20 dB coupler. At lower 
frequencies, the AUT is transmitting and the probe is receiving, 
while for frequencies above 18 GHz the direction of signal 
propagation is reversed. The reasons for this are: the cable going 
through the AUT positioner and the two rotary joints are 
operating only up to 18 GHz and installing the frequency 
multiplier above the rotary joints would require installing the 
coupler here and a second cable for reference channel to be 
installed in the AUT positioner which currently is not possible, 
see Fig. 2. 

For SNF testing full-sphere measurements are conducted 
with a sampling step of 1° in θ and 3° in φ and approximately 3 
hours duration of a measurement for the dual-polarized probe, 
and 1° in θ and 1.25° in φ with approximately 6 hours duration 

of a full-sphere measurement for the offset dual-reflector 
antenna. Here a 25 dBi SGH is the probe with 90° manual 
rotation for measurement of two orthogonal components of 
AUT field. For SNF measurements, the SGH is probe for the 
dual-polarized probe, while the dual-polarized probe is probe for 
the offset dual-reflector antenna. 

 
Fig. 2. Instrumentation Setup for 40-60 GHz SNF Antenna 

Measurement Facility. 

III. ANTENNAS UNDER TEST 

A 60 GHz dual-polarized probe and a metallic 3D-printed 
offset dual-reflector antenna are tested in SNF and PNF 
measurement facilities as antennas under test and the radiation 
pattern, directivity levels, on-axis axial ratio, and tilt angle 
results are compared. 

A. Dual-Polarized Probe 

The dual-polarized probe is a first-order (µ = ±1) probe, a 
conical horn based on a SPDT (Single Pol Double Throw) 
switch from Ducommun up to 67 GHz, a WR-15 OMT from 
Sage Millimeter (50-75 GHz) both components with 40 dB 
isolation, a square to circular transition from Sage Millimeter 
(3.75 mm to 3.58 mm), cables and two coaxial-to-waveguide 
adapters up to 67 GHz for OMT-switch connection [3]. A 27 
dBi directivity conical horn is designed by using WIPL-D 
software with 52 mm inner aperture diameter and 190 mm 
length and in-house manufactured, see Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. 60 GHz Dual-Polarized Probe.  
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B. Offset Dual-Reflector Antenna 

The metallic 3D-printed offset dual-reflector antenna works 
within 56 to 66 GHz. The diameter of the main reflector is 9 cm, 
the height of the structure is around 13 cm, the directivity is 
around 32 dB, and the feed is based on WR-15 waveguide [4], 
see Fig. 4. 

          
Fig. 4. Metallic 3D-printed Offset Dual-Reflector Antenna – 

side view (left) and back view with the waveguide feed (right). 

IV. PNF AND SNF MEASUREMENT RESUSLTS FOR DUAL-
POLARIZED PROBE 

The 60 GHz dual-polarized probe is tested as an AUT in 
planar and spherical facilities for pattern calibration. All the 
results presented are at 60 GHz. The dual-polarized probe is 
tested without the switch by measuring the co- and cross-polar 
components for each port resulting in four measured signals - co 
and cross components at port 1 (p1) and port 2 (p2). Hence, four 
full-scan measurements (PNF) within 40-60 GHz range and four 
full-sphere measurements (SNF) over 56-62 GHz range are 
carried out for pattern calibration. 

A. Radiation patterns 

To validate our results the radiation pattern from SNF-
measurements and PNF-measurements are compared with 
simulations, see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. 

  
Fig. 5. Dual-polarized probe E-plane co-polar (left) and cross-

polar (right) PNF and SNF measurements and simulations. 

The co-polar SNF and PNF measurement results for E-plane 
and H-plane show a good agreement with simulations for both 
dual-polarized probe ports within the main beam region, with 

some differences at lower pattern levels. The difference between 
PNF and SNF results is primarily caused by the truncated scan 
plane which means that the PNF results are unreliable outside of 
the region of validity; i.e. for θ>620, and completely absent for 
θ>900. The PNF result is also affected by stronger multiple 
reflections and stronger room scattering since the absorber 
lining is less. The difference between SNF and WIPL-D results 
may be due to the absence of the OMT and the probe absorber 
and support structure in the simulations. 

  
Fig. 6. H-plane co-polar (left) and cross-polar (right) PNF and 

SNF measurements and simulations. 

The cross-polar components for E- and H-planes for SNF 
show a 4 dB lower on-axis level than the PNF results for p1, 
while for p2 the SNF data show around 7 dB lower on-axis level 
than PNF data. Simulated data do not exhibit cross-polar 
components for these planes. A possible explanation for the 
asymmetry of the PNF cross-polar pattern is the inaccuracy of 
the mechanical alignment. In SNF the mechanical alignment is 
more accurately performed by making use of the theodolite and 
alignment of the AUT positioner. In SNF the path loss is 83 dB 
for a 6 m distance at 60 GHz. Therefore, the SNF low levels of 
the co- and cross-polar components for E- and H-planes are 
likely to be affected by the high path loss. 

Another aspect regarding the cross-polar component is the 
assumption of a perfectly linearly polarized probe. The SNF 
probe (SGH) is better linearly polarized than the PNF probe 
(OECW). Channel balance has an influence on cross-polar 
component. In SNF channel balance calibration has been 
conducted based on the three antenna measurement procedure 
[5], while in PNF a less complete calibration process has been 
carried out. 

To quantify the differences the Equivalent Error Signal 
(EES) is calculated for the co-polar patterns for E-plane and H-
plane and for the co-polar and cross-polar components for 45° 
and 135° planes for each of the ports p1 and p2; see Table 1 and 
Fig. 5 to Fig. 8. EES is calculated using [6]: 

EES = 20 log10�10(SSNFdB 20⁄ ) − 10(SPNFdB 20⁄ )�        (1) 

The pattern standard uncertainty in dB (1σ) of the EES 
signal level is calculated for the main beam peak. The results 
from Table 1 demonstrate a very good agreement of the 
radiation patterns from SNF and PNF. For completeness the 
results for 45° and 135° planes from SNF and PNF are 
compared with simulations, see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. For these 
planes both the co-polar and cross-polar components agree very 
well with simulations. Compared with E- and H-planes, here the 
cross-polar components show a better agreement with the 
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simulations. The reason is that for E-plane and H-plane the 
cross-polar has deep minimum with fast variation in φ but for φ 
= 45° and φ = 135° the cross-polar has a maximum with slow 
variation with φ. 

  
Fig. 7. Dual-polarized probe 45° plane co-polar (left) and cross-

polar (right) PNF and SNF measurements and simulations. 

  
Fig. 8. Dual-polarized probe 135° plane co-polar (left) and 

cross-polar (right) PNF and SNF measurements and simulations. 

Table 1: EES levels 

Planes E H 45° 135° 
Co Cx Co Cx 

Std. unc.(1σ)[dB] p1 0.02 0.08 0.05 0.15 0.08 0.16 
Std. unc.(1σ)[dB] p2 0.02 0.06 0.1 0.14 0.1 0.02 
EES mean [dB] p1 -85 -81 -83 -64 -84 -66 
EES mean [dB] p2 -81 -84 -81 -63 -82 -65 

 

B. Directivity levels, axial ratio and tilt angle 

To further quantify the measurements results, the SNF and 
PNF directivity levels are compared with simulations. The top 7 
dB of the directivity radiation pattern of the SNF and PNF 
measurement results are compared with each other and WIPL-D 
simulations are used as a reference, see Fig. 9. Axial ratio, tilt 
angle and peak directivity results for both measurement data sets 
are shown in Table 2. 

It can be noted a very good agreement between 
measurements and simulations, with hundreds of dBs difference 
in the directivity levels between SNF data and simulations. The 
results from PNF indicate tenths of dBs lower directivity values 
compare to simulations and SNF measurements. 

Comparing the axial ratio results from PNF and SNF it can 
be noted that the SNF data gives higher axial ratio values. The 
pertinent argument for this is the fact that the SNF probe (SGH) 
is better linearly polarized than the PNF probe (OECW). 

 

Table 2: Measurement parameters PNF and SNF 
Facility PNF SNF WIPL-D 
Ports p1 p2 p1 p2 - 

Peak directivity [dB] 27.1 27.1 27.3 27.3 27.4 
Axial ratio [dB] 36.3 32.7 53.2 40.9 ∞ 

Tilt angle [°] 0.7 89.3 89.3 -0.11 0 
 

 
Fig. 9. Directivity: port 1 (left) and port 2 (right) measurements 

and WIPL-D simulations. 

C. Channel balance 

The reflection coefficient of p2 of the OMT is quite high 
showing values of around -6 dB at 60 GHz [3]. To compensate 
for the amplitude and phase differences between the two 
calibration signals at port p1 and port p2, channel balance is 
carried out in PNF and SNF facilities. In PNF two consecutive 
measurements of Axy factors are carried out for consistence in 
which the ratio of the probe signals at the probe ports is 
calculated. The AUT (dual-polarized probe) and OECW probe 
are horizontally polarized and the signal at p1 of the dual-
polarized probe is measured, then the OECW is 90° rotated, the 
switch of dual-polarized probe is flipped and the signal at p2 is 
measured. The Axy measurements give 1.45 dB and -14° (Axy1) 
and 1.53 dB and -8° (Axy2). For SNF from three antenna 
measurement polarization calibration process [5] two Axy 
factors have been computed giving 0.02 dB and -0.15 dB for 
amplitude and 127° and 124° for phase. It can be noted that 
there is a small difference between the phase values of the two 
Axy factors while the amplitude indicates a 0.17 dB difference. 
These two different Axy values in SNF case reflect the 
measurement uncertainty. One possible explanation for 
differences in channel balance values between PNF and SNF is 
the channel balance calibration procedure. In SNF the 
calibration process is based on three antenna measurement 
involving two other antennas to determine the Axy factor. In 
PNF the calibration procedure is incomplete as the OECW 
probe is assumed to be perfectly linearly polarized. It should 
also be noted that the receiver systems for PNF and SNF 
included in the channel balance process are different. Another 
possible explanation for the differences in channel balance is the 
fact that in SNF during the calibration process the antennas are 
in the far-field from each other, which is not the case for PNF. 
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V. PNF AND SNF MEASUREMENTS RESULTS FOR OFFSET 
DUAL-REFLECTOR ANTENNA 

The co-polar and cross-polar patterns at 60 GHz from the 
PNF and SNF facilities are compared with each other for E-
plane and H-plane, see Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. The EES and the 
pattern standard uncertainty for the main beam peak (1σ) are 
computed for results quantification. 

  
Fig. 10. E plane: co-polar (left) and cross-polar (right). 

  
Fig. 11. H plane: co-polar (left) and cross-polar (right). 

The SNF and PNF show a good agreement, the EES mean 
value indicating a level of -83 dB with a standard deviation of 
11 dB for E-plane and a value of -87 dB and 12 dB for the mean 
and standard deviation for H-plane, respectively. The EES peak 
value of -60.2 dB generates a standard uncertainty of 1σ = 0.03 
dB for E-plane, while a peak value of -53 dB causes a standard 
uncertainty of 1σ = 0.3 dB for the H-plane. The cross-polar 
results indicate around -26 dB and -14 dB on-axis levels for 
SNF and PNF, respectively. The high cross-polar in SNF might 
be caused by the lower dynamic range primarily due to larger 
measurement distance. 

A. Directivity levels, axial ratio, tilt angle 

The top 7 dB of the directivity results for E- and H-plane are 
compared for a more detailed investigation, see Fig. 12. The on-
axis results for E- and H-planes indicate a value of 32.3 dB for 
SNF and 32.4 dB for PNF. It can be noted the displacement 
relative to the main axis of the PNF data for E-plane and H-
plane, being more pronounced for H-plane and thus causing a 
(×10) larger standard uncertainty compared to E-plane. Some 
possible explanations for this are: inaccuracy of the mechanical 
alignment and uncertainties due to drift and flexing cables. 

Axial ratio and tilt angle are computed for PNF and SNF 
giving 32 dB and 87.5° and 14 dB and 87.6°, respectively. The 
axial ratio result from PNF is larger than the SNF result 
corresponding to a lower PNF cross-polar component, while tilt 

angle indicates almost the same value for both measurements 
results. 

       
Fig. 12. Directivity results: E plane (left) and H plane (right). 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

A 60 GHz dual-polarized probe and a 60 GHz offset dual-
reflector antenna have been tested in PNF and SNF facilities and 
the measurement results have been compared in terms of 
radiation pattern, directivity levels, axial ratio, and tilt angle. 
The peak directivity results indicate a very good agreement 
between PNF and SNF measurements with only 0.2 dB and 0.1 
dB differences in the values for dual-polarized probe and offset 
dual-reflector antenna, respectively. For the dual-polarized 
probe there is only about 0.07 dB peak directivity difference 
between SNF measurements and simulations. Radiation pattern 
measurement results for the two data sets show very good on-
axis agreement within 0.02 dB for dual-polarized probe and 
within 0.03 dB for offset dual-reflector and an agreement with 
simulations down to -40 dB level. The differences between SNF 
and PNF results are likely to be caused by 83 dB path loss in 
SNF, while in PNF caused by inaccuracy of the mechanical 
alignment, room reflections due to less complete absorber 
lining, cable phase variation, lack of polarization calibration and 
inaccurate channel balance calibration. These are likely to affect 
the co-polar component and to dominate more the cross-polar 
component, axial ratio and tilt angle. 
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A 60 GHz First-Order Dual-Port Probe for
Spherical Near-Field Antenna Measurements

Paula I. Muntianu and Olav Breinbjerg, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—We present the design, manufacturing, calibration,
and testing of a first-order dual-port conical-horn probe for
spherical near-field antenna measurements at 60 GHz. The
measurement results demonstrate that the probe performance
is acceptable, but they also illustrate the challenges for high-
accuracy antenna measurements at millimeter-wave frequencies.

Index Terms—millimeter-waves, antennas measurements, near-
field, dual-polarized probe

I. INTRODUCTION

For spherical near-field antenna measurements, first-order
dual-port probes possess several advantages over other types
of probes; in particular, they ensure an accurate, efficient,
and stable near-field-to-far-field transformation using only one
full-sphere scan of the antenna under test (AUT) [1]. For
these reasons, the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna
Test Facility routinely employs first-order dual-port probes
in the frequency range from 3-18 GHz. For the higher mm-
wave frequencies, dual-port probes are challenged by reduced
performances of orthomode transducers (OMT) and switches.
Dual-port probes above 40 GHz based on OMTs with a
turnstile junction for higher-order modes cancellation with two
receiver channels for the two probe ports have recently been
reported [2], [3]. In this work, we present a first-order dual-port
probe based on a high-directivity conical horn, designed and
manufactured in-house, and commercially available cables,
OMT, switch, and coax-to-waveguide adapters. We document
its design, manufacturing, calibration (input reflection coeffi-
cient, radiation pattern, power spectrum, polarization ratio, and
channel balance) as well as its performance when employed
as probe in a spherical near-field measurement of a standard
gain horn (SGH). Some preliminary results were previously
published in [4] [5]. This work gives a complete account with
new and previously unpublished results and analysis.

II. DESIGN

A. Implementation

The dual-port probe is shown in Fig. 1; it includes a
conical horn, a square-to-circular transition (3.75 mm to 3.58
mm) from Sage Millimeter, a 50-75 GHz OMT from Sage
Millimeter with a square antenna port of 3.75 mm, two coax-
to-waveguide adapters from Flann Microwave, two 0-67 GHz
cables with 1.85 mm connectors from Flann Microwave, and

P. I Muntianu and O. Breinbjerg are with the Electromagnetic Sys-
tems group, Department of Electrical Engineering, Technical University
of Denmark, Kongens Lyngby, Denmark (email: paipo@elektro.dtu.dk,
ob@elektro.dtu.dk)

a 600 MHz-67 GHz single pole double throw (SPDT) switch
from Ducommun. The switch and OMT are selected to have
isolation better than 40 dB in the whole band in order to
support a low cross-polarization of the probe. The conical horn
is designed, using WIPL-D [6], to have 27 dB gain in order
to partly compensate for the 83 dB path loss at 60 GHz for
the 6 m distance between the probe and antenna positioners
at the DTU-ESA Facility.

Fig. 1: 60 GHz dual-port probe. For port 1, the switch connects
J1 and J2, and for port 2, the switch connects J1 and J3. The
square plate behind the conical horn is part of the standard
mounting frame.

III. MEASUREMENT TESTS

A. Input reflection coefficient

Fig. 2 shows that the measured input reflection coefficients
of the two ports generally have the same frequency variation
but also some specific differences; at 60 GHz the port 1
and port 2 reflection coefficients are –9 dB and –11 dB,
respectively. It has been verified that the input reflection
coefficient is largely determined by the switch with little
influence of the subsequent components.

B. Radiation pattern

The dual-port probe radiation pattern is measured without
the switch in a spherical near-field facility using a single-
port 25 dB SGH (Flann Microwave A6635 series) as probe.
The two orthogonal components are measured individually for
each probe port, while the other port is terminated with a load
resulting in four full-sphere scans. The radiation patterns are
shown in Fig. 3 and in Fig. 4, wherein WIPL-D simulations
are used as a reference [6]. The radiation patterns are based on
the spherical wave expansion with truncation numbers M=25
and N=90 according to the minimum sphere of the dual-port
probe.
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Fig. 2: Measured input reflection coefficients of dual-port
probe.

Fig. 3: Measured co-and cross-polar directivity radiation pat-
terns for dual-port probe at 60 GHz for E-plane (top left),
H-plane (top right), 450-plane (bottom left), and 1350-plane
(bottom right).

From the radiation patterns in Fig. 3, and the zoomed-
in radiation patterns in Fig. 4, it is noted that a very good
agreement exists between measurements and simulations down
to -20 dB pattern level for the co-polar component for the E-
and H-planes. The simulations do not exhibit a cross-polar
component. The measurement results show an on-axis agree-
ment between the two ports for the cross-polar component with
a level of around 38 dB below the co-polar peak. The measured
and simulated data show a very good agreement in the 450-
and 1350-planes for the co-polar and cross-polar components.
The reason is that while the cross-polar maximum in the 450-

Fig. 4: Zoomed-in measured co-and cross-polar directivity
radiation patterns for dual-port probe at 60 GHz for E-plane
(top left), H-plane (top right), 450-plane (bottom left), and
1350-plane (bottom right).

and 1350-planes has a slow variation with the azimuthal angle
φ, the cross-polar minimum in the E- and H-planes has a
fast variation with φ and is thus more sensitive to accurate
definition of coordinate system and accurate positioning of
the AUT positioner during the full-sphere scan.

C. Probe spectrum

To verify the first-order performance of the probe, the
measured power spectrum of the spherical m- and n-modes is
shown in Fig 5. It is seen that the power level of the higher-
order m-modes is lower than -40 dB for port 1 and lower than
-30 dB for port 2 with a slightly increase in level for the odd
order m-modes: 3, 5, 7 and 9. A likely cause of the higher-
order modes occurrence in the m-modes spectrum at port 2, is a
displacement or depointing of the dual-port probe with respect
to the coordinate system origin, of the order of 1 mm or less.
The ripples for the higher-order n-modes is due to the chosen
coordinate system for the measurements and simulations with
the origin at about 62 mm inside the aperture of the horn; for
an origin close to the aperture, the n-mode spectrum would
be more narrow and without such ripples (while the m-mode
spectrum would be unchanged).

However, for most of the dual-port probe power is contained
within the first-order mode (m = 1) demonstrating that this
is a good first-order probe. The simulated power spectrum
(WIPL-D) is compared with the measured power spectrum.
For measurements and simulations the sampling step in θ is
10 and in φ is 30 and the center of the minimum sphere is
62 mm inside the dual-port probe aperture. The measurement
results show a good agreement with the m-modes power
level of the simulations, being lower than -50 dB and some
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Fig. 5: Dual-port probe full-mode spectrum – m- and n-modes.

differences between measurements and simulations in the n-
modes. These are likely to be caused by the lack of absorbers
in the simulations and by the different outer dual-port probe
surfaces in measurements and in simulations, where only the
inner dual-port probe structure is modelled.

D. Polarization and channel balance

The polarization and channel balance calibration is per-
formed using the three antenna measurement procedure [1],
wherein the first measurement is conducted with two SGHs
and the subsequent ones are carried out with the dual-port
probe and each one of the two SGHs. This gives one polar-
ization ratio for each probe port and two values for the channel
balance; see Table I and Table II.

TABLE I: Polarization calibration

Probe port p1 p2

Axial Ratio [dB] 40.9 53.2
Tilt Angle [0] -0.1 89.3

TABLE II: Channel balance calibration

Channel balance Magnitude [dB] Phase [0]
Axy1 0.02 127
Axy2 -0.15 124

A possible explanation for the difference in the channel bal-
ance values might be the different cross-polarization properties
of the two SGHs. In addition, the dual-port probe introduces
losses reducing the dynamic range and noise adds further
uncertainty during calibration measurements. Channel balance
Axy1

is closer to the ideal value of 1 and this is selected for
probe correction of the subsequent measurement results.

E. Gain

To determine the gain of the dual-port probe the near-field
substitution technique is used; a SGH is used as gain reference

antenna and this is calibrated with the two-antenna technique
[7] to have a gain of 26.4 dB. The dual-port probe gain at 60
GHz gives at port 1 a value of 12.5 dB and a value of 11.8 dB
at port 2. The difference between these gain values is likely to
be caused by: different OMT port insertion loss values - a 0.4
dB difference (from OMT datasheet specifications) - and by
the fact that the insertion loss at port 2 of the cable, connecting
the switch to the OMT is around 1 dB larger than for the cable
at port 1.

IV. DUAL-PORT PROBE AS A PROBE

The dual-port probe is now tested as a probe for a spherical
near-field measurement of a SGH (A6634 series from Flann
Microwave) as an AUT. The AUT measured data with dual-
port probe (DPP) is compared with the data from the measure-
ments when a SGH A6635 (A35) is used as a probe. In Fig.
6, the AUT radiation pattern measured with A35 and DPP is
shown for E-, H-, 450- and 1350-planes, while in Fig. 7 the
zoomed-in plots of the results from Fig. 6 are shown. It can be
noted that for measurements with A35 as probe, the dynamic
range of the system (determined as the range from co-polar
peak to cross-polar average level), is around 60 dB. When DPP
is used as a probe, the dynamic range is around 50 dB, being
reduced by approximately 10 dB. A possible explanation for
the dynamic range reduction is the extra losses introduced by
the dual-port probe as this can noted from the gain results
for DPP and A35 SGH, which is around 12 dB for former
and 26.4 dB for the latter. This effect is seen in the cross-
polar component, showing a noise-like behavior when AUT is
measured with DPP. However, the cross-polar on-axis level of
the two data sets is the same, with a value of around -20 dB.

Fig. 6: Measured co-and cross-polar directivity radiation pat-
terns for A6634 SGH at 60 GHz for E-plane (top left), H-plane
(top right), 450-plane (bottom left) and 1350-plane (bottom
right).
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Fig. 7: Zoomed-in measured co-and cross-polar directivity
radiation patterns for A6634 SGH at 60 GHz for E-plane (top
left), H-plane (top right), 450-plane (bottom left), and 1350-
plane (bottom right).

The results in Fig. 6 and in Fig. 7 show a very good agree-
ment between the measurements obtained with A35 probe
and with DPP, the co-polar component showing an agreement
down to -30 dB pattern levels over the main beam region,
while the cross-polar shows the same on axis level of -20
dB. To quantify the results, the pattern standard uncertainty ∆
(1σ), is calculated for the co-polar and cross-polar components
for E-, H-planes and for 450- and 1350-planes (see Table III).
The pattern standard uncertainty is calculated as being 1/3 of
the maximum of the equivalent error signal between the two
patterns [8]. The standard deviation results for the co-polar
component show a very good agreement with hundredths of
dB for E-plane and for 450- and 1350-planes and tenths of dB
for H-plane. The cross-polar components show around 2.5 dB
difference between the two measurements results.

TABLE III: Pattern standard uncertainty

Planes E H 450 1350
Co Cx Co Cx Co Cx Co Cx

∆[dB] 0.05 2.2 0.1 2.5 0.03 2.3 0.03 2.5

When the AUT is tested with the dual-port probe, channel
balance correction with different values - Axy1

or Axy2
- gives

different cross-polarization components for 450- and 1350-
planes, but the same on-axis polarization level of -20 dB (see
Fig. 8). If channel balance Axy2

is used for the calibration,
the overall level of the cross-polar component is higher than
in the case when Axy1

is applied. For the E- and H-planes no
differences are noticed between the cross-polar results when
the different channel balance values are applied. This is due
to the fact that 450- and 1350-planes are more sensitive to the
channel balance than E- and H-planes. For completeness, the

data corrected with the channel balance value determined as
the average between Axy1 and Axy2 is shown as well.

Fig. 8: Measured co-and cross-polar directivity radiation pat-
terns for A6634 SGH at 60 GHz processed with channel
balances Axy1 , Axy2 and with the average value of Axy1 and
Axy2

for E-plane (top left) and H-plane (top right) and for
450-plane (bottom left) and 1350-plane (bottom right).

V. CONCLUSIONS

A 60 GHz dual-port probe based on switch technology has
been designed, manufactured, calibrated, and tested at the
DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility. The
dual-port probe shows a good first-order performance, with
the higher-order m-modes power level lower than -40 dB at
port 1 and lower than -30 dB at port 2. Channel balance
calibration is important for mm-waves measurements, but the
process at 60 GHz is more challenging and affected by the
reduced dynamic range and sources of uncertainties such as
mechanical alignment, which here become more significant.
The measurement results when dual-port probe is tested as
a probe and when a 25 dBi SGH is used as probe show a
generally good agreement - within 0.05 dB (E-plane) and 0.1
dB (H-plane) for the co-polar component and within 2.5 dB
for the cross-polar component. The dual-port probe introduces
losses and it contributes to the dynamic range reduction. This
effect is more dominant in the cross-polar component where
the larger differences between the two data sets are present.
Overall, this demonstrates that the dual-polarized probe can
be used to conduct accurate measurements at 60 GHz, but it
is limited by the switch technology.
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